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Ferry Beacb, Saco,

Year in advance.

Proprietor*.

This house, just completed, is now open
wfV»r the accommodation of visitors, boarders
ri W
parties. It is situated in the midst of a
grove obout mi<lway of “the Bay,” and is
rf»vM within twenty minutes drive of the business
portion of the city.
BowlingtAlleys, Livery and Feed Stables are connected with the house.
jun2t>«llm
X

published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; If paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Is

a

Advertising: One* inch oi space, in
constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 i»er square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuum every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents i»er week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements.” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
oi the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ceuta i>er square for each subsequent inserRates of

length of column,

tion.

Address all cowinunicabiohs to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

IH. N.

BRUNS,

19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
good variety of cases always ready m ade.
B., is always ready to obtain employment
^lap-Mr.
for Scandinavian! Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
Jun26eod6m
A

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
DEALERS

WHOLESALE COAL

119 Commercial St., Portland.

Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfapr27
port of shipment to any i»oiut desired.

KE1LER,

L.

PAINTER,

FRESCO

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
|^-AU orders promptly
my28tf

attended to.
_

LHAS. J. M il 1 A1A111I.II,

INTER

FRESCO_PA

Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
business, and is ready to embody into his future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.'
OFFICES AT
A. G. Schlotterbeck &
303 Congress *t.
Block.

Schumacher Bros.,

Deering

No. 5

PORTLAND,

~CHAS.

(Formerly

Warren

ME._

-AND-

Co.,

AND

MERCHANTS !
Philadelphia.

>>8 Walnut St.,
xl. L.

J.

Gbegg,

B.

Hamel,

Jil

jan23-ly__

__

EDGAR 8. BROWN,

City Hall, Providence,

can

Office.

R.

Counsellor and Attorney
No. 80

at

Law !

MIDDLE STREET.

gyParticular attention paid to collecting.
jani!4-ly

__

Tearing, Rodman

&.

swiit,

House !

A

New

A

Summer Board

GEORGE D. JOST,
RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
N. B. Order Slate at
and CroBB Streets.

F. F. Hale’s, Coiner of Free
de20 tf

IlOQPJElt,
IJPHOL STJE RER
Nos. 31 £ 93 Free Street,
Pablob Suits, Loungbb, Spuing Beds,
Mattbkssis,
HrDsuugli l*ntent Bed Lounges, En.
nmt-led Chairs, Ac.
IfA11 kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furnl-

prices

can

Nice Tricot

Vests, $1

~HUNI
W

Italian & American

Marble,

Yard

43 PREBLE STREET.

hand a good assortment nt Italian
and American Marlilc, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumenral stock, at prices
that will not lail to be satis factory to all marble workers.
uug22

SHALL

keep

on

WM.

M.

MARKS,

Book, Card & Job Printer,
109 EXCHANGE NT.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc_

and

carefully

_

KNIT A B I* IN HKD 1840.

W. FRANK BACON,

rant

ot

4

Lot

Gold Foil and Dentists’
No. 33 Hawking St., near Sudbury Street,
BOgTOit, .THAW*.
ttT'ReflniiiE done at short notice.
ap27*3m

every

J.

F.

mv

represented,

as

1

account,

as

I

shall

CEO. R. JOHNSON.
junl*3w

a

good

BAKER’S
PR AC

very

home,

PEACE

send

work

on

Renovate

C H E

R

and

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
of Kid Gloves every time you
out?
those you have with

sent

BLACKSMITH

for

on

Sold

place
on

receipt of retail je27d2w*

now

account of ill health.
RANDALL BROS,

Oxford

County

w2(

BRYANT’S,

aer.

All

tiou.

a

man

wise ordered, will
THESleamerii’Dirigo
their
Holmes
on

June 18th, 1872.
Bank, on or before tli i’
will draw interest froii 1

Also
sale.
Cldtning
orders will receive prompt and faithful atteu

t

WILLIAM BROWN,
04 Federal st.,
Near the Park.

Gen. B. B. MURRAY, Adjutant General.
Gen. JAMES A. HALL, Inspector General.
Col. E. A. THOMPSON, Asst. Surgeon General.
Col. ELIAS M1LLIKEN, Asst. Commissary Gen’l.
Col. J. M. HAYNES, Asst. Judge Advocate Gen’l.
Lt. Col. ALEX B. SUMNER
Lt. Col. FRED E. SHAW.
Aides-de-Camn
Aides-ae
Lamp.
Lt. Col. GEO. W. PARKER,
Lt. Col. JOHN W. ATWELL,

Mass.

Cider.
F.

Treasurer.

and

A

CIDER!
MUSIC
The

stop at Vineyard

Havel
tripB to and from New York
HENRY FOX, Gen. Agt.
3w

at the

Church, Portland, Me.,

vestry

jun23deod

2w

at 2 o’

Jun25-2w

an

TT&S

AND HEALTH SAVED ! ! ! Thou
JUJU? Fj sands rescued from Insanity and th •
grave. A sure preventative of “Exhausted drains
and “NervousDebility”. Send $3 to Prof. Merritt >
Lock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.
Junl7t4w

Gig

i

Saw For Sale.

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or a<l
dress LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. Yor t
a ad Maple streets.
|a31eodtf

A

Majority

_Junlldlm
(JJLUJU-K.

have this day appoiuted

ATWOOD,

43 Centre

bands!

Agent for the sale

Procession forms ot 9 1-9 A. M. and

June

moves precisely at 10 A, 91.1

HI roads and steamers throughout the State
will carry passengers ts and from Portland on this
occasion at HALF FARE I
C. J.PENNELL, BENJAMIN RINGSBURY, Jk.
Chief Marshal, Mayor, Chairman Committee.
COMMITTEE

ON

4th

JULY.

MAYOR.

Alderman, GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD,
Counellmen, J. F. RANDALL, JOHN
S. S. RICH.

St.,

of my

Cider.

VERGIN D. KIMBALL,
Rumford, Me.

__

12, 1872.

__Jel4d2w

Westbrook Seminary.
Seminary
hereb;
notified that their annual meeting will be hel« i
THE
at 3 o’clock in the after
the 2d of

YEATON,

TUESDAY,

are

r

July

noon, at the Seminary Building, for the transactioi 1
of the following business:
1st—To fill vacancies that may exist in the Boar (
of TruBteee.
2nd—To fill vacancies in the Board of Govcrnraen t
and Instruction.

3d—To act on the Treaeurer’s Report and other at
counts, and ui»on any other business properly befor 8
She meeting.
GRENVILLE M. STEVENS,

Deering, June 25,

Secretary

1872.

Board of Trustses.

je37dtd

A Hint for the Charitable.
The following letter, found upon

a profesbeggar lately arrested at Newbury port
while representing himself as the son of a
clergyman, in needy circumstances, and thu„
robbing them of their charity, speaks for it.

Newbi ryport, June 6.
did firstrale last

for

Darling Old Wife:—I
night considering that this

is a small town of
I made $18 90 clear. I bought
myself a hat and boots. 1 have to keep a little to go on with. I send you a money-order
for $8; take it up to the Post Office to the
hole where they buy the postage stamps, and
they will give you the money. Get your
boots and hat at once for my sake, dearest. I
will have plenty of money in a few days. A
clergyman’s wife here, when she heard I had
a baby, gave me a lot ot baby clothes while
here; them’s with me. Kiss baby. In haste,
Your loving husmy own precious wife.
Lewto.
band,

only 12,000.

He was fined $10 and costs, taxed at
$28 60, for want of which he was committed
to jail.
.-

■ t'MI.HKNM

the
companies, livery-stable
keepers, members of the turf, and all grooms

State of Missouri in 1872.’
“Won’t you name any majority at all
“Well, if it’ll help you out any, I’ll say

6,000 majority.”

car

and trainers say oi the Mustang Liniment.
“can't do without it.” And why? Because it infallibly reduces the external swellings, &c., which, under various names, impair
the usefulness and value of the king of quadru-

They

peds,

and also because, for sprains, strains,
galls and other injuries to which horse-flesh is
liable, it is the most trustworthy preparation
in the market

Yet

these recommendations

comprise only a portion of its .claims to public
confidence. During a period of more than sixteen years, it has been recognized as a specific
for many of the most agonizing disorders
which afflict the human family—such

as

rheu-

matism, gout, neuralgia, lumbago, ticdoloreux,
sore throat, earache, toothache; and likewise
as a peerless
application for cats, bruises,
burns and scalds.

jyl-eodlw&wlt

No Lady’s Toilet is complete unless there be
the fragrant SozodorU; unto the breath sweet
odors it imparts, the gums a ruby redness soon
assume, the teeth quick rival alabaster tint,
and seems as pearls set in a coral vase. M& W
Females in every period of life will find that
Golden Pill will prove a perfect

Dupohco’s
blessing.

je2S-eodlw&wlt

Time and enlightened experience have
shown that certain substances formerly used
and relied on in medical practice, are unnecessary and dangerous; yet some of these substances have found their way into medical
compounds. Dr Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, however, contain nothing injurious, being compost'd exclusively of vegetable substances from California. For all disorders of tte liver, kidneys, bladder, skin, and
digestive organs, and for purifying the blood,
they are the most wonderful remedy known.

je29-4w
Constitutional debility in either sex, no
matter from what cause, is speedily removed
by administering Smolander’s Buchu. It
will positively remove or counteract kidney,
mental
bladder and
glandular diseases,
and physical debility, diabetes, gravel and all
and every complaint of the urino-genital orje26-eodlw
gans, in either males or females.
For several months past I have used Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypopliosphites in
the treatment of incipient Phthisic, Chronic
Bronchitis, and other affections of the Chest,
and I have no hesitation in stating that it ranks
foremost amongst the remedies used in those
Z, E. Eagle, Jr., M. D.
diseases.

je29-d&wlw

Groat.25,833

you see, you had 59,788
votes in 1888. Since then you have gained
by enfranchisement of rebels 15,000 votes.
We will allow that 10,000 of the Grant German vote of the State goes for Greeley, and
that’s a big allowance, and gives you 84,788
votes for Greeley. Since 1888 this State has
gained 75,000 voters by immigration. Twenty-five thousand of this new vote will go for
Greeley, which brings" the Greeley vote up to
109,000; and let me tell you, gentlemen,
that’s every dog-goned one you’ll get. Now
tor the Republican showing. First, get the
Graut vote of 1888, less 10,000, which makes
it 75,671. According to the census of 1870
we have 120,000 colored people in Missouri.
At least 25,000 of these are voters, and they
will vote for Grant. To this 1 add our proportion of the new immigration, say 50,000,
which gives Grant over 150,000 votes in the
State. Now, gentlemen, if you want to bet
agin them figgers put up your money.”
There was a pause at this for a tew minutes, and then a Greeley man faintly inquired
whether the countryman would bet on Grant
carrying the State by 40,000 majority.
as
“No, siree, Bob! I ain’t so dum green
a
that, because it is no way sartin about full
vote. It may be less than I kalkilate; but
I’ll make a straight bet that Grant carnes the

NOTItEM.

“Can’t do Without it.”—This is what

stage and horse

Adamson’s Balsam sure* Asthma, Coughs
Price 35 and 75 ets.

Now, gentlemen,

No. 12 Union Wharf,
Agent for State of Maine.

Trustees of Westbrook

■

We employ none but first-class workmen,
guarantee our work in all cases.
HFTirst-class Boot Makers wanted.

follows:
Vote in Missouri for Grant IMS.. .83,671
Vote In Missouri for Seymour in 1868.38,788

PORTLAND,

and otner

T Tl?17

s

Me.

THE

K. D.

im-

You see
I’ve come
my friend I’m from the country.
to St. Louis expressly to bet on Missouri for
Grant, and fifty dollars won’t pay my exAnd before the bets are made, I’ll
penses.
be fair enough to show you my figuring,
and then if any one wants to cover my pile,
I’ll plank up anywhere from $500 to $5000.
Ain’t a mite pertickler.”
“Well, show yer figgers!” sang out half a
dozen.
The countryman produced a rather dingy
memorandum book, and read his figures as

Intercolonial Coal Mining Company are prepared to sell coal from their Mine
on the “Acadia’1 Seam, at Drummond Colliery, Pictou, N. S.. and to deliver it F. O. B., at Granton
Wharf, Pictou Harbor, in any quantity.
The coal from this Mine is now taken from a depth
of nearly 1400 feet, and for steam and manufacturing
purjMises, is not suritassed by any in the Province.
It has been extensively used in Cooking Ranges and
for household purposes generally, and owing to its
cleanliness, brilliant flame and freedom from sulphnr
lias given universal satisfaction. The appliances for
handling and assorting the various descriptions of
coal, ana the facilities for despatch, are of a superior
character. Orders may be addressed or applications
made to James Dunn,'Esq.. Gen. Ag’t, WestviUe, N.
S.; A. P. Ross, Esq., Ag’t, Pictou, N. 8., or to the
subscriber, who is now landing a cargo of the above
coal, and is prepared to sell in large or small uuantities, and will keep a constant supply on hand for this
A. D. WHIDDEN,
market.

Thotnostou

o

was

mediately inquired.
“Name the siun yourself.”
“Fifty dollars.”
“Oh, fifty dollars is no object.

PICTOIJ COAL !

I

Norway,
SRowhegan,

of course,

Missouri.”
“How much do you want to bet”

__

ClJJJUJrl,

on

Greeley.

thousand
merchants daily
’change in this city, and, as a

“I’d like to make a small bet,” saida Grant
“that Grant carries the State of
man,

for Maine.

St., Portland,

Portland, Juue 10, 1872.

one

both parties.

Augusta,

F. A. SMITH,
E. G. P. SMITH,
Members of the Corporation.

•

Gen’l Agent

Portland,

Bangor,

clock p. m., Fridav, July 12th, 1872.
►
Business, Organization—To see if the Corporator »
will accept the act of Incorporation, passed at th
last session of the Maine Legislature, and any othe
business properly coming before the meeting.
EBEN T. NUTTER,

FASHIONABLE

B"V

l.ewistou,

Franconia until other

THE
ing Association will be liolden
Chestnut St. M. E.

MITCHELL BROS.,

Staff

LIST OF THE STAFN:

roomi

Martha's Crovc Camp Meeting A»
sociation.
first meeting of Martha’B Grove Camp Meet

of

to the mannfactur
of Ladies’ Boots.

caarriges splendidly dec-

had

“Make it $500,” put in a Grant man, “and
cover the bet.”
“Doner’—money planked up instanter by

HAYDEN,

L.

J.

Gov. Perham and

Maine Steam-Ship Company
Hole)

Mpecial Attentiou paid

ft,

frog which

Til

manner.

jun8d3m

P. H. TOBIN,
183 Cwonnerrial.

je28tf

115 FEDERAL STREET.

>

Natick,

Mr.

COUNTY

_____

Cleansed and Repaired at
and all kinds of goods dyed in
C1L0THES
thorough
Second-hand
for

No.

a

llinois does for Grant.”
foes

Machines sold on Monthly Installments.
AH kinds of Sewing Machine Supplies,Silk, Thread
Needles, &c.
Machine Stitching in all its branches done in the

163 Middle

I am now preparged to offer the PUREST ANI
FINEST FLAVORED CIDER manufactured.

Savings Bank,

Boot & Shoe Makers

iunel2

Ladder No. I.

Will Review the Military.

OXFORD

located at Portland

_(<l*wtd)

Dirlgo (hand)

appointed agent by
DANFORTH of Norway for the sale of his celeHAVING

No. lOO NIDDliE STREET.

1», 1872.

Sc.

The

Yesterday we happened to be standing near
an
earnest body of disputants who were
bantering one another over the probability of
The company
Grant carrying Missouri.
seemed pretty evenly divided in opinion.
“I’ll bet a hundred dollars,” said one
earnest Greeley Democrat, “that Missouri
for Greeley by as large a majority as

WHEELER & WILSON S

best

brated

therefore hereby notified to present the Notes
and other claims against the association for payment
W. N. GOOLD, Cashier.
je27d2m
Portland, Maine, June 24th, 1872.

June

doing good
a

The only
busines.

been

made In
of

Hook

with steamers and hose
orated and trimmed.

PHOTOGRAPH
(9000) nine thousand inhabitants.
in the
and

are

Maine

Washington

delivery.

its

staked.

Needed in the Family can be done upon it with greatand ease of execution to beginners than
accomplished on any other. It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

3,

at

every foreground topic
comes
generally under discussion there.
at the dull time o£,the year,
JuSt now,
merchants
of the
enliven the
many
hour over political topics, and betting upo.i
favorite candidates frequently takes place.
Hats, suits of clothes, money, diamond pins,
steamboats, and even real estate are often

er rapidity
can be

3,

Cusco No

For Sale.
ROOMS in a growing town ol

TICE

National

assemble

Family Sewing Machine,
No.

joy

“Black Friday” for

SILENT FEED

Cumberland,

sale;

to us that

About

our present “Lock-Stitch” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELFR & WILSON’S is reliathe wants
ble, economical and noiseless. It answers
of the household
and *

lg

Portland, No, 9,

Has removed to NO. 4 Brown St.
Oflice hours from 8 to 10 A. M, and 2 to 4 P. M.
je 17dlm

Bank,
in the State of Maine, is closing up its attains
THE
All Note holders and other creditors of said associa
tion

for

N*.

follows:

as

woman

infinite relish.

Those who want the best should obtain

DR. GEO. A. CLARK, HOMEOPATHIST,

92 OO

jun2Td&w2w

Second

Kackiinac,

REMOVAL!

AID

price.

~NO

shop

Department,

Fire

will also take part in the procession,

jun28d3t

Composition, buy

free,

easily

ly

Chief Engineer Andrew J. Cummings,

well established.
with a good run of carriage and job work; all
necessary tools to carry on the Business :this is one of
the best chances of the kind ever offered; small capital required.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

75

THEOBETICAL

This
and
managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough experiment; and
the thousands who have fortunately used ours, frankgive it the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now with

completely,

Elegant Fouutain.

Under the Command of

EXCELLENT

entertain-

NATH’L F. DEERING,

,

—AT—

F.

The Portland

business opportunity for sale—half
interest in custom tailoring business; location of
great value; regular run of good paying customers,
and continually on the increase; will bear the closest
investigation; moderate capital required; reference
exchanged. Taylor & Co., 20 State St., Boston.

Harry Sanders, Esq.

third
first

FOR* THIRTY DAYS,
C.

From an

Display,

A

ingenuity
sufficient to get into a potato without cutting
the skin, would be able to sit in a melting fhrnace and croak “God save the Queen,” with

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

Actual

irog.

most extraordinary part of the story is not
the fact of the frog being inside of the pota-

Street, New York.

192 Fulton Street. New York.

JUBILEE

i'ICAL HARMONY.

most

matter

in

and a

to instead of the potato being inside of the
frog, but that it was not even parboiled. It

WITH

Sebago

potato

has declared her readiness to swear
The scientistists
to the truth of this story.
are all agog with excitement over this wonful freak of nature. What they consider the

r

JOUVBN’S

To make Sabbatli School children’s eyes sparkle,
get that Gem of the Season, the New Sabbath School
Song Book, eutitled:
SPARKLING RUBIES! By Asa Hull

171 For* Nt.

short notice

HEREBY
Hannah W. Johnson on my
pay no debts of her contracting.

Jubilee at

SUITS,

Clothing Cleansed.

Notice.
forbid all iiersunsliarboring or trusting

For

bnainess.

&ISK,

are

CHORUM BOOK.

tor

as

and

BUCKET,”

“THE OLD OAKEN

WHYpair

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO New York.

WOODFORD’S CORNER.

FAIRFIELD.

written

work, heavy or light, and the

practical

BE SOFT

a

woman

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

uniquely and finely trimmed will
represent

i9

croaked a ptean of

seems

Another carriagea

to disown it.

But here comes the wonderful part. So soon
as the potato was cut, out jumpe-l a frog,

SEWING MACHINE

ttIBLS,

BEAUTIFUL

self:

which threw several summersets, and then

popular.

OXEN.

Ex-Govemor Vance, of North Carolina, is
trying to advance the Cincinnati ticket in
that State; but it is said that the negroes look
very black at the Greeley and Brown nomin-

England was cutting boiled potatoes recently. She took up one that was large,
mealy, and inviting. She laid it on her plate
and cut it in two. So far, there is nothing in
this story which is at all strange or singular.

AMY KIND OF SEWING

Reading,

this
CHOICE PLANTS! DEPOSITS
July next,
day
the mouth.
the
day

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

June 3d. 1872.

just

a

The above books

thorough-

of

article to prove

Union, and the

Bishop
Oregon.

his heart’s mis-

sional

Now it

FAMILY

Young Ladies,

a little boy in the
Scott Grammar School, Portland,
Verbatim et literatim.

great English Italian Count Henry De Grano.”
All right.
Now won’t somebody tell ns who
Count De Grano is ?

already

all singing National Airs throughout the procession.

C. WELLS & CO.,

PORTLAND.

WM- A. EVANiS,

Harpswell,

SCOTCH

thoroughly understand

Plate,

1

the goods and you wiP buy.

to

my23tf

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,

FORT
Jyttf

a

All-Wool Vent*, worth
94.00 for 91.50 each.
99.50
ty“Please bear in mind that I have no connection
now with any other store on the street, and I war-

Large
from

Manufacturer

To have

of Prices !

$13.50

be occupied by

serenading

It is a child that can count a host of fathers—

UNQUESTIONABLY

take part.

York,

Mozart’s Letters, (2 vols. each, $1.75);
Beethoven’s Letters, ($2.00);
Mendelsshon's Letters. (2 vols., each, $1.75); and
Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, ($1.75.)

$9.
A Good Buginfips Suit
For $7.£Hh
A

are

THE WORLD’S

MINK is a veteran in the business, ar.d
ly understands the wants of the people.

Worth’

one to

its side while

of

SLEIOHS,

the 37 States of the
other containing

bottle.

F.

139 Mid-

No.

A. W. Ac He H. MC DCF FEE, Cor. Middle
Ac Caioa Sts.

For all kinds of

representing

THOMPSONS
POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per

lieaiy Riographien,

no

are

charmingly
ing books, as are
but

Being stock purchased to close the account of
suspended jobbing house in New York.

WOOL

37 Beautiful

INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
Get the lives of the Great Music Masters:
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
t rouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Of Beethoven, ($2.00) of Handel, ($2.00): of Mozart,
Sold by U uggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
($1.75); of Mendelssohn, ($.75); of Rossini; ($1.75); of Price 25 cents per boftle.
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, ($1.75.)
F. C. WELLS & CO.,

DYER,

a

ALL

YOU DESIRE

YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT AND
GLOSSY?

MERRILL,

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

BOAT

Handsomely trimmed, and

“Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
when violations are detected.
B. N. PERRY, Sheriff.
Portlan 1, April 4, 1872.
ap5dtf

BEST OF

Snmmer

At Less than the Present Market
Value l

an see

New
FOR THE

Spring and Summer
CLOTHING,

then call

TWO

personally notified by
inability to find

192 Fulton

jun25dl2t

FOR SALE

Read the List

BONDS.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
J. AMBBOSE

the Procession there will also be

00

25 PINE ST.

-OF-

OScc 31* CONCB(»« MTREKT,

In

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liqnors are Sold

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

A LARGE STOCK

liuiessle Dealers In

to

expected

arc

*

of the law, without further notice.

of any violation

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

SISK,

OFFERS

Other Associations

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

At 80 and interest they give about 9 Per Cent.
Per Annum income on the amount invested, and
by a rise to par would pay 95 Per Cent. Profit.
We believe them one of the safest and most profitable investments offered in this market for years.

171 FORE STREET

JEWETT,

<ft

F.

Republic,

(Portland )

my sell or deputies, on account oi our
their places, are hereby notified that

A 7 per cent, bond for sale at 80 and interest on one
of the great roads running from New York ICity—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, affording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit,

These

J.

of

that the

169 Fore St.

All the new styles, Berlins, Be.iibrat.ts, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retoucued
card by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all impertections of the Biin
Call andjudge lor yourselves.
BriVltilB-CBBil work al Mwdcratc20PrieA ini tw Please.may
,a.

Army

Grand

against them

June 27-dtf

order

No. Si (Portland) Dept, of

American Relief Association,

Irish

LIQUORS.

Commercial st.

Stair Builder.

die Street.

Notice is also given

MIDLAND

Post

maiue

The Unlawfnl Sale of Intoxicating

CONVERTIBLE

to $5.

EDWIN

G.

Bosworth

Street.

B. F. LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street, np
stairs.

Cadets,

Portland

Congress

Composition of

A good, finished scandal, fully armed and
equipped, such as circulates in the world, Is
rarely the production of a single individual,
or 'even of a single coterie.
It sees the light
in one; is rocked and nurtured in another; (is
p tted, developed and attains its growth in a
third; and receives its finishing touches only
after passing through a multitude of hands.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

Light Infantry
(Oldlown.)

Mersey

Quinine/

Where We All Begin.

teetotaller as a “rum

ation.

Street.

Schools.

"Crosby Guards, (Hampden.)

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

STURDIVANT,
179

City Guards,

Belfast

STREET.
dcl2eod-Cm

In Portland who have not been

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress

_

from New York and
Portland and other

Co., No. 301 1-9 Cos-

Street.

_

Sheriffs Notice.

Je29-d3t

Wanted.

To freight Coal
Philadelphia to
ROSS &

Suits, $20.00.

No 152 Diddle Street.
POBTLAKD, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to

by leaving

Vessels

Pants from $1.50 to $8.

PHOTOGRAPH®,

Black and

name

board,

bought at wholesale.

be

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silrer and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Guards, (Bangor,)

Jameson

A

PERMANENT
good

All Wool Suits. $7.50

All Wool

LAnSOS,

J. II.

less than

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Kerry description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

M.

OF

What is

A wonderful revolution was made in medicines commonly used in remittent and intermittent fevers, and tonical exhibitions, by the
discovery, in (1820, of quinine, by Pelletier.
This highly valuable material is the product of
the calisaya tree, a variety of the cinchona. It
is found oulv in Bolivia and Carabaya, the forests in which it grows being some ten or twelve
davs’ journey from any inhabited regions.
Cascarillos men make the collecting of this
production a business, going in companies to
me wiKMin,
encamping unu roaming tumugu
them to cut down the trees and gather the
bark.
It
was
formerly given in pills,
the
most unpleasant
and irprobably
regularly acting medicinal exhibition, or
in
a
solution which,
although possessing all the curative properties, was so
intensely, disgustingly bitter as to be extremely nauseous to the human palate. That
so valuable a
drug, either as a curative in sickness or a tonic in
health, should suffer from
such difficulties in the way of its pleasurable
assimilation with the human body, was long
regretted by physicians, and many trials were
made to so combine it so as to preserve all
medicinal efficacy, while neutralizing, In a
great degree, its extremely bitter taste. This
was finally
accomplished in Atwood’s Tonic
Bitters, the best aromatic tonic in use. This
popular remedy, in ail cases of debility, acidity
of the stomach, or general ill health, either
from dyspepsia, or during convalescence after
severe sickness is a carefully
prepared combination of quinine, and other milder tonics,
toned down to
a
delicious
bitter
ami
pleasant flavor by the judicious addition
of aromatic vegetrble extracts.
In many
advertised bittes,
popularly supposed to contain quinine, there is only a preparation of
cinchonia, which alkaloid is less efficacious and
infinitely less expensive than the true ervstalized extract of the cinchona calisaya, Atwoods
Tonic is indebted for its wonderful succes
to the purity of tbe Bolivian bark, carried successively through the process of purification until all the kinic acid, and other extraneous and
hurtful matters are evaporated. As the quinine of commerce is generally adulterated with
gypsum, sugar, gum, starch, stearine, or alkaline and other earthly salts, it is necessary tube
cautious in choosing that form which can be
warranted pure, and such is tbe case with the
Atwood Quinine Tonic Bitters, as prepared by
Alvah Littlefield & Co., of Boston, Mass

Oxen is a very slow animal. They are very
good to brake up ground.
tress. In his ecstasy he rolled the barrel over,
I would rather have horses if they didn’t
slammed his guitar against a shutter, in his have colic—which
they say is wind collected
efforts to regain his balance, and disappeared in a bunch. Which makes it dangereser to
oxen.
horses
than
in the cistern.
The bubbling cry of the keep
wood have
If their were no horses
strong swimmer in his agony brought out to wheel their wood inpeople
a wheel-barrow.
the entire family, including the bull-dog, in It wood take them two or three
days to
various brief and picturesque
costumes, wheal a cord a mile.
Cows are useful, to. I heard some people
ranging all the way from an elaborate robe de I
say that if they had to be a ox or a cow they
nuit and curl papers, worn by the innocent
wood sooner be a cow, but I think when it
cause of it all, to a simple yet serviceable
come to be milked on a cold winter moming,
collar, ornamented with spikes worn by the j I think they wood sooner be oxen, for oxen
don’t have to raise calves—If 1 hail to be a
bull dog.
ox or a cow I wood be a heffer, but if I could
not be a heffer, and had to be both, 1 wood
The mystery about “Lord Gordon” is disbe a ox.
at
He
he
is
a
of
“the
last.
pelled
says
stepson
on

Street.

(Augusta),

distinguished

From Davenport, Iowa, Democrat.

The Indianapolis News says: A Lafayette lover seated himself on a barrel turned

_Sreet and 48 Market St.

fress

of a

discussing
liquor dealer to

are
a

was a

men

—

customer.”

Real Estate Agents.

Skowhegan l.ight Infantry,

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic Store,

a

speak

lin Sts.

Guards

Capital

ORGANS!

MIDDLE
8iy Music sent by mail.

Massachusetts
lawyers
whether it is libellous for

St.

Plumbers.

Norway Light Infautry,

CELEBRATED

77

marriage. She had been “warranted” well and strong.

Street.

GEO. R. DAVIS Ac

BTJRDETT 6c WOOD’S

or transient boarders accommodarooms and l>oard.
Two connected
ted, with
rooms With
furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
febl7tf

DYER,

TIATTOOCKS,

l.ight Infantry,

Auburn

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

Boarders Wanted.

—OF—

oc!t5-*69T T&Stf

boxed and matted.

June

Press Office.

A VERT LARGE STOCK

At

CONSISTING

since their

KNIGHT,No. 134 Exchange

SMALL A

barbed ar-

Oregon sues his father-in-law for
because his wife has been sick ever

$5,000,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Merchandise,

can

answers

Ready Made Clothing,

MANUFACTUKBB OF

ure

North

OFFERS FOR SALE

H.

Musical

20th, large
Conway,
of Prince.
and
to the
AT Tan Dog,
him at the
The finder will be rewarded

IK)ints east.

P*

eod3m

ap30

Masons and Bnilders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congress

Portland mechanic Blues,

Union, or 6 South Street
Gatley, Sheridan & Griffiths.

penman.

Dog Lost.

li

C.

Will consist, viz:

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
I good
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet JMuftie,
Books, Folios, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Banjos,
Drums, Guitars,
Wanted.
fit WO good girls to go into the country—to do gen- Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, music Box*
JL eral house work during the summer months. es, Piano Stools. All can be obtained at
may7tf
Apply at this office.

169

EDWIN

WEN.

Cheaper thangBrick.

rooms

Fore Street.
0.

good

a

Boarders Wanted.

mar26tlidtf

F RESCO PAINTER

good

can hear of a
name and refer-

can
also, transient or table, gentlemen
accommodations by applying to MRS. WILmay27-tf
BUR, No. 4 Chestnut Street.

accommodate famfinished the same throughout,
ilies desiring pleasant board
healthy location.
about
two
miles
from
the celebrated
It is situated
“Poland Springs’*. For further particulars call on,
GEO.
E.
HOUGHTON.
or address
junStf
Poland, June 7, 1872.

169

be

Must

3

25, who has

about

man

or

Country.

N. E.

a

A man in

Carpet-Bags.
DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. L AMSON, 139 Middle St., cor. Cross.

Orders left at

boarders Wanted.
two gentlemen
GENTLEMAN and wife
and good board, REED
A be furnished with front
find
boarders

can
in a

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
F.
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Glnery Twichell.ju3-6m

Better and

An unjust acquisition is like

row, must be drawn backward with horrible anguish, or else will be your destruction.

Photographers.

Under Command of

MOUNTED.

I'tOODnoniB Well furiilSIlbd, with 0004- boar.il. ttt
\T reasonable rates, at No 13 Myrtle St.
my28tf

subscriber has recently purchased the CenCounsellor THE
tral House, at Poland, and painted, papered and

LAW!.

AT

in the

BATTALION,

STREETS.

GIRL to do general house-work; work light.
Enquire at Press office or No. 9 Lowell St.
May 29-dtf

junlOdtf

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

LOTHROP,DE YENS A CO., «1 Bxbange
THE

100 Truckmen in White Frocks,

at 330

a

clerks and others have to ereep among the
vines and flowers to ascertain the address of
a letter—which is a
delightful task.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

—FOB—

A

This favorably known and popular sea
side resort is now reopened for the reception
of permanent and transient guests for the
season of 1872.
OTIS KALER & SON, Proprietors.
_,

Evening:*

SIDEWALKS, DRIVES, VARDS,
GARDENS, WALKS AMD

Wanted.

HUUbt,

III the

Concrete Pavement

je27tf

Scarboro Beach, Oak Hill, He.

Commercial St., BOSTON
Tu&F
ap23 2taw-6m

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.
a stationary
engine

by addressing

**

CONCERTS

Portland Light Infantry,

run

that the

long. What

“Dolly Varden” has now taken possession
envelope manufactures. Post Office

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

P.

O. Box 1743.
June 27-tf

HILL, ME.

inside the vaults, at from $15 to

to rent

loot

had.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

60 per annum.
Special Deposits of Stocks, Bonds, and other valuables received*.
Deposits of any articles of value received at rates
varying according to the size of package and valuation.
Collection and Remittance of Interest and Dividends attended to.
ROBERT A. BIRD, Manages.
June 29-tf

Wanted.

ences, P.

VAULTS!
BAND

tf

active

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

23 & 25

Attorney and

27

Clerk at 330 Congress street.

some

This popular and home-like summer resort will be re-opened for the season on
Tuesday, June 11,1872.
J. P. CHAMBERLIN, Prop.

Anchors, Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &
Bunting:.

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

June

as

DEPOSIT

at West

jun5tf

SMART,
young
had
business experience,
A
situation
with full

junStf

CHAIN CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, &c
Importers of

YOUNG MAN

ENGINEER
Congress

HOUSE,

Cape Elizabeth Beach.

Manufacturers of

rooms

Upholstering.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

Sions

Address with particu-

Knightsville.
L., Press Office.

to
st.

of '72.
P. S. This house is positively closed to all transient
visitors on the Sabbatli.
S. g. GUNNiaOJT, Proprietor.
jel3d2w

Cordage.

Bedford

10

Splendid Champion Flag:

NO. 91 EXCHANGE STREET,

SAFES

Wanted.

season

AND

End,

containing from 6 to
or

Drill !

offered by the city to be given to the
military company who shall be declared Chamof the State, after a fair trial before the
udges. The city has also offered three prizes to
be drilled for by individual members of the military companies.

practice;

WANTED.

HOUSE

lars C.

THIS

Colony Duck,

Lawrence & Old

Daflv Press

M.,

and

Has been

PORTLAND

Wanted to Bent.

Reach,)

UUE.AN

AgentB tor the Bale of

L.

SIX

popular Summer Resort will ojK;n for the
accommodation of permanent boarders and transient visitors on TUESDAY, the 18th day of June,

for the

other writ-

years

GOOD SMART MEN who understand themselves and are willing to work when an excellent
opportunity is offered. Commission large and business
unexceptionable. Good reference required.
Further {Particulars may be learned by addressing
jun7tf
ARCHIBALD, Box 1605.

I.

A

mrl2distf

__Junl0d3w»

MEN

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

or any
copyingfour

who has had
very fast. Address

lady

a

Review

SOLICITED.

No. 14 Cross

SAFE

SITUATION to do

MILITARY

AND COMPETITIVE

A. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.,

GOOD, faithful Girl in a small family. Apply
at 38 St. Lawrence st, after 2 o’clock p. m.

Awrite
ing by

Is now open far summer and transient
boarders. It is the nearest hotel to the
Portland & OgdensburgR. R. Depot. Rooms
pleasant and well ventilated. Terms from
_six to ten dollars per week., transient two
and a half per day.
mv22-eod-3m
JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

OAK

Or

Wanted.

148 EXCHANGE SI.

jan22tf

Office,

to believe

mouth for oysters our ancestors must have

J. F.

ex{>e-

June 22-tf

PLAN.

GRAND

OR FOR THE SEASON.
LOWEST KATES.

C3“ ORDERS

Wanted.

Proprietor,

(Ncnrboro

DAILY

To whom liberal wages will be paid.
Enquire at Press Office.jelHtf

A

Agassiz requires us
primitive oyster was a

done to order.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind* efUphels .ringand Repairing

AT

an

Goods.

of the

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

Cook and Laundress,

and popular Summer Resort, situated on Narragansett Bay, between the cities of
Providence and Newport, will be open for the reception of guests July 1st, Rooms at reasonable rates.
A first class Restaurant attached. Table d'hote for
children and servants. For further information address,
L. H. HUMPHREYS,

CLOUDMAN,

G.

J.

CLIFF COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth,

bolstering

of a new paper in Kentucky
information of fault-finding

readers, that he stands six feet in his stockings, and his principal amusement when a
boy was to throw 100-pound anvils over his
head, hold a barrel of flour at arm’s length,
and practice similar muscular feats.

Arc prepared to furnish

Jun28*3t

Wanted.
CAPABLE GIRL. Apply at
57 DEERING ST.
jun25tf

Furnishing

Furniture and
Forenoon.

the

ICE !

PURE

! !

The editor
states for the

order.

to

gallon.

The Biddeford liquor dealers calmly submit to see their liquor taken from them and
stored, and then steal it back.

RENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post OHce,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

of
In

S. P. MAYBERY.

SEASON", 1872.

ATLANTIC

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

Having secured their stock

Stolen.

a

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
OEORfil A. WHITNEY, No. M Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Furniture and House

Military <f Civic Procession l

Leavitt, Burnham* & Co., FIREMEN’S PARADE

BROWN Horae six years old, short tail, thick
fine mane, long foretop.

ATrienced

North Cornway, N. H.

BROKERS,

je28dlw*

or

ICE!

SEASON 1872.

W ANTED

ISLAND.

Washington

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

A

ROCKY POINT HOTEL,

Jan31

would

Cape Elizabeth, June 27th, 1872.

please
Portland,

Junlld2w

SHIP

A

This well known

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4114 MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

H. L. GREGG &

Strayed

or

Sacramento offers what it emphatically entitles Sacramental wine, for twenty-five cents

H. Hay’s.

H.

P. SYmONDS, India St. Yelret Clanks
dyed and Saished.
POSTER’S Dye H*ase, 94 Vni*n Street.*

done

find nice
Cumbertake three or

*rer

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

National Salutes and Bell Ringing,

dlin-eodllra<&w6w

TWO

points

EUROPEAN

The cltr authorities have decided upon the fol-

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Once, 166 Fore St^ Portland, Me.

land, corner of Anderson st.,
four single gentlemen.

grandeur.

THE

Dentists.

Independence.

is

An Indiana woman got nine
glasses of lemonade for nothing at a circus by
pretending
to faint.

Dye-House.

JT, H CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

ICE!

and Builders.

DR. W. B. JOHNSON,

lowing glorious programme:

Boarders Wanted.
gentlemen and tlieir wives can
rooms and good board by calling at 63

past

of Telegraphs at Portabove named house.
This famous summer resort, situated on the side of
Mt. Starr King, ^commands an uninterrupted and
magnificent view of White, Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr King regarded this spot as unsurpassed in loveliness and
Trains on the Summit Railroad, and the
Summit and Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the
house.
Stages connect at Lancaster, N. H., only 7 miles,
with every train to and from Boston, and after July
1, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northumberland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent livery
teams furnished at reasonable rates for all
of
interest. Catarrhal Complaints and Hay Fever immediately relieved. House inside and out being placed in perfect condition, by painting, papering, &c.
Western Union Telegraph Office in house.
Mr. B. H. Plaistcd, the recent proprietor, will be
connected with the house the copiing season. Persons desiring information in regard to terms, board,
address the undersigned, until June
&€., will
1, at
Me., and after that date at Jeflerson,
W. P. MERRILL, Proprietor.
N. H.
Jefferson, N. H., May 17, 1872.
inyl8-2m t,t,ji.

RHODE

American

Bleachery.

WHITNEY* HEAVa, Pearl Street, *p.
p*»ltc Park.

—OF—

GRAND

H.
vears

$14,806,812 37

Assets,

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Superintendent and Treasurer
land, Me., has purchased the

ON

& Gregg.)

PHILADELPHIA.

N.

Carpenters

ANNIVERSARY

heathen, though he

Not content with having burning itself to
the ground, Chicago
thinks of ruining itsell more thoroughly by getting up a
jubilee after the Bostonian pattern, but without Gilmore, Grant and
company.

SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, IV*. 131
Middle Street.

JJ

X?
274»345 01

1871,

Feb. 7, 1872.

je!3dtf

JEFFERSON,

3’XHM!XX XX
iS*??!! Jr

the Compauy, estimated at

Bv order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES. President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

Proprietor.

The undersigned for twenty

a

__

00

outstanding

WAUMBEK HOUSE,

■Km

_...

is not a

Under the present system of decorating a
criminal’s quarters with pictures, flowers,
Ac., opinion is about equally divided as to
whether the place of confinement is or is not
a “regular cell.”

A BREED, N*.S1 middle

Bonne' and Hat

...

ending
April next.

POO©

Street.

___

$5,375,793 24

_

$2,135,980 63

1, 1872.

“wedded to his Idyls.”

Book Binders.

disconnected with

MORNING, JULY

Tennyson

19 Pearl at.

Wm. A. QCINCY, Beam 11, Printer’ll
Exchange, IV*. Ill Exchange gt.
SHALL Sc SHACKFORD, N*. 33 Plan

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The
certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or then
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend mf Fnrty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Second of
31st December.
year

BICKFORD,

ap!2tf

BROKER,

SHIP

Total Amount of

CoacheB leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to anti from the cars.
Carleton’s well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
All old acquaintance anti friends at the Lynde
House, where the undersigned officiated as Clerk
from its opening, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He will be at home and happv to meet
them all.
WILLIAM K.

1‘jyll

upon Fire Risks

__

Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Traveling agents.

Co.,

WARREN,

A.

day;

Gloyd, Clerk.
'Thomaston, June 1st, 1872.

nor

Marine Risks.

This old, well known and favorite house has during
the past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
and supplied with new ftimiture, in style equal to
is now opened for permanent
any Hotel of the
and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being such, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
Btreet unsurpassed in beauty, by none in’ the State.
Making it a most pleasant resor) for visitors from cities during the summer season.
The larder will be kept folly
with the best
the market affords, at all times and seasons, and no
or
to
make
the
condition
of all
expense spared
pains
who may patronize the House agreeable and happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

IVe.

Bookseller* and Stationers.
HOYT,

$7,446,452jjg

Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
Tl»e Company has the following Assets, vis:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and ofLer Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,

consultation among the Greefor a few minutes, ami then one of
them ventured to suggest that the countrymen could “plant” $500 on that proposition.
“Come and see me, boys,” and out came
the old red pocket book, and live $100 bills
were counted out in a twinkling.
The Bum was covered by an equal amount
and a responsible stake holder found and the
bet closed.
The Grant men seemed to gain back bone
at this, and half a dozen small bets were immediately made that Missouri would go for
Grant. There was a fascination in the countryman’s figuring and an assurance in his
pluck which was as reviving as a camp-meeting, and every Republican who heard the bets
made went off change reassured in Grant
and the unchangeable radicalism of Missouri.
Minimuri Democrat.

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.

COBB,

#5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

of Marine Premiums,

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

MAINE.

MONDAY

Repairing.
W. C.

1871.

There

ley

Agency for Sewing Machine*.

w. «. BYEK, We. 979 middle at. All
kinds of Machines far sale and la let.

Baker*.

December,

-

—

THE PRESS.

Street.

on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

on
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■

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of it* affairs

received

Total nmount

STREET.

Charles H.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
W'ilkesbarrc, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston

W.

HOTEL,

THOMASTON,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

—-

Premiums
Premiums

PRE^T

--,.J.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

STREET, Comer of William, New York.

WALL

The Trustees, in Conformity to
the 31st day of December, 1871.

on

supplied

MANUFACTURER,

SHOW CASE

MAIN

51

■!.

1, 1872.

(OBGANIZBD Ilf 1843.)

J.-tiid

GEORGES

JULY

A T L A NT 1C
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Me.

Moulton & Clark,

PRESS

MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS

BAY VIEW HOUSE

St, Portland.

At 109 Exchange

MONDAY

PORTLAND,

SUMMER RETREATS.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING C O.,
Terms:

YOL. 11.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

..'"IJ

■■

Colds, Lung Complaints.
mrl5-T T S & wly.

Dslcbrr'i Lt|blsisg Fly-killer.
Sweeps them off and clears the house speedi-

ly—Try

it—Sold by dealers

everywhere.
je 13-eod-tmo

Coloate & Co.’s Caahmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
use.
every respect superior for toilet
dealers in perfumery and Toilet artiSold

a

by

cle

iui4-eod3m

Veoetine—When the blood becomes lifeles
either from change of weather or
and
stagnant,

of climate, want of exercise, irregular diet, or
for any other cause, the Veoetine will renew
the blood, carry off the putrid humors, cleanse
the stomach, regulate the bowels, and impart
W&S
a tone of vigor to the whole bdy.
If yon desire rosy cheeks and a complexion
fair and free from Pimples, Blotches and Erup
tions, purify your blood by taking Dr. Pierce
Alt. Eit| or Ooldeu Medical Discovery. Ii
S&W 596.
has no equal for this purpose.
CALL at 153 Middle St.
as

advertised.

You will tind

goods

bickerings and vloleut demonstrations, the
anti-Greeley element being strong, while the
Liberal conclave was lacking in numbers,

THE PRESS.
“General
hh«I he

Grant

Political Notes.

beaten,

has been

“Democrats

hr.”—Horace Greeley.

will

never

never

character and enthusiasm.

1, 1H72-

HORNIN'], JULY

HONDAV

his policy deserve the very
highest credit.”—Horace Greeley.
“Grant and

Post.]

“The people of the United States know
General Grant—have known all obont

him since Donelsou and Vicksburg; they
do not
not know his slanderers, and
care to know them.”—Horace Greeley.

And that’s
man

speaking of one of the Democratic nominations for State officers in its State, says that

NOMINATIONS.

for president,

are

ble, politically.”
rested during the

The man

November, and he was not
either.—[Philadelphia Pres*.]—
No, only a matter of 40,000 or 50,000.—[Boston Post.]—Excellent.
Pennsylvania, with
its 70,000 or 80,000 majority for Grant, will
do as well as we can reasonably expect of
far wrong,

GOVERNOR,

SIDNEY PERHAM.

New York State.

*

The

FOB PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:

District—JAMES H. Me MULL AN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third District—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fifth District—EBENEZER KNO WL TON.

First

their
an

REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS.
First District—JOHN H. BURLEIGH.
Second District—WILLIAM P. FRYE.
FOR

The Office-seekers’ Candidate.

a

Republican ranks no men of
any promiuence who are not disappointed
aspirants for office. And is not this the distinguishing characteristic of his candidacy?
Look over the country and find, if you can, a
dozen prominent Republicans who advocate
Greeley’s election, who did not start on the
path that leads to the Democratic party when
account of some great or
slight. Beginning with

imaginary, personal
Charles A. Dana, Editor of the New York
Sun, the first, most bitter and most unscrupulous of all his foes,—a man who just before
Grant’s election, when he supposed that fine
words would be repaid by the most lucrative
office in the President’s gift, spoke in terms
of the most fulsome eulogy of Gen. Grant’s
excellent private character as a matter within
his own personal knowledge, nine out of every
ten
of the prominent Greeley Republicans
base their opposition to Grant on equally
selfish grounds.
Indeed the only body of
Republicans who seem to possess really creditable motives for their apostasy, are Bryant,
Atkinson, and the other free traders who refused to accept the conclusions of the New
York Conference of the 20th inst., and who
put Groesbeck and Olmsted in nomination.
best

possible proof
Their minds are too logigross

so

an

is involved in rejecting Grant on the
ground of principle, and simultaneously ignoring all semblance of principle by accepting the candidacy of the high priest of protection, the most adroit of wire-pullers and the
most persistent and conspicuous of officeseekers.
So they eject both Greeley and
Grant, nominating in their stead a gentleman
whose electoral ticket cannot by any possibility command a majority of the votes in
error as

any State.
aviate

These

cut-lines

arc

alone of all Grant’s

men

enuueu to

creuii ior uii_

selfishness and sincerity.

They are very few
in number, however, and any President, who
after a single term of office, finds that he has
failed to meet the wishes and to satisfy the
expectations of softw men of honest purposes,
and patriotic impulses, may well congratulate
himself on his success.
Mr. Bryant and his

friends have little reason, it seems to us, for
their distrust of the man who has never
broken one of his pledges and who has never

stooped to play the demagogue, but they have
shown, unlike the Greeley Republicans, that
eager self-seeking and personal disappointments are not at the bottom of their political

consequence, and the Cincinnati candidates will now go to Baltimore with such a
meagre following from their own camp as
would not commend them to the favorable
consideration of any body of men who had
argu-

A

prominent gentleman in this city several
years since made the acquaintance ol an intelligent business man in New Orleans at
some meeting of the Masonic
fraternity and
since that time they have kept up a correspondence. We have been permitted to make an
extract from the last letter of the New Orleans
gentleman, who, by the way, was an officer
in the rebel army and is now an influential
and in no way connected with
except that he claims to be a Demoman

crat, having always acted with that party.
The letter says: “Warmoth is
endeavoring
to produce a conflict between the blacks and
whites—which if successful would result in a
of races. The negroes placed Warmoth in
power, under Oscar J. Dunn’s leadership and
they discovered the viper they had warmed

war

and as

a class are
decidedly opposed to him.
Hence he desires to create a “white man’s
party.” The only salvation fob the
South is Grant’s
be-election, fob

THE WAR 18 NOT yet over.

in number

THINK THAT

They

are

few

however,

and Grant’s re-election
will dispel the illusion.”
“We have the negro at the South—we cannot get rid of him
if we would, but by kind
treatment, accord-

ing

him his

just rights and providing for the
education of his children, we shall be able to
elevate him and thus we will get along harmoniously together.”

curious

mentioned except as relics of old
A hundred times within the
last ten years, when it has been attempted to
empanel a jury for the trial of capital cases,

stupidity.

the gross

absurdity

of

excluding from

the

panel men who have formed or expressed an
opinion touching the guilt of the accused,
and accepting only men who are
incapable of
forming an opinion, has been dwelt upon
with every expression of contempt and disgust. Just now the trial of Stokes for the
murder of Fisk is delayed day after
day
at immense cost on account of the natural
difficulty of finding twelve men who avow
themselves to be born fools.
It has been
suggested in order to save fuither delay and
expense that a requisition be made on the
authorities of Blackwell’s Island for twelve
Yet no serious effort has ever been
idiots.
made either in New York or
any other State
to change this vicious system, which
only
serves to defeat the ends of justice in this
of newspapers,

telegraphs

just

woman

pay

keeping
keeping
before

a

teacher

good school,

a

a

third
as

we

as much for
do a man for

poor one—because our .fathers did

us.

Many

intelligent men will rejoice to learn
Supreme Court has declared against
the validity of the act of our Legislature to
compel towns to pay orders to men who usad
the proceeds to avoid
going into the army.
It was regarded then as
unpatriotic, if not semi-

treasonable and the measure was carried
through the Legislature after repeated trials.
Several small speculators who were
so
to secure the enactment of the

law,

urgent

an<] wj,0

had previously bought up such orders for
very

song, will be

just decision

a

sorely disappointed by this

of the Court.

The reports of enthusiasm in the
Democratic and Liberal Republican

Illinois

are

accounts.

The Fifth Avenue “Conference.”
The Nation of last week has a candid review’
of the late conference at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York, from which we make the fol-

lowing extracts:
“It is to be remembered that it originated in
a desire on the part of some who were dissatisfied with the nomination of Mr. Greeley at Cincinnati to procure a second nomination hy a
‘Convention of Notables’—thnt is, a small body
of prominent men in sincere sympathy with
the aims of the Liberal Republican movement
But when the arrangement came to be made,
Mr. Schurz insisted that the Conference should
lio made up of persons favorable to Greeley as
well as those opposed to him. and his demand
was acceded to, thus repeating over again the
mistake made at Cincinnati when Greeley’s alliance was deliberately and sedulously courted.
The probably disastrous consequence of that
alliance was explained thus, a fortnight before
that convention met, in a letter of great earnestness and lucidity, by one of the chief promoters of the movement, whose sad forebodings have all been fulfilled, but who is nevertheless, himself at this moment one of Greeley’s most ardent advocates and adherents. It
will thus be seen that
nobody can go very far
in this ‘beneficent revolution’ without having a
good thick moral hide, and those who went
thus provided into the conference of last week
had a day of pure enjoyment. For those, however, who think as we think, that something
like decency, consistency, singleness in the use
of language, resect for truth, for character
and self-respect, are necessary to the proper
conduct of ‘beneficent revolutions,’ there was a
great deal that was repulsive as well as laughable. * * *
The object of the Cincinnati movement, as
tins object was set forth by divers ‘independent
journalitts’ and popular orators, was to purify
the administration by putting in Grant’s place
a person identified by his character and antecedents with certa'u loudly-preached reforms,
and to purify the government generally by embodying those reforms in legislation. The gentleman nominated was universally acknowledged at the Convention to be in no way a legitimate expression of the aims of the movement.
Ill other words, he was not a reformer in any
sense in which that word was used
by its pro-

to

A shrewd scheme of

!

the Missouri

Demo-

crats, with Gratz Brown at their head, has
come to naught.
Missouri is entitled to four
more thau its present number of
Congressmen,
and the State being likely to go Democratic,
they refused to redistrict it, expecting to elect
them all on a general ticket. The legislature
had adjourned, when it was ascertained that
under the State law there was no provision for
electing the four additional electors to which
the State was entitled. The Governor called
the legislature together to remedy this, when
the Senate, which is Republican, refused to
transact any other busihess until the State had
been redistricted for
Congressmen, and they
have maintained their position so well that the
Democrats most unwillingly assent,and the Republicans will probably get at least two more
Congressmen by the change.

Earthquake

markable.

The last named gentleman who
signed this call was nearly eight years assessor
of internal revenue. The movement, it is
said,
will fail to succeed.

Conventions in
contradicted by later and fuller
It fact the former were full of

pamphlet report of the Cincinnati Convention, a copy of Tilton’s Golden Age, a hand
bill offering to supply Greeley clubs with hats
a

medicine posters.
The Rev. Dr. Jackson cl Trinity college will
Sail for Europe in July.
The hair on a healthy camel weighs ten
pounds, and is worth a hundred dollars.
The immigration to Southern Minnesota is

larger this year than

ever

Roosevelt pants for
leadership of Mr. Greeley.
man

Princeton College makes Parke Godwin an
“LL. D.”
Since Dr. McCosh took charge of Princeton
College it has received gifts amounting to

$700,000.

St. Louis

aspires

to become the centre of the
narrow-gauge railroad system of the United

STATE

NEWS.

The Journal says that among the items of
station Thursday,
It was to be used
by the sugar refiners.
The Journal is informed that different parties from Massachusetts
propose to build large
shoe-shops ai Mechanic Falls immediately, so
that manufacturing can be commenced ‘this
fall. One is to be on the Miuot and one on the
Poland side of the river.
Messrs. J. A. Bncknam & Co. of Mecliauic
Falls are engaged quite extensively in the
manufacture of lumber at Page’s Mills.
The bleachery business of N. W. Farwell has
so increased us to compel him to
open an office
in Boston.
Mr. E. T. Stevens has opened a harness shop
at Mechanic Falls.
W. H. True & Co. of Minot Corner, have
contracted to manufacture 8000 washing machines of Bicker’s patent. They turn out
about a liund red per week, which amount is to
be largely increased.
Seven graduated from the Auburn High
School aud sixteen from the Lewiston Hign
School Friday.

freight sent from Auburn
were eight barrels of blood.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Swedes have (iOO acres of rye which is
more than usually
promising.
Fifteeu Swedes arrived from Europe last
week and joined their companions at New
Sweden. The colony is constantly receiving
additions to its numbers.
The oark peelers in Southern Aroostook are
having a serious time with black flies and

mosquitoes.

Walter P. Bean of Maysvillo, kept tliirtvof bees through last winter. lie
kept them in his cellar, the hives standing over
which
took up the moisture, so that
potatoes,
no mold troubled the bees.
Seventeen million shingles have beeu shipped
from Vau Buren, within the past three months,
down the St. John river to Fredericton and
thence to American ports.
On Provincial shingles, duties amounting to
have been collected at Van Buren, by
Deputy Collector Hathaway, within the past
two swarms

quarter.

The Voice says that as two little
boys of
Chas. Hayden were at play in a dug-out in H
V. Pattelson’s mill pond, June 21st, it sunk
with them. One of them got
ashore, but the
other would have been drowued had not Geo.
W. Emery of Sherman, plunged in ami saved
him at the last moment.
v> e learn iroin
the Times' that the Cattle
Show and Fair of the Aroostook
County Agricultural Society will be held at HouUon, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Sept. 20th, 27th and
28th. A flue list of premiums is offered.
Rev. C. M. Herring was installed Friday as
pastor of the Baptist Church in Houlton. The
exercises were as follows: Invocation by Rev.
F. T. Hazelwood; Reading Scriptures
by Rev.
W. Morse; Prayer by Rev. J. C.
Blakely; Sermon by Rev. Dr, Ricker;
Installing Prayer by
Rev. I). Outhouse; Charge to the Pastor by
Rev. F. T. Hazelwood; Right Hand of Fellowship by Rev. F. Mayo; Address to tho Church
by Rev. K. Nugent; Benediction by the Pastor.
The exercises were very pleasant, and from Mr.
Herring's former success, he receives a cordial
welcome in this new field.

reform under tire

days since. Mr. W. is the oldest lawyer in
Western Maine, if not in the whole State, and
a man very
widely known.
Our Naples corresiwndent writes that Wm.
Dingley was arrested Thursday by Deputy

Sheriff Cook, on the complaint of James
Chute for willful trespass for cutting the pine
trees of the complainant which grew near the
county road outside of the fence, which Dingley had been ordered to cut away by the highway surveyor. Tho matter was tried before
Justices Jackson and Cook, who after a whole
day’s examination discharged Mr. Dingley.
The people of Naples decorated the soldiers'
graves in that town the 28th ult. A heavy
shower marred the exercises. A. P. Barker
aud D. H. Cole, Esq. aud Rev. Joseph
Walker,
made appropriate remarks.
A heavy shower accompanied with
heavy
thunder and vivid lightning, passed over Naples Friday. The hail did considerable
breaking a hundred panes of glass at Edes’
Falls.
COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Railhoud LEAgB.- Arraugemeuts have been
consummated between the Eastern Railroad

Mr. J. H. Hartford and wife celebrated their
silver wedding, and Rev. C. F. Penney and wife
their tin wedding Friday evening, i'here were
valuable presents in both cases.

in New Hampshire and the Poitsmouth and
Dover Railroad Company by which the latter
road has been leased to the formei for the term
of 50 years at the rate of 6 percent, on the capital stock, and one-half of the net earnings
above this rate. It is said the work of constructing the Portsmouth and Dover road will
be commenced immediately and the contracts

Wm. Davis of

Business is lively at the Anchor factory in
Camden, and workmen are scarce.
Camden is agitated upon the subject of pain aim

faeturing.

OXFORD COUNTY.

j

Mr. William Cornwell of Paris, a smart old
man, aged 83 years, one day last week hoed 1000
lulls of sweet corn in six hours.
No use for
sultivators in his neighborhood.

July 1,

NOTICES.

NEW YORK

EXCELSIOR

the 4th, at ten o’clock.
& STURDIVANT, Agents,

season

of such

changes

severely kicked

and from all

|ailinents

goed appetiie, perfect digestion, a vigorous connervous system, functional regularity,
and a pure and active circulation, are the elements
of health, aud these signal blessings may be secured
and i>erpetuated by the use of this powerful, yet
harmless, vegetable tonic. Such is the experience
of all who have ever taken it as a safgguard against
the diseases which debility, irregularity and a morbid

In this city, June 30, Dr. William C.
Kobinson, aged
years.
Ill North Yarmouth, Jane
29, Mrs. Frances W
Beals, aged 40 years 10 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, at 24 o’clock
In Albion, June 25, Ianda B., wife of P. T Bessev
J
aged 23 years.
In Richmond June 26, Angie S.
Briry, aged 38 yis.
In Hallowed, June 10, Mr.
Stephen McKenney,
aged 41 years.
In Litchfield, May 29, Mrs. Caroline
H., wife of
Rev. E. Coy, aged 53 years.

Siberia...Boston.Liverpool_July
Wisconsin..New York.

Liverpool_July
.Havana.July

Austrian.Quebec.Liverpool_July
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Cld 29th barque Fannie,
Waterhouse, for Turks
Ishuids; brigs Emma, Prince, do; A J Ross, Wyman.
Mobile, sells Gold Hunter, Sceord, and Bloomer
Martin Portland ; Bright Star,
Roberts, *
Frank

barque

Marion: brig Nellie Mitchell
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Boston

As

inquiries relating

invite

to

investments,

and

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
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fJOCOAINE,

Universally acknowledged
The Best and Cheapest Hair Dressing
Promoter ofthe Growth and Beanty af the
Hair in the World.
NO

COMPOUND

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

For sale by all Druggists.

eodly

no29

April I, lat 7 40 S, Ion 85 39 E, ship Mary Emmafrom Bassein for Falmouth, 10 days out.
May 9, lat 22 N, Ion 5 W, barque Philena, from
Portland for Buenos Avres.
June 22, lat 45 50 N. Ion 55 06 W, ship Celestial
Empire, from Bremen tor New York.
Juno 24, off Sandy Hook, brig
Aylesford, 22 days
from
tor Portland.
June 25, oft Little Egg Harbor,
barque
Mary,
" from
Sagua for Portland.
June 26, off Little
Harbor, brig H H McGilveryJ
from
lor

ON

PORTLAND..

ON

BELFAST.

ON

CHICAGO..,..

7N

COOK COUNTY.

7N

Philadelphia

Egg
Boston.

7N

LEEDS A FARMINGTON K K...

ON

NORTHERN PACIFIC B R. 7-30
EUROPEAN A N. AM. R. K

CHICAGO,

G.ld

RANVILLK &

ON

VIN-

7N

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. G.ld.

7N

ATCHISON,.TOPEKA A

}'■

FOR SALE

a

S.

F. G.ld

are

Headquarters’’ to-morrow,Tuesday evening, July “d,
for drill. A full attendance is requested as
Important business will coma up for discussion
during tbs

O.,

evening.
Young

Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
myl4sn tf

MIDDLE

STREET.

SONS,

terest at the rate of Four |>er cent, per

Cargo

ARRITEB

George’* Creek
Cumberland Coni,

For Blacksmiths' and steam use, for gale in lots to
suit purchasers, at lowest market rates, by

In many pai«ra you will find
A place to “Puzzles” is
assigned;
To solve them, many hours will
spend,
Yet what they mean can’t comprehend,
The simple answer when you see.
Some noted man er place may be;
But we've a greater “Puzzle” still,
We’d like to have you solve who
will;
‘Tis how the Boys can purchase “Clothes”
So very low at George Fenno’8,
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Corner ol Beach and
Washington Street,
apl3sn3m ch wk
Boston.
jn29

PORTLAND
Safe

60 Commercial Street,
Opposite Custom House.

BANK OF PORTLANB.
date, the undersigned will carry
Banking business, at the Banking
by the Second Natioual Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive
Deposits
nud make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
On,

Marriage.

W.
June

24th,

jun23newlt then

from

of error* »nd abu*es in early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Book* and Circular*
free, in
sealed envelope*.
Addres* HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. il Sooth Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

annum

allow-

Canada.
DEALERS in Government ami ether Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight hafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the trunsactiou of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
AgentN for the sale of the
■

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R
maw
__

MORSE’S “UTERINEi TONIC” is prepared
•xpressly for strengthening the system, imparting
DR.

1872.
tf

and alhar valuable* received.

Address PEABODY
price.
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Bostou, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
the above as well

diseases requiring skill and experience.

as

all

_«n _mar25-dly
IXL Sc. FnXIjD FIREWORKS !

now

the

to any

largest Stock

in the

COLLECTION
■ atercet and

Ac.

HYDE

&

CO.

FfrcwoSSf8’ '!Cha“nC5' St™?t’} BOSTON,
Sole

junlsn tjyl

lie Industrious and Make
me

25 cents

Until

Package of

Seven Maniple* of Curious Article*,
and witli them Wholesale Price List,—easy to soil, to
old or young, with large profits.

Proprietor,

The Grand

Toy and Fancy

Bazaar. 365 &351 Washington St., Boston, Maas
Established 17 years.
jun20d&wlm sn w25

GRAND

EXCURSION !

Methodist Societies of this part of the State
propose to make an excursion over the Portland ami
Ogdensburg R. R. to “Martha’s Grove Camp Ground**,
Fryeburg, on the 5th of July next, at which time the
grounds will be formally opened, and an opportunity
given to Societies aud individuals to lease lots for cottages and tents.
The grove is beautifully located on the bank of the
“Saco’’, about one mile from Fryeburg Village, and
a

view of Mountain

°

1776.

t

Further

and River

FOURTH of JULY.

JOHN

BROOKS and
JIO.YTREAL,
Having commodious Cabin and Stale Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 8 O’CLOCK P. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sainr
days at 7 P. M. Fare #1.50. Freight taken at

mhlt>eodsn3m

ANNIVERSARY

Excursion to Jubilee.
In order to accommodate the public who desire to
visit the Grand Musical Festival at Boston, arrangements have been mode with the Jubilee managers
for a

Tickets for sale at the office, Atlantic Wharf, and
board the steamers, and by W. D. Little & co’s.,
Ticket Agency.
P. S.—Change oe Time.—In order to accommodate passengers arriving in the city by evening trains
the hour of leaving Portland will be changed to
eight
o'clock on and after July 1st, until further notice.
meli30tf
L. BILLINGH. Ageut

All

Person* visiting the city

are

invlt«l to Join the

Procession of Ladies,

WANTED!
for our
Illustrated Bible.
We
ever offered to the public by
agents. The Illustrations cost over $70.1X10.
One
agent In a place of less than 5000 inhabitants reports
the sale of ov«r$3000 and the canvas is not yet finished. Another reports the sale of $580 worth the first
toil days. Any good agent cm make from $1500 to
$4000 In its aale. We will prove this to any man of
ability. Only men of good ability, bet ween 30 aud 45
great
AGENTS
have the best book

of

successful agents
he
ONEPortland most
for the next three days. July 1st,
and

3d,

our

Cars leave the Station (foot of Clark St.,) at 7.45 a.
Tickets will be for sale at the Stores of Adam
Lemont, Munjoy; Bailey & Noyes, Exchange st; B.
M. Eastman, 332 Congress st; and at the cars on the
morning of the excursion. Also at all the Stations
on the line of the railroad, at the
following rates.
Portland, Htrondwater, Westbrook 91.
Month Windham, Gumbo. 90r.
White Rock, Mcbago Lake, Richville M9c
Mteep Fall*, Eaat Baldwin, 79c.
Baldwin, Went Baldwin, 99c.
lYirnna, 59c.
Brownfield, 95c.
Center Conway, 95c.
North Conway. 45c.
All will provide their own refreshments,
excepting
Tea, Coffee, Milk, Ice Cream, Arc., which will be for
sale at fair prices.
Should it be stormy on tlie 5tli, the Excursion will
be posti>oncd until the following day.
The public generally are invited to join us on the
occasion, and the Committee pledge themselves to do
all lu their power to make the Excursion an
agreeable one to all concerned.
m.

sntf

now

visit

our

LEAVIITr,
KIMBALL,
SMITH,
WALDEN,

Committee.

store ami exanilno the extensive
stock of

can

seen

Parasols,

in

2d
12, Cnmberland' House, Green
W. J. HOLLAND & CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass.

street.

jyl-3t

Oloves,

Hosiery, Corsets,

I. O. O. F.
will be

THERE

Kid

No.

room

a

e#,

public Installation of the officer*
I. O. O. F., this (Monday)

ot Maine Lodge, No. I,
Evening, at 8 o’clock.

1 *

Per order.

H. C.

Portland, July 1,

1872.

BARNES, Sec’y.

9

l

HOUSE,

That

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.
This

v/ '"4T C

J

»

dlt

popular house is

boarders, regular

and

now ready
transient.'

MRS. M. A.

_

jyi

KKALS’

we are

offering

at

PRICES

to receive

Prices from SI.00 to $1.25 per day.

Which

WHITTEN,
Proprietress.

give perfect satisfaction.

HOTEL,

OT7R

STOCK OF

NORWAY.
On the

Station.)

REAL LACES!

Grand Trunk R. R., (South Paris

Carriage* from the house at every train.
Billiard and Bath Rooms; a'no, a good
i_ Livery and Feed Stable connected with the
house.
WM. P, JORDAN,
JuI1
Manager.

GIRLS WANTED
BY

THK

Portland Star Match

Company,

Has been replenished and we are now able to offer a
selection, and better goods than ever.
It being impossible to mention such a list of
specialties to the public, we invite all to see for themselves.
DAVIS A CO.,
Iffw. IO Clapp’s Block, Csafrea Ml.
oner

A

FEW

West Commercial Street.

July

SPECIALTIES.

OPENED THIS DAY,

1—new 3t

For Rent.
centrally located, a fine Brick Dwelling
13 rooms, Scbago, hath room, hot ami
water, frescoed and In splendid order with fine

cold
lot and good stable, well adapted
be leased for a term of years.
to

Jyl-cod3w

for

a

physician: will

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Lost!

Kid Gloves 75c.
Kid Gloves 95c.

Tassel Ties 50c.
1 Small Lot Misses’ Hose.

CRAPE SHAWL at the Evergreen
Cemetery
A Sunday
afternoon; the finder will be suitably

warded

Colored and Wiiite, 17c.

re-

by leaving it at No. 2 Federal st.

Jyld3t*

Wsrlk from 17 >• 33c.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

NOW IS THE TIME

To Visit Our Store

Canadian Express Co.

AND

OBTAIN BARGAINS

Change

of Time.

Extra Facilities to

On and after June !)4tb, the Canadian
Express fco.

desjatch

will

a"

at 4-0#

A-M- a"W"« *"
All orders 6ir goods by this
Express can be answerthe same day bv the 1.40 P.
M„ Express
ed
1.4° P.M For Montreal,
Toronto Hamllton, Lonilon, Sarnia, PortQuebec,
Huron, Detroit, Mich.,
and all stations

ou

the

DAVIS & CO.,

Shippers.

,;n,0teAurio^sForGorhamiN'H"and

desire it, at reasonable

S. R.
G. L.
F. A.
C. A.

Who

We wish Lawyers,
years of ag. will he employed.
Merchants, and High aud Grammar School Teachers.
W.
J.
HOLLAND
A CO.,
/
Springfield, MasB.

will be
rates.

Portland, June21, 1872.

96th

low ratea.

TWO DAILY EXPRESSES

the various organs, removin
1
such
weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine the constitution and which cause a great

18 7 2.

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Scenery

surpassed by any other in this section of
England.
Transj>ortation betweenu the Station and the Grove
as

1872.

Notice

New

furnished to such

ef

-it—wTHE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING
Isatr^ini-iT
STEAMERS

BApply

Money!

and I will forward to your address
a

REMITTANCE

Robert A. Bird, Manager.
Jull tf

have,
WEHouse,

Manufacturers of

Marshall’s Patent Illuminating Candlestick.

Send

and

Dividends attended to.

FOR BOSTON.

United States.

amount, furnished, at short notice.

CUTTER,

ar-

eiac ef package and val

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail iK>st-paid on receipt cf

have

to the

aatiau.

by

HK«lh Patches, Freckles,
and TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the fhce. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond St., New York. Sold by Druggist
sverwhere
mchl6
MW&S
snJfc w-6m
wl2

Physical Debility,HyjKJchondria, Impotencv,

Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is Indeed a book for every’ man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true wav to health and liappiuess. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the only one on this class of ills

ou

RECEIVED at rates varying

m

rardiag

Fer

ADAMS

sn

to

amount of suftering if neglected.

N. GOOLD.

A Book for Every Iflan.

and

Vaults at

annum.

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES ofVAL-

ranted to cure Flesh Worms,
Pimples, Eruptions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold
all

Druggists. Depot 40 Bond st., New York.

R1S to ItiO per

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Sleelis, Baud.,

SKIN DISEASES.
OMEnONK an,| PIMPLE
E?!5££SIM£H2Y,En
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the
Is war-

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decliue in Man, Nervous

Exchange Street.

SAFES TO REST Inside the

Happy Heller far Yeung Kira from the effect*

and after this

on a strictly
Rooms now occupied

Portland,

Deposit Vaults,

No. 97

_Jyld3t_Publishers,

randall, McAllister & co.,

that is not

all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and inercst credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issue I bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or >iew York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts ofthe United States and

vitality

COAL

of Frenh Mined

my20sn tf

men desirous of joining this
popular comrequested todo so at cnce, as the ranks are

_1Y

CUMBERLAND

commands

on

tone’and

D&W

are

pany

nearly full. The Company books oj*sn for signature
during the evening.
Per Order,
CHAS. H. PETERSON.
Ord. Sergt and Clerk.
Jyld2t__

The

BT

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

ed

Dye

SN

M. SALOM

CENNES K. R. G.ld.

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

^

is the best in the world—perharmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Win. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

Send for Price List.

data'll,.

J. B. BROWN &

Cienfuegos

superb Hair

Displays,
OF MAINE.

lOO

SPOKEN.

member* of the Republican Light Art lllery
THE requested
to meet at their room, “Republican

on

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.

We

BONDS!
STATE

cent.

Masks, Flags, Balloons, Crackers, Torpedoes,

sn

mrSs.v mwf

Portland.
Sid ftn Halifax 28tli, barque Charlotte A Littlefield
for Picton.
Cld at Musquash, NB, 19th inst, sch
Calvin, Clark,
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 21st, sch Lyndon, Hillvard
East port.
Cld 21st, sch N J Miller, McCaver, Portland.

Sc C

jmto-.w

ATTENTION.

A safe and sure rern *dy for
removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckle* und
Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soil and freni., and imparting to it a marble purity.
Price 50 cents per bott*e.

POPULAR EXCURSION TICKET

author may be consulted

OTHER

Bankers and Brokers.

Cld at Pictou 17th, brig Wild Horse, McCumber,

Schlotterbeck’s Moth A Freckle Lotlou 1

HCm.OTTEBBECK

Clapp's Bloc!,

CONGRESS STREET.

To Boston and return, including ticket for admission
to the Jubilee, with rcserced seat, for the very low
price of 94.00.

below tbe prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

Emerjtrise,

Parcpa, Packard, North of Hatteras
Montreal 2Gth lust, barque Leouidaa Gates’
9

H. TALBOT & CO.i 6

ST.,

PORTLAND.

by Chas. Dwigiit, (Agent for Wegtern
Bond Board, Kangas City) No. 76 State st., Bogton.
w21
myl8gn3m d&w

give

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7e.92$
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapenke and Ohio 6e. 94
Connecticut Valley 7s.95
New York and Oswego 7s.95

BUKi* JETT'S

TRUE,

ten per

JUST

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,
we

phia.

Glasgow.

Trimmings,
Bargains in Small Mares.

BY

paw by the state, tn New York

inr.

City.

A

SWAN & BARRETT.

brig Renshaw, Sylvester, Gibara.
delphia;
Sid 17th, sch

rriucipai nud

Jyll

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

Europe.

65.
cott.

INVESTMENTS:

fectly

GOODS!

State

D.

nine and

Thig

BANKERS,
cor.

$2

few out of style goods st less than half the

striped

and

F. A. HAWLEY A CO.,

■

Cook’

Men’s Canvass Boots $2 15.

84 middle Street.

1 Devonshire,

Sold.

For gale

'T

Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 18th inst, brigs Torrent, Tibbetts
Boston; 20th, E H Rich, Paiue, aud Scotland,
New York.
Sid 20th, brig Robin, Woodman. Tor North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 17tli, brig Win Robertson,
Curtis, Portland ; 18th, barque Carrie Wyman,
Cochrane, Phila-

Fans.

r

Kansas Registered Municipal Bonds.

rlnsp.Kt buYcrs-

vary

SHOES

COST !

the- Shoe Tool* and Fixtnren after the

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

No.

AND

.A.T

Q. LEACH,

June 8-rniiw

1^1; bjJr3ue P Norwood, Harkness, Philadelphia; 20th, brig Chimborazoo, Coombs, Samia
Abide, Cleaves, New York; 21st barque
Bray, Caibarien; brig CaJlao, Buckman, Philadel-

Cld at

ha

SPECIALTY.

Gu’ptill,

In port 22d, ship Union, Cntter, for Havre;
barqne
Fannie, horhes, for New York; Geo S Hunt, Gray,
anti LavtoU, Dyer, unc ; brigs
Pendleton
for North of Hatteras; Almon Caprera,
Rowell, Atherton
for do; and others.
Ar at Matanzas 21st, brig Hattie E
Wheeler, Bacon.
New York; Harry, Sedgley. Baltimore.
Sid 19th, barque Rosetta McNeil.
Sproul, for Falmouth, E; brigs Tally Ho, Chisham, North of Hatteras; Prairie Rose, Griffin, do; Jeremiah, Ford for
New York; 20th, barque Megunticook,
Hemingway
do; CienfuegoB. Dyer, North of Hatteras; scliWL
Burroughs, Norton, Havana; 21st, sch John Bird
Sleeper. North of Hatteras; 22d. barque Mary E Libbey. Libbey, lor River Clyde; brig Union, Tufts 9 for

Gloves,

}>■

Aichi.on, Topeka 4k Maulo Fc, Cold
»>«
Northern Pociflc, Cold,
7-30’.

CHANGE OF TIME

ENTIRE STOCK

Jackets,

MAINE CENTRAL H. R. C'.an.li-

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Liverpool 29th Inst, ship
Exiamnder.* Crocker
New Orleans.
Sid 15th, ship Priscilla, York, Montevideo
Ar at Falmouth 17th,
Col Adams, Butler, from
Guanape, (and sailed for

CREAM of the very best
quality to Families, Parties, Balls, Picnics, Excusions, &c., in any quantity
at short notice.

PARASOLS

ongogp

popular colorings

and

A.

uout for

Hol-

Figures.

importation.

Frances Ellen, Warren. New York
;
Boston; Mora, Drisko, do for do; Crusoe, Robinfor Portsmouth; Sinaloa, Arev.
J

L J

ICE CREAM.

333 CONGRESS STREET.
juu25sn*2w

Most of which will be offered mueh below the cost of

8x°n; PPwrt Johnson
do for

Rowena,

Low

HOUSEKEEPING

Cherub, Fletcher, Bangor.
P'4
Matthews, Portsmouth;
’"J*,?8!!5' Brown.
sch ,1 B Marshall,
Seavey. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tti, barque Thos
Poi>c, Richardson, Monrovia; schs Fleetwing, Roberts, San Salvador; Uncle lorn Look, Jacksonville; A K Woodward Woodward, New Haven; Alex
Nickels, Peterson, Havana; Jas Warren. Drisko. Calais 10 days
Ar 28th, barques 8 E
Kingsbury, Perry, Matanzas
J
Udays;
Howes, Matanzas; Marathon,
Godfrey,
10
Donnell, Sagna
M C Dyer, Hopkins, Caibadays;
rien. 10 days; brigs
Anna M Knight, Davis, Cienfuegos 18 days ; Dauntless, CoombB, St Pierre 15 days;
Keystone, Barter, Matanzas 14 days; Willie Martin
Havana 14days; ,J G Craig, Connor, Utilla
Noyes,
12 days; Laura A Webb, Hatch, San Salvador
0 days
Eureka, Mayo, Bermuda; Mattie Holmes, Cox. Savannah; M S Hathaway, Cole, Calais; Laconia, Hall,
Lady Suffolk, Armstrong, Norwalk; SP
Iniynlenee;
Hall, Chipman, Savannah.
Below, baroue Flor del Mar, from Cienfuegos.
Cld 28th, sells S A Paine, Brown,
Bnracoa; Robert
i Finback, Eldirdge, Boston;
®ao??r
Clara E McConville,
Eaton, So Ambov.
Paused through Holl Gate 27th, sch*s N
Berry, Pendleton, Hoboken for Boston; Evelyn, Crowley, do for
Portsmouth
son, and

BOSTON-Ar 28th, scbs Georgia, Kendall,
Bangor;
*
S S Sawyer, Bailey, Bristol.
Cld 28th, brig Meteor, Ni.holson,
Bridgwater.
Sid, barques R P Buck, and S W Swasey
Ar 29th. ship
Independence, Stront, Valparaiso;
brigGeoS Berry, Bradiey, Baltimore; schs Mary D
Haskell, Carter, Alexandria; St Croix, Eaton, from
est», McClure, Bangor; METorroy,

sntf

T. S. HATCH, No. 170 Pearl Street.
Below Oxford Street, is prepared to famish ICE

WM.

AND

brig Dirieo. Coffin, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27tli, brig Mary, Hughes,
Cardenas; schs Lark, Guptill, Calais; Cicero, Cook-

scha Gertie Lewis,
WYJVAUD-IIA\ I'.N—Ar 28tli, Veto,
Watte, Tho-

jun5

Men’s Serge Boots

SILKS, SHAWLS,

tanzas.
Ar 27th,

Horigdon, Baltimore for Portland;
maston for New York.
Sid 27th. sells Marcus
Hunter,
way. and S J Gilmore.

STREET,

CREAM,

ICE

A

goods.

Below, sch HardscrabbleJfrom Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sch Ranger, Collins, Ma-

28th. barque J M Churchill,

Hosiery,

«•„

Age.

for jobbing and building promptly at-

to the Season,

The stock is complete and attractive, exposing all

Calais.

Boston; Para, Robinson, Macbias; Mountain Laurel,
Langley. Weehawken for Boston.
pRO VIDENCE—Sid 28th, sch Fred
Reed, Board-

to

-A

28th, sch Irene E Meservey, for Providence
CHARLESTON-Ar 25th, brig W H Pafks,* Williams, Port Royal, SC.
RICHMOND—Ar 26th, sch Prod Gray, Lakcman,*

man. New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Cld

CUNNINGHAM,

Stock in

DRESS GOODS A BLACK SILKS

Sid

2?

All orders
tend to.

Also

Suitings,

Lace Shawls and.

tas; barque Moneta.
SAVANNAH-Cld 28th, fsch Thos Pish, fbr Satilla
Kiver.

for Pembroke; Mary Langdon.
Bennett,
for Salem; Angeline, Robiuson, fro do for
Salem;
Kate Lilly, Hutchings, do for
Portland; H A Doming, Knowles, Elizabethport for Providence; Bonny
Ives, Whitaker, Port Johnson for Boston; Eddie P
Treat, New \ork tor Boston; Persis L Smith. Upton,
Port Johnson for Portland; Harriet
Fuller, Wiftard
Elizabethport for do; Sedona, Wall, Port Johnson for

Portland 4k Bochoaler B. B.
I.eedo 4k Fortniogtoa B. B.
Crutral Railroad, Iowa, Ciold,

^

in

Black Thread Laces,

j,a

On

1 wt,

Black Malta Laces,

6'.

inchltidsnilm

PREBLE

Q. LEACH,

At Temptingly

E A Anderson, Clark,

Newburyport.
Passed
do 28th, barques Gertrude,
Carlisle, RonPortland; Jenny Cobb, Packard, fm do for
Salem; schs Mary Sealey, Low, do for Portland; J
W Rawley, Rawley, Hoboken for
Lynn; Helen Stanley, Stanley, New York for Rockland; Fred Warren,
Hill, do for Providence; Alice B. Alley,
for Boston; Adeliuc Hamlin, Lewis, Elizabethport for Salem; Baltic. Orcutt, New York for Providence; R
Leach, Pendleton, Elizabethport for Salem; Josie,
Look. Port Johnson for Rockport; Anna Frye, Smith,
New York

30

84 middle Street,

SE£S£?

P«m

upwards.
Made Suits, or suits made
J. e. BROWN,
246 Congress st.

Fail not to try it.

BOOTS

Victoria Lawn and

tbe pa88*8e and carried

80,1

JAMES

DRESS LINENS,

»

GALVESTON—Cld 22d, brig Suwannee Simnsmi
P
York; Ocean Belle. Dizer,
ORLEANS-Cld24U.,
Anatln,
Gcmoa

to?Lend™

Styles!

FOB SALE BY

Km^KongiNCISCO_Al'
l7tb’

Bonnets,

As the season for Bowel
Complaints, such as Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colic, &c„ is at
we
would again give our good advice, act wisehand,
ly, and lay in a store of Dr. Bicknell'a Syrup. For
the reason, that it is safe and reliable, at all
times,
very pleasant, containing no opiate, and does uot

GRENI DIN ES,

MANTLE AND

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Sid fm SW

full of

and Desirable

„„

WeatUer

«•»

gyM

OP

memoranda.
Ship S Curling Smalley, from Mejillones for New
York, was passed May 20, in a
very leaky condition
ilI'd was going into Kin Janeiro for
repairs
Sell L A Johnson, from New York
tor Washington
s a total wreck on
Capo Hatteras. Cargo
* saveifin a
a
damaged condition.
from JacksonviimhA2cLe Tom’ Loo,k> at New

tor

as ever

nnd

or

MASON &c BUILDER,

The members of the Portland Mechanic Blues are
hereby notified that a meeting will be held at their
Armory, MONDAY EVENING, July 1st, at 7 3-4
o’clock.
Every member is requested to be present.
June 29-sn2t
Advertiser Copy.

Jj0'1

awai'bowsprit'*

PRICES !

Attention, P. III. B.

& Co.
Sch Sarah Elizabeth.
Kelley, Boston.
Sch Planet, (Br) Wilson,
Windsor, NS-83 tons
plaster, for a market.
^ J Miller. (Br)
St John, NB—3048
McCaver,
cedar sleepers to John D Lord.
OL.

$1.25

produce Costiveness.
jun28sn d3m

NELSON A CO.,
297 Congress St., Old Stand Pray & Smith.
Je29sn tjy4

Sch Amelia, Kelley, New York-J Nickerson.
barques Jts McCarty, Edw

to

Lace Trimmed lints

at short notice.
June 28-dlw sn

Ladies’ Furnishing and Fancy Goods!

Sch’ Alpha. (Br) Boudrot, Pictou.
We8t Den,,i8’ Cri>we11. Pliiladclpliia—J Nickerson

Pitman, Lambert.

or

Likewise, Ladies’ Ready

Their Stock of

Is

JULY

FOLLOWING DAYS.

bargains

PUZZLES.

STOCK.
Braid

UNTIL JULY 4th.

Amelia> <Br> Cochran, Pictou, NS-

Co1****

Bangor
Chicago

A. G.

No. 11 Exchange St.

CLOSE OUT THE SVNNEB

Je29edt4s>

LOW

Attractive

•Vo. 6 Clapp's Block,
gy*

ap2sutf

CRACKERS.

< 0.

H. TALBOT & C O.,

e. M. PA YSON,

SELLING CHEAP
St.

Which they will sell at

CLEARED.

Trunk RR
Sch AbWe

Boatou.

Portland Municipal
Portland aid PAR
Bath

isra.

ALLEN, JR.,

Jun28sn dlw

TOURIST, RINGr, <fco„ <fco.,
REMARKABLY

and

MONDAY,

MWftS

8ALR

&

BARGAINS!

Prepared by

WM.

PARASOLS,

Afton, Wormwood. Kennebunk.

ARRlv"EDUdar’

WORKS!

a

&c.

choice stock of

very

STYLISH

ring.
Sch Jas

St0,,e> Baltimore—coal

FI R E

PARASOLS.

NELSON

Dee

Wm

__

fine assortment of first-class Fire Works
from the celebrated
Manuiactory of E. S. HUNT.
Weymouth, Maw.

—

aSSF-K-W-*;

LAFLIN A RAND POWDER CO.
jun28sntf

Also

PARASOLS.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Dirigo, Johnson, NewYork
passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Gertie Lewis, Hodgdon, Baltimore-coal to J W

rSiSSn1&^^i:Br) He"ne8**'

STREET.

500 Boxes NO. X TORPEDOES.

ByiLEV, 48 Exchange

_

Johntrteonw

EXCHANGE

NO. 1 FIRE

Of the best quality, including the

Walker.

LUCAS,

AGENT FOR

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
CL Ij.

Saturday, June 29.

Sch

B.

jcly 4,

Caps,

2
3
4
4
4
G
6
6
9
to
11
13

PORT OP PORTLAND.

w H

J.
69

Special

BONDS!

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

lowest Cash

at the

uewlw

AND

CO

offer

1572.

INTEREST.

SWEET Me

Jun2G-xu-3in

BLANK CARTRIDGES.

Du Fonts’ Powder,

water. 8.00 AM

Jewett, Coombs, Boston.
„??? ,Sr?,nk Pierce’ Grant, Ellsworth—lumber

BREWBTER,

PISTOLS,

we

WILSON

L.

July 1,

M. PAVMON, Portland.

FOR

Blank and Ball Cartridges,

MARINE NEWS.

1

CAPS,

W.

J. B. BROWN Me NONA, Portland.
* WAN ft BARRETT, Portland.
H

Teas,

on

from this

Prices.

are sure

Cheap Pistols for Boys,

Miniature
Almanac..July 1.
Sun rises.4.27 I Moon rhes. 1.30 AM

High

PAR AND

Trade, which

Befall

FOR SALE BY

FOURTH OF JULY!

pi ices 15 cts. per lb.

our

We have in Bond to be withdrawn immediately, a
large Invoice of the choicest grade** of New Crop
Teas, selected with great care for the Wholesale and

No better or safer investment for trust funds can be made.
are
of $100/ $500, 91000
of
the
denominations
They
and $5000, registered and coupon, with interest payable semi-annually in Boston.

PRICE,

shall reduce

date.

Railroads.

ton

K.lCHANGB

DATE

Manhattan.New York.. Liverpool_July
Columbia. —New York. Havana.July
Cimbrla. .New York. Hamberg_July
City of Limerick... New Yerk. .Liverpool.... July
of Antwerp
..New York. Liverpool.... July
glty
Baltic..New York. Liverpool_July
Prussian.Queliec.Liverpool... .July

Central,

Portland ft KcuueNoatemlft Kennebec, Androscoggin Me Lccda Me Farming-

bec,

300 BOXES GOLD CHOP

departure of ocean steamer*
FOR

Co.,

94 Exchange St.

JULY 4th.

to

The Maine

TEAS.

conform with the reduction of Dnties

To
we

The security is ample.

Orders by maii attended to, and warranted to give
satisfaction.
sn
juiilt

POWDER,

TEAS.

Legialatvre.

the

Maine Central Railroad Company now otters
a ll,nited amount of its Seven Per Cent.
Conaiji
solidated Bonds. Said Bonds have
forty years to run
a.ul are, by
of
the
of
authority
Legislature
express
Maine, secured by a Joiut and several mortgage on
the Railroads, franchise* and all the property, real
and personal, of the
following united Railroads, to
The

and disturb-

condition of the solids and fluids of the body
to Invite.

FROM

The above Fire Works we warrant to be the Best
Quality in the market.
Cities and Towns furnished at short notice.

dition of the

DIED.

Eipreaaly Authorised by

an

A

June 11, Calvin B. Phillips and

York.

systems from the evil consequences

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

CONSOLIDATED LOAN.

Rockets, Fire Crackers, Torpedoes, Mammoth Torpedoes, Double Headers. Punk, Flags, from two inches to twenty feet. Also, all kinds of Fancy Pieces
for exhibitions.
Paper Cap Pistols.

which arise from the miasma so plentifully
evolved from the soil at this period oi the year? Such
an antidote—certain in its protective o[>eration and
free from everything objectionable in its composition
and flavor—has been for twenty years before the
world. No instacce can be adduced, during that period, in which Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters has failed
as an acclimating medicine, or as a preventive of the
bodily ills to which the undefended system is liable
in unhealthy localities.

shoeing him.

MoroCastle.New

antidote that

an

WORKS.

C. DAY, JR., &

!

NOTICES.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD (OMPA’Y

Masks, Rockets, Romau Caudles, Pin
Wheels, Meteor Candles (new), Silver Shower Roman
Candles (new), Ladies’ Fans (new), Pearl Rockets
(new), Terbillions. Triangles, Rosettes, Verticle
Wheels, Scroll Wheels, Flower Pots, Grasshoppers.
Serpents, Blue Lights, Bengal Lights, Mines, Chinese

ances

In Augusta, June 13, Wm. S.
Cleaves, of Windsor
and Nellie 1). Smith, of Steuben.
In Augusta, June 17, L. H.
and Sadie J.
Cushing
Smith.
In Hallowell, June 15, AmasaT.
and Nicle
Lord,
B. Allen.

NAME

pre-armod with

it is to be

will defend their

Olympus.Boston.Liverpool... .July

Such

of water and breathing atmospheres to which
their lungs are unaccustomed? Do they relize how

Important

SPECIAL

Wholesale at Manufacturers* Prices.

es

MARRIED.

Fryeburg,
Martha Searle.

179 Commercial St.
snd4t

Provide Agaiust Danger.
all the great lines of travel begin to
swarm with human beings intent on business or
pleasure. Are these moving multitudes aware of the
danger which ensues from drinking diflerent|varieties

WALDO COUNTY.

In East

FIRE

Bangor!

of

1872.

this

At

Hon. C. W. Kendall, member of
Congress
from Nevada, and a native of
Searsmont, is on
a visit to his old home.

KNOX COUNTY.

lter

was
Athens^
while

by a horse, Saturday,

to

ROSS

Evening

by the name of Spaulding was drownMonday, at Athens, while bathing.

on

CUMBERLAND COUNTX.

The venerable Levi Whitman who 'is now residing in Harrison, fell and broke his hip a few

Line

Steamer City of Richmond will not leave Portland for Bangor on Wednesday Evening, July 3d,
but will leave on the

COUNTY.

New

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

SPECIAL

The

A bov
ed

Snn0Kt£IS0N-Ar

States.

The American says that Mr. Nathan
Smith,
of Surry, an old gentleman of seventy-seven
was found
in a field last week, badly
years,
burned and dead. Mr. Smith has been subject
to attacks of dizziness, and it is supposed that
while burning brush this dizziness overcame
him so that he fell into the fire.

Congress-

urged forward as rapidly as jmssible.
The
length of the proposed road is only ten miles.

before.

The letters of Richard Cobden are to be published.

evening.

and capes.
The department approves the action of the New Y'ork office in
refusing to
transmit this matter postage free.

SOMERSET

Chicago prohibits quack

The Republicans of Bucksport will dedicate
a hall and reading room
to-night, and throw a
Grant and Wilson flag .to the breeze. Hon.
Hannibal Hamlin will address the people.
Summer visitors have begun to arrive at Bar
H arbor.
Ellsworth will celebrate the Fourth of
July
by a salute of thirty-seven guns in the morning, parades, speeches, &c., will be made during the day, and a display of fireworks in the

packages bearing the frank of Robert B. Roosevelt, the Representative in Congress from the
4tli district, which is
composed of the lower
wards of New York city. Each
package con-

A correspondent of the Bath Times
says:—
Business at Kichmond is said to be very fair.
James M. Hagar, esq., has a ship of fifteen
hundred tons about timbered out; and Messrs.
Harward & Theobald have another about tlie
same.
The large new shoe factory is
expected
to ne put in operation in a
very short time by
a company from Lynn.
The First Natioal Bank
of Kichmond will next Monday declare a semiannual dividend of ten per cent., payable on
and after July 18th.

ofeiiz&h.Mir*Camr;

News and Other Items.

Inside

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

their hands aud kneess as best they could. Many
large fissures and crevices opened up in and
about the town, from which sea water gushed
forth'in plentiful streams.

damage,

Abuse of the Franking Privilege
The
Postmaster General has been notified by the
Postmaster at New York that he has refused
to transmit free of
postage nearly five thousand

The Whig says: A
story and a half house,
shed and barn, on the Wentworth Place in Laowned
J.
K.
grange,
by
Banton, and occupied
by James Bell, was entirely destroyed by fire
on Saturday night the 22d. 'The fire
caught in
the barn and was probably the work of an inFurniture
saved.
loss about
cendiary.
mostly
Insured in the Union of Bangor for
$1200.
$800.

ed up into a conflagration, thus adding to the
•
terror of the sufferers.
The earthquake appears to have lasted a considerable time, and so severe were the shocks
that the terror-stricken population were unable
to walk aud were obliged to crawl
away on

opposed to what they call the “office holders
convention.” The defection of Internal revenue officers who went out of office 1869 after
holding their places eight years and their sudden abhorance for office holders’ is a little re-

Special Notice.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Japan—One

The alleged Waldo bolt is not so much a
Waldo affair after all. A call has been issued
signed by D. K. Chase of Calais, Charles
Baker of Belfast and N. A. Joy of Ellsworth

SPECIAL NOTICES.

H. Burnham of Norway.

Hundred Persons Killed.—Hong Kong advices state that a
recent earthquake almost completely destroyed
the large town seaport of Homada, in Japan.
The number of people killed is estimated at live
hundred. As the earthquake occurred at about
the hour devoted to the evening meal, the remains of kitchen fires were still smouldering,
aud igniting the debris of fallen timber, it flarin

HANCOCK

tains

that the

mere

were
really divided and excited over
the political questions, divisions and complications. But the excitement is all in the papers. The distrust and denunciation of
Grant are all in the papers. The people, so
far as I have seen, and I have journeyed thousands of miles since the Cincinnati Convention, are quite unanimous that the Administration has been on the whole wise, judicious,
and successful, and that the present incumbent of Presidential honois should wear and
shall wear those honors for another term.

on

its action in the following speech:
“At the moment that the knot of those complications which threatened to prevent the execution of the treatry is about to be cut.
when our labors are about to take their
free and regular course, permit me, dear and
honored colleagues, to assure you how highly I
appreciate the distinguished honor of sitting
with you in this tribunal on which the eyes of
the civilized world are now fixed. Let me express my gratitude for the flattering mark of
confidence bestowed in placing me in the presidential chair, a distinction unmerited by me.
The tribunal signifies that a new direction
has been giveh to ilie ideas governing the policy
of nations most advanced in civilization, in
which an elevated sphere of politics prevails
ancient routine aud
over the tendencies of
wars, and place the interests of humanity
above those of policy, Such work is hailed by
every generous heart as a fulfilment of the
wishes expressed in the Congress of Paris in
1856, to refer the points of difference to friendly powers. Thanks to the initiative of statesthe United States, this
men of England and
idea bears fruit, and bistory will tell how,
amid recrimination on both sides, a wav may
always be left open for the settlement of a disThis must have required
pute peacefully.
great firmness of conviction aud devotion to
the interests of humanity.
The Prime Minister of England has spoken
of the treaty as an example to all other nations.
Let us, gentlemen, congratulate ourselves on
assisting in this work, and hope that the joyful
anticipation may he fulfilled, aud that the old
maxim of ‘might conquers right' will disappear. Do not despair because we are called to
consider the question after prolonged negotiations; rather judge by the documents produced
aud the arguments delivered. The longer the
investigation the safer the solution. Judge
with profound equity and absolute impartiality.
We may anticipate every assistance from the
agents of both sides, aud counsel who an eminent jurisconsults, and known all over the
world.
As we are engaged iu a work of peace affecting the interests of humanity everywhere, you,
like myself, will desire to be the means of preventing future wars. In the words of the great
George Washington, ‘If there be one truth
firmly established, it is that there is a relationship between the pure maxims of an honest,
magnanimous policy and the solid rewards of
prosperity and public happiness.’

age

and railroads. The
vis inertiae of the world is
tremendous, and
we go on trying the most important cases
with the least competent juries,
as we
a

leave

If there is any foundation for this gossip, it is
the first instance in which a descendant of old
John Adams has failed to exhibit the same antagonism to the mother country which animated that inflexible patriot. Indeed, when Mr.
Howard prevailed upon Mr. Idncolii to appoint
Mr. Charles Francis Adams Minister to Iondon, rather than Mr. Dayton, who was the
President’s first choice, the reason which had
greater weight was that Mr. Adams had no
love for Great Britain. It will lie strange if, at
this late day, he has displayed any improper
partiality for John Bull.

are never

time

a

restoration of his health. In a letter dated
at Lincoln, Nebraska, June 18, he says:
“One would think from the tone of
the newspapers that the people out West

country which he represents in the tribunal,
has really given aid and comfort to John Bull.

to observe how long certain
traditional laws and customs will
last, after
they have lost the respect of everybody, and
is

versalist

Patterson, pastor of the Unichurch at Boston Highlandss, is on
of absence hi the West, seeking a

Charles Francis Adams.—A Washington
special says that there are insinuations afloat
there that Mr. Charles Francis Adams has displayed the opposition trait of the Adams character in his relations with the agent and the
cmnsel of the United States at Geneva, and
while formally advocating the interests of the

We repeat, that the above are the words of a
Southern merchant and planter, who has always been a Democrat but never a politician.
They are the words of a man of thought and
culture and represent the feelings of thousands of that class.
it

pledged
much surprisposition that

become its sole purpose, it were better
it had never met.
It may, therefore, be imagined, though it would he difficult to describe,
the effect produced on a spectator gifted with
an average sense of humor and some
slight capacity for honest indignation, at hearing Mr.
Greeley’s supporters rise one after the other at
the Conference to say what they could in his
favor, and not one of them say anything in his
favor except that he was sure to beat Grant.
Only one geutleman attempted to show that he
would prove a ‘reformer’; but this
attempt, we
believe, gave both the orator and his audience
The question, which one of all
genuine pain.
the objectionable measures of General Grant’s
administration, except the San Domingo
scheme, Greeley had not supported? was asked by Mr. Parke Godwin. The answer came
from a Maine Greeleyite Democrat, Mr. Pillsbury, and it was the sort of answer by which a
smart loafer evades his adversary in a corner
groggery debate—that ‘the Christian world
never quotes St. Paul previous to his conversion.’
It throws some curious light on the
‘moral’ complexion of the ‘beueficient revolution’ that Mr. Greeley’s friends thought this
excellent, and laughed over it heartily; his
‘convertion’ be it remembered, having taken
place as soon as he heard he was nominated. It
would resemble Paul’s if the voice which Paul
heard on his way to Damacus had cried, ‘Saul,
Saul, what will you take to become a Christian?’
and Paul had replied that he would become a
fair, lukewarm Christian for a proctorship for
one term and leave the
question of persecution
to the people in the Comitia.
One gentleman,
when stating what led him into the (for him)
singular position of a supporter of Mr. Greeley,
acknowledged that all he expected from M r.
Greeley’s election was ‘a change,’ which was a
curious admission, for George Francis Train
would furnish ‘a ohange’ as well as Horace
Greeley. To crown all, Senator Sofcurz, in explaining his position in the evening, acknowledged that he expected no reforms from Mr.
Greeley, would not predict any, and that he believed he was surrounded by bail men,’

The Sober South.

THEIiK AKE STILL THOSE WHO

The men who are

Rev. A. J.

were

ments or

politics,

to Grant

were

mense

business

electoral vote.

unwillingly concede

Moreovei, the proceedings of the Convention
opened by an eloqueut speech from Senator Schurz, in which he proclaimed the elevation of our politics to a higher plane to be its
purpose; repudiated in strong terms the use of
the body for the mere purpose of beating
Grant; and, indeed, laid it down that if that

The defection of such men from the
thin ranks of the Greeley Republicans is of im-

already passed the stage of hearing
attempting to reason.

and

moters.

action.

not

that

better.

draws from the

commission of

says

they seem to think that, by sbme convulsion
of politics, everybody else is. They will be
likely to awake, in due time, from their delusion.” Brag is a good dog, but Holdfast is

We have hitherto adverted to the tact that
so
Car as Maine is concerned Mr. Greeley

permit the

claim,

Greeley’s support appear so
ed to find themselves in such a

District-JAMES G. BLAINE.
Fifth District-EUGENE HALE.

cal to

Republican

to

Third

give the

Washington

“with the possible exception of George Francis Train, there has been no bragging in
American politics, from the time since the
memory of man ruimeth not to the contrary,
at all comparable to that of the friends of Mr.
Greeley. They hardly spare a single State in

At Large—SAMUEL E. SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfield.

These free traders
of their sincerity.

at which

night,

national ticket in

NOMINA TIONS.

on

other

Gov. Geary promised 30,000 majority for the

HENRY WILSON.

furious with rage

the

meeting

cation
FOB VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOB

entirely unexceptionaspoken of was arrebellion for sympathizing

his “antecedents

with the rebels.
Boston had a big Grant and Wilson ratifi-

ULYSSES S. GRANT.

S TA TE

Mr.

is very much worse than his first.
A Democratic paper in Pennsylvania,

of that

do

REPUBLICAN

Greeley's old words
reject his new
all.”—[Boston
enough, for the last state

reject

and accept his new. Radicals
and accept his old. That’s

prize declamation at Dartmouth College
Tuesday, the first prize was awarded to Silas

The

The Geneva Arbitration.
At the completion of the business session of
the Geneva Arbitrators, Count Sclopis congratulatuted the board on the great iinportauce of

No. 10

Clapp’s Block.

('ONttKESS STREET.
.Jue Bd

»eow
_

I). W.

C LAB K
DKALKR

IN

Grand Trunk Railway.

*°r
A. M., Express should
left
.t^h.0/del?
Companys office
before B.30 P. M.. of the
t*'° 1-40 **’
^foro
®*PTW*
U 30 A^M*7
Be

at the

on or

”'r

0,1 or

7.30 A, M. Express will leave office at 7 A. M.
1.40 P. M. Express at 12.43 P- M.
European Express via Quebec and Allan's Line of
StcMners every Thursday?
^snadiau Express Co. connect at Detroit,
Mich., with the American Merchants Union Express
Co. to all points Weal* Mouth-West,
Oregon
nu«l California.
For general information apply to the Company**
office, 90 Exchange st.

JAMES E. PRIMDLE, Agent.

A

10
15

Full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

lbs.
••

a

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
from May 15th to Oct. 15th.
.lav,
^
••
<•

t 00

Ice will be delivered earlier Ilian 15th May and later
Ilian 15th Oct., at the lame rate per month as
during
the season.
apl5
mcl.27

ICE

HOUSE, MARKET STREET

GILMAN CHENEY, Supt., Montreal,
2w
j tui22 new

FOR SALE!

•-

AND

No. 3a

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
Notice.

IS hereby given that the
^
L'arnring Place Bridge, so
First class references given and reouirded. Apply
I. called, over the Nonsuch
River, near Oak Hill
or address.
n Scarlwrough, Is
and the
dangerous
Is cau““
GEO. WEBSTER,
ioned against nasaing over the same. public
34 School st., Room ltf.
I
Per order of the Selectmen of
Scarborough.
jyl-d3t
Boston, Mass, | Scarborough, June 7, 1872.

JnS-eodbw

t
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Death

THE PRESS.

of Dr. William C. Bobiaioa.

There is in another

part of the Pbbss this

announcement of two brief lines
morning
that will carry deep grief to hundreds of hearts.
A public-spirited man, a good
a kind
an

MONDAY

1, 1*72.

MORNING, JULY

physician,

father,

CITY

VICINITY.

AND

Advertisement* To-Day.

New

auction column.
I>reas Goods, &c—F. 0. BaHey Sc Co,
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Special Notice—Inside Line to Bangor.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fair—Ladies of Second Parish.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

sume in a measure those intimate and valued
relations with a wide circle of friends that he
had so successfully maintained for more than

twenty years.

Attention—Republican Light Artillery.
Wilson Sc Co.
I. O. O. F.—Public Installation.
Teas—W. L.

W anted—Agents.

Special and Attractive Bargains—H. Talbot & Co.
Lost—A Crape Sbawl.
Girls Wanted—Portland Star Match Co.
For Rent—House.
Adams House—Old Orchard Beach.
Beals’ Hotel—Norway.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
C. Day Jr. Sc Co.—Fire Works.
Portland and Boston Steamers—Change of time.
Clothing—Orin Hawkes & Co.

two

Assault and battery.

Bush.

Brief Jottings.

The

degree of M. A. in course was conferred
by Harvard College on William Mitchell Sargent of Portland.
Several important changes have been made
in the officering of the Nautasket, now at this
port Commander, R. L. Phythian; Master
Richard A. Breek of Bridgewater, Mass; Master, Thomas A. Deblois; Passed Assistant Sur-,
geou, J. B. Parker of New York, and Assist-

Paymaster William A. Preston, are ordered for duty on board. Commander C. C. Carpenter, Ensign Edward A. Field, Midshipmau
William P. Conway, and Assistant Surgeon
H. A. Martin, have been detached and placed
ant

waiting orders.
Mrs.

Oscar

Dana of Falmouth Foreside,
hung out a Grant and Wilson flag on Thursday
last. That neighborhood is somewhat Democratic, and the daily sight of the two honored
names

ought to

rouse

their

patriotism

and

make them better.
At.

nfWIII

..4-

liam Senter’ H store,
in the shade.

oil

Bt. Bev. W. H. A.

UT!1

92°

Exchange street,

was

Bissell, Bishop

of Ver-

mont, preached at St. Luke’s church yesterday

morning. At the close of the service Bishop
Neely confirmed eleven persons.
Begular meeting of the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen this evening; also mouthly meetings
of the engine companies.
A small lot of liquors were seized at Hunt &
Jewett’s, corner Congress and Brown streets, on
Saturday; and at Michael Lanergau’s on Corn"
mercial street, Friday afternoon.
A committee of ladies from the several
relig-

ious denominations in the city is engaged in securing subscriptions to establish a home for
friendless girls, where they can find board till
they procure employment.
Some of the laborers on the Boston & Maine
extension in this city, kicked up a shindy on
Saturday, and blood was drawn.
Native strawberries are beginning to come to
market, and it is said the crop is large and excellent.
The Star throws a doubt on the statement
that the Eastern and Portland, Saco & Portsmouth railroad companies are to build a new
depot in this city at present.
Mr. Henry Johnson, formerly of the Gorham
House has become landlord of the Commercial

House,

while Mr. Cram iB to have charge of the

United States Hotel after the damages by the
late fire are repaired.
People still wrangle over the question, What
is

two-thirds vote?
All the boys and girls rejoice in the glorious
summer vacation, and are making the most of
a

campaign planning.
Gen. Neal Dow,

in the Independent, insists
that the Maine Law has turned out admirably.
The Star makes the doubtful statement that
the Turnvereiu Association has been notified to
the bars in their hall. What will they
do with the tumblers?
Members of the class of ’72 are requested to
meet at 7J o’clock to-night in front of the Girls’

remove

High School,
nesday.

Sunday afternoon unfavorable symptoms set in
and he breathed his last at half past nine, having retained his mental faculties to the last,

BEFOltE JUDGE MORRIS.
Paid.

to decide

on

the

pic-nic for

undoubtedly conscious for
days that his illness would

the preceding
terminate fa-

tally.
Dr. Robinson was a native of Connecticut,
we are told.
He graduated at the New York
Medical School, and entered upon his profession in Portland about twenty-two years ago.
His experience was that of many young physiwarfare against adverse cirBut his indomitable pcrseveiance
won fur him a place, and his ripe scholarship
in his profession, aided by his sound judgment
and quick sympathy for the suffering, brought
him the regard aud love of the community, and
at the time of his first attack he had a very
large practice. It may be said that lie sacrificed himself to his duties. He was an iacessant
worker as a physician, and yet found time to
He had occupied a
engage in public duties.
seat in the City Council, was one of the instruc-

cians,

a

constant

cumstances.

tors at the Portland Medical School and a member of the faculty of the Maine Medical School
of Bowdoin College; but better than all he was

the beloved physician in scores of families—
confided in in the most tender and solemn
i.

a.:

i:

.1

1

hearts will lie chilled by the news of his death.
The poor have lost a friend, for his purse was
always open to them, and his professional skill
was often freely
given without the thought of
pecuniary return.
Dr. Robinson was one of the most active and
members of the First Baptist church,
Rev. Dr. Shailer. After the great fire, when
that society began to rebuild, he was on the

reconstruction. He will be missed by that peoas one whose
place it will be hard to fill.
He leaves a wife and three children. We know
they will all have the genuine and lasting sympathy of all who knew him.

ple

The

Portland 4k Rochester Loan Queation

CITY AID GRANTED BY A HANDSOME MAJORITY.

On Saturday the citizens of Portland, by a
very decisive vote, accepted the act of the last
Legislature authorizing the city to loan its
credit to the Portland & Rochester Railroad to
the amount of $450,000. The vote was quite
small, and there was no organized opposition to
the proposition. The people of Portland have
full faith in the location and natural facilities
of their city for a great business centre and are
showing their faith by their acts. They have
determined to push their way out into regions
that have been
hitherto practically closed
agaiust them, aud will carry their money out by
these roads and invite the competition of trade.
And they will get a large return for their enterprise. We give below the vote by wards. The
loan received 215 more than the necessary twothirds; or, if we adopt the basis of the opponents of the Portland & Ogdensburg loan the
other day, and make the negative vote the inflexible number which is to govern a decision of
the question, the yeas have beaten the nays two
to one, and have 645 votes to spare.
NO.
34
72
82
51
98
87

YES.

Ward

Mr. J. W.

1.192
2.167
3.256
4. 298
5. 266
«.253
7..185

nobby affair, and ought to be in great
It certainly is a public convenience.

demand.

Four drunks at the station house last night.
The officers of Maine Lodge No. 1,1. O. of
O. F., will be publicly installed to-ngihL
F. O. Bailey & Co. sold at auction on Satur-

day house No. 55 Free street, the homestead of
the late John P. Boyd, for $6700. The same
firm also sold pews Nos. 86 and 75 and one-half
of No. 120 State street church, for $50, $90 and
$36 respectively.
The population of Portland increased three
in one neighborhood yesterday.
Bev. Mr. Powell of Newburyport, one of the

leading divines in the Congregational denomination in New England, preached yesterday at
Sta te street church, in exchange with Bev. Mr.
Hincks.
The public are invited to notice the advertisement respecting the steamer City of Eiehmond, of the Bangor line.
We call attention again to the exhibition of
the stereopticon at State street church this even-

ing, for the benefit of the Home for
Indigent Women.

Aged

and

Rome of Procession.

The procession the Fourth will move as follows : Down Congress street to Sfc Lawrence,
down St. Lawrence to Fore, up Fore to Atlantic, up Atlantic to Congress, down Congress
to Washington, down Washinton to Cumberland to High, up High to Cougress, up Congress to State, down State to York, where the
line will couutermrch up State to Spring, down
Spring to High, up High to Congress, down

Congress

to the City Hall, where the line will
be dismissed.
The line will halt on Cumberland between Elm and the Cathedral; also on
State street.
The Marshal earnestly requests
that those residing in these localities will provide ice water for those in the procession. In
the evening the Portland Band will be station"
ed at Congress Square, the Thomaston Band at
City Hall, and the Norway Band at the head of
India street. It is earnestly requested that res
idences and places of business along the route
of the procession be

suitably

decorated.

A gentleman of Philadelphia who is visiting our city has a large number of stereoscopic
views of scenes and places in the Holy Land
and in various parts of Europe which he has

kindly offered

exhibit for the benefit of the
Old Ladies’ Home, established in this city.
These views are from ten to fifteen feet square,
and are thrown upon canvas by means of the
An exhibition will be given in
lime light,
to

State street Congregational churcli on Monday
and Tuesday evenings of this week, commencing at 8J o’clock. The terms of admission are
as follows: Adults, 25
cents, childreu, 15 cents.
Two tickets for children, 25 cents. It is earnestly desired that the friends of this institution thus to be benefitted, and our citizens generally will see that this effort does not fail of a
generous support.
Temperance Meeting.—A very good temperance meeting was held at City Hall last
evening, the audience being quite large considering the extreme heat. Gen. Neal Dow pre-

speaker was Rev. Dr. Burns of
England, and he gave one of the most stirring
and eloquent addresses that has been delivered
on the subject in this city for a long time.
He
showed the effect of alcohol on the human syssided.

The

tem, and urged moral suasion and Christian
principle as the two agents of reform; referring

incidentally

to

the law and its office.

Serenade.—Mr. Gibson, cne of the landlords
of the Preble House, who has just returned
from his bridal tour, was welcomed by some of
his mauy frieuds on Saturday evening. The
services of the Portland Band were invoked,
and after a delightful serenade, Mr. Gibson expressed for himself and wife thanks for the
compliment, and invited the Band and a party
of friends to walk
in, and in one of the pleasant
parlors the party sat around his hospitable
board for half an hour and

enjoyed themselves

rationally.
Harper s

Bazar.—This

beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
eircle. The number for the
ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337
Congress corner of Oak street.
Spare Saddles.—Those of our citizens who
have saddles that they can spare ou the Fourth
of July will please notify the chief
marshal,
Lieut. Charles J. Pennell, No. 386 Congress St.
The saddles will be sent for, and returned iu as
good order as received.

BIDDEFORD,

SACO

VICINITY.

_AND

The graduating exercises of the High School
took place at the City Hall on Friday morning.
The hall was crowded to such an extent that it
was difficult to find even standing room.
The
•stage was decorated in a tasteful and appropriate manner and the exercises,
particularly as
regards the composition of the them were very
fine, but in many instances they were marred
in delivery, being scarcely audible to those who

Total..1617

486

Law Decisions.—D. W. Fessenden, Clerk of
Courts, has received from the Law Court the
following decisions in caseB in the Western
District.
Columbian Ins. Co. vs. Thomas Pennell. Exceptions ov erruled.
Henry F. Libby vs. John H. Hutchinson.—
Exceptions overruled.
State vs. David Crowley et al. Exceptions
sustained.
Samuel Farmer vs. Inhabitants of Rangely.
Motion overruled; judgment on the verdict.
Hugh Campbell vs. Portland Sugar Co. New
trial granted.
Isrel W. Morrill vs. Inhabitants of Jay.—
Plaintiff non-suit.
Merritt C. Baldwin admr. in equity vs. Charlotte Beau et al.
Bill sustained. According to
the true construction of the will of Charles W
it
is
declared
that Abby A. RichRichardson,
ardson, w idow of said Charles W. Richaidson
takes an estate in fee simple in the real estate
therein devised to her. No cost for either

party.

Henry S. Stanley

vs.

Exceptions overruled.

Joseph

S.

Kempton.—

John Lee vs. James Lanahaii.
Plaintiff
non-suit.
Patrick Driscoll vs. Lewiston Equitable Cooperative Society. Plaintiff non-suit.
Charles Holt vs. Pieman Holt.
Exceprions
overruled. Judgment for plaintiff for $5!>4,and
interest from August 23, 1864.
Barnabas Connell vs. Phoenix Ins. Co. Motion and exceptions overruled. Jiulment on
the verdict.
Alfred C. Tuxbury vs. Wm. F. Abbott et at.
Defendant defaulted. Judgment for the amount
of note declared on and legal interest with cost.
Execution to issue as may be ordered by Court
at niti prius.
Salome Mitchell, petitioner for prrtitiou vs.
persons unknown. Judgment for respondents.
Fourth of July.—We are glad to learn that
the Chief Marshal and City Committee have
accepted the suggestion made by a correspondent of the Press, and added the reading of
the Declaration of Independence to the programme for the Fourth of July. This memorable document will be read by Gen. Samuel J.
Anderson during the halt of the procession on
State street. At the conclusion the bands, re-

taining their positions in the procession, will
join in the Star Spangled Banner. After playing it through once the sixty singing children
will take it up, and the whole concourse of people will be invited to unite with them in the
second verse. This will form a very pleasing
feature and an impressive incident in the
celebration.

Dedication
lecture

of a

Vestry.—The vestry

or

of the India Street IXniversalist
Society was dedicated last night by interesting
services. The principal address was made by
Kev. W. E. Gibbs of the Congress Square Universalist Society, and during the
evening Collector Washburn made some suggestive and
room

appropriate remarks.

Kev. Mr. Bicknell, pasof the Society participated in the exercises,
and there was some excellent music. During
the evening the committee entrusted with the
work of finishing the rooms, made their report,
which showed the cost to be about $1800, of
tor

which the children of the
raised about 8500.

Sunday School

have

unfortunate enough to he in the rear of
the hall.
On Saturday the High School weut on on excursion to Old Orchard.
were

The exercises of Floral Sunday yesterday at
the Pavilion church, were highly interesting.
The church was prettily decorated and the discourse of the pastor, on the subject, “Consider
the Lilies of the field, how they Grow,” contained many fine thoughts and beautiful passages.
Martin

Judge,who was hound over for highway robbery a short time since, has been sent
to Portland for safe keeping, while the old jail
at Alfred is being taken down.
Biddeford Cadets

The

are

devoting them-

selves to the drill w-ith very commendable zeal
in spite of the hot weather. Their new cap
give them quite a martial appearance.

will be

proved

that the Commercial has no authority for the first. None of the judges are
Portland men, or have any prejudice in favor of
Portland more than a citizen of Bath or any
town that does not send military companies. All
are regular army officers, stationed at different
points in the State.
Police.—The following are the police statintics for
April, May and June, 1871 and 1872:
For 1871 there were 43 for intoxication and dis-

turbance, 25 for larceny, 1 common drunkard, 3
breaking and entering, 3 affrays, 11 assault and
battery, 10 malicious injury and 1 for riot. To-

tal 07. ior 1872 there were 21 for intoxication
and disturbance, 7 for larceny, 1 for
affray, 1
malicious injury and one for
Total

perjury

37.
__

Resigned.—At a meeting of the Directors of
the Portland and Ogdeusburg railroad on Saturday, the resignation of John B. Brown, H.N.
Jose and William Dcering, were laid before the
board by the President, and accepted by the
Directors, who then proceeded to fill the vacancies, and Reuselaer Cram, Charles Fobes
and D. W. Clark were unanimously elected.
W e call the attention of our readers to the
advertisement of Wilson & Co.’s reduction on
Teas. We understand they have some choice
Teas to bring before the public.

Rutland, Vt.,

June 30.—The night express
traiu over the Rutland division of the Vermont
Central Railway, due in Rutland about midnight, met with a serious accideut just north
of Vergenues.
While passing over a narrow
culvert at a rate of 30 miles per hour, the engineer felt a jar. The locomotive
passed in safety
but no sooner had it passed than the culvert
fell in, making a complete wreck of the
train,
consisting of a baggage car, New York coach
sleeping car and a Ibis ton coach sleeping ear.—
Strange to say but one person, a brakenian.was
seriously injured, although the passengers were
badly shaken np. It seems almost a miracle
that many were not killed.
Vermout Historical Society.
The Vermout Historical Society are
making
arrangements for a grand field day celebration
at Fort Ticondcraga, New York, to take
place
on
Thursday, July 18th. The address will be
delivered by Hon. Lucius C. Chittenden of New
York. The officers of the leading historical societies of the couutry are invited to be
present.
The occasion is expected to be one of
great interest and that a large gathering of people will

Washington, June 29.—Letters from tlie Indian Territory state that the Kiowa Indians are
arranging for a raid on Texas, but the Apaches
and Cheyennes will unite to prevent it.
Patent Refused.
The Commissioner of Patents to-day refused
the application of Henry H. Parker of -Massachusetts, for the extension of the patent for
baud drills.
Ronds and bold.

Washington, June 30.—The Acting Secretaof the Treasury has directed the Assistant

Treasurer at New York to purchase $1,000,000
in bonds on each Wednesday, and sell $1,000,000 in gold on each Thursday during the month
of July.
Three Per Cents. Culled in.
The Acting Secretary of the Treasury has
called in $1,510,000 3 per cent, temporary loans,
certificates dated from August 1st to September,
1802, as follows: $5000 each of all outstanding
numbers between 3857 and 3949, inclusive, and
$10,000 each of all outstanding between 3857
and 3949, inclusive.
The interest will cease
August 31,1872, on the above certificates.

assemble.

mowing machine match.
Arrangements are now fully perfected for the
trial of mowing machines and hay
implements
under the direction of the Vermont State
Agricultural Society, to take place at Rutland, commencing Tuesday, July 9th. A large number
of machines, rakes and hay implements have
already been entered. The trial excites large
interest throughout the country among manufacturers, and a close competition is expected.

Obituary.
Mrs. Mary Chase Barney, daughter of the
late Judge Samuel Chase of Maryland, one of
the singers of the Declaration of Independence,
died here to-day in her 88th year.
Discredited.
The reports published yesterday that General
McKenzie and Lieuts. Smith ami Themen were
surprised and killrd by Indians between Fort
Belknap and Sacksboro, Texas, is not believed
at tlie War Department, as no intimation of
such disaster has been received by the
Department, although telegraphic communication is
still open with Gen. Auger.

Casualties.
June 30.—Mrs. Stephen Hunter committed suicide by drowning this morning, while suffering from delirium tremens.
Frederick Lincoln, a brakeman on the New
London and Northern road, received fatal injuries in this city by being struck by a bridge
Fatal

Norwich, Ct.,

MASSACHUSETTS.

yesterday.
Frederick

MIHCELLANEOIJg NOTICES.

Schurfelt of Mouson, Canada, a
the same road, was riding on a
platform car near Montville yesterday, when an
iron rail with which the car was loaded struck
a tree and swept him off
throwing him completely through a heavy board fence. He died
to day.

brekeman

Jubilee.
June 29.—The Gilmore benefit this
The Bouton

C. Day, Jr., A Co. have the largest stock of
Fire Works in the State. Read their advertisement.
Window Screens of all kiuds at Lothrop,,
Devens & Co., No. (11 Exchange street.

ju29dtf
Men’s & Bovs’ Clothing, our own manufacture for summer wear now on exhibition at
290 and 292, Congress St., Orin Hawkes & Co.

Portland and Boston Steamers—Change
of Time.—by reference to the advertisement of
this line, it will .lie noticed that the hour of
leaving Portland will be eiijht o' clock P. M. until further notice.
jyl-lw
Lack Points and
dle street.

Sacques

at cost. 153 MidC. A Vickery.

Closing out all Summer Goods at cost.
Middle St., C. A. Vickery.

153

News and other Items.
The new steamer Mount Washington, on
lake Winnipiseogee, to run in connection with
the Boston and Maine railroad, will commence
her regular trips to-day.
Benson J. Lossing, the artist and author, received the degree of LL. II.,
Tuesday, from

Michigan University.
A dying Bridgewater

man

said

a

good thing

have a round was a ladder.
As a safeguard against fire Chicago prohibits
fireworks on the Fourth.
The despondent looking man who
suddenly
started on seeing new apples for sale, Saturday,

to

and

cried,

“Now,

my children shall have
doctor.
“To be hung in 30 days,” is the
startling announcement with which a Hudson (N.
Y.)
merchant heads au advertisement of his stock
of wall paper.
Daniel Boone’s sister Hannah is living In
Caldwell county, North Carolina. She is 85

bread,”

was a

years old.
The Japanese government has
engaged Henry M. Smith, a graduate of the school of mines
of Columbia College, New York, to
open a coal
mine and erect a blast furnace in
Japan.
A navy surgeon in
memory of his wife, has,
it is stated, endowed a
in the Phil-

scholarship

adelphia

Medical College, called the Hannah
Matilda Dodd.
The paisou who said that a woman who was
kicked by a cow she was
on

righteously punished
Sabbath, was not raised on
was

milking
Sunday
for desecrating the

down from Jerusalem to Jericho and fell—and
fell”—here his memory began to fail him—
“and—and fell by the roadside, and the thorns
sprang up and choked him.”
It is one thousand years
Great founded the University
present year is also the one
versary of the foundation of

since Alfred the
of Oxford. The
thousandth annithe Kingdom of

Norway.
A New Haven man has had his daughter
put into the station-house because she ran
away from the Sunday school to go off with her
lover.
Edward Egerton endeavored to find out the
age of a horse by counting his teeth. Those he
couldn’t see to count he felt of. He told the
doctor that sewed up his hand that this was a
hard world for a laboring man.
As a public speaker, it is well-known that
Horace Greeley’s attractions are rather personal than oratorical. “Is it best to go and hear
him?” asked a gentleman of his neighbor.
“Yes, go by all means,” was the response; “it
is worth a quarter to see the man, and a dollar
to hear him—but then Greeley ought to pay
you the dollar.”
Bostonians do not patronize the inside of the
Coliseum to any great extent.
With a truly

hospitable spirit they keep

outside and give
strangers a chance. Overwhelmed by such noble magnanimity the visiting barbarians fre-

".Now do go m.
qaeuuy urgwtnem, saying:
There’s plenty of room for all. It seems a pity
that we should come here and push you from

your stools.’’

To which the invariable and
touching reply is: “Oh uo, thank you. We
can hear just as well where we are.’’
Hard hits and to the point—quotations from
Horace Greeley’s editorial on the Democratic
party—up to the time of the Cincinnati Convention. The Baltimore Convention can read

them, swallow humble pie and believe in the

honesty of the candidate they propose to buy.
Seventy-one thousand dollars were taken at
the Coliseum on Tuesday last.
As so many articles of every day use are
manufactured of paper, an exchange asks if a
paper beefsteak cannot be invented to take the
place of the leather ones common.
The Indiana
Greeleyites are already in
trouble. The nominee for Lieutenant Goverthe Dolly Varden
candidate, and as he

nor on

be

a

ticket has declined to
is a very popular and

the wealthiest man in the State, the ticket is
much weakened by the defection.
Brown Univeisity graduated forty-four bachelors of arts and four bachelors of
philosophy at
its one hundred and fourth commencement on

Wednesday.
Of the six States east of the Hudson River,
Vermont is the nearest to raising its own bread,

producing 454,000 bushels of wheat in 1860, or a
bushel and a peck to eaoh inhabitant.
Down in Rhode Island, the handy flat-iron—
the patent variety—takes the place of the usually ructious kerosene in furnishing explosive
items for the papers.
It is said to be much
pleasanter and more effective in smashing
heads and things than its more volatile rival.
A pair were married at Plain view, Minn., in
unusual way lately.

an

Why the Jamesons don’t go to Portland on
the 4th is because the judges in the drill are all
Portland men.—Bangor Commercial.
As the second assertion is untrue we hope it

Miraculous Escape of Passengers,

WASHINGTON.

ry

performed in
was

the

The ceremony was
hall, the floor of which

dancing
dancing except one set. Then
happy couple followed by three newly
a

filled for

married couples, stepped forward and formed
the lacking set, the minister
stepped into
the centre of the circle and performed the ceremony, the music struck up, and the dance went
forward as if nothing had happened.
METEOROLOGICAL.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Dbp't,

Oi
Officer, Wa
_

Clear and partially cloudy weather will prevail Monday over the New England and Middle States with light to fresh north-westerly"
to south-westerly winds; and over the Southern
States with light to fresh winds; partly cloudy
weather with occasional areas of rain and fresh
to brisk south-easterly to south-westerly winds,
northwest of the Ohio valley and possibly extend over the lower lake region.
Term.
Banoor, June 30.—1 r. M.—96° in the shade.
New York, June 30.—Hottest of the season,
mercury ranged from 94 to 100° in the shade.
A number of cases of sun-stroke.
Lowell, Mass., June 30.—Mercury rose to 90
and 100° to-day in the shade.
The Hcmed

Springfield. Mass., June 30.—Very hot yesand to-day, the mercury ranging to 98“.

terday

The Irish

Band

arrived in Boston yestertheir quarters in the Everetli House. The reception of the Irish societies comes off to-day.
Ohin Hawkes & Co. make a
specialty of
A well known musical and pianist composer
the manufacture of Boys Clothi
and
those
ng
in New York named Joseph N. Patterson, has
in want of such goods will find a
large variety
sued his wife. Adelade Patterson nee
Maiigam
on tlujir
counters, 230 and 2! 12, Congrsss St. f( ,r the pomi siou of their child.

day and proceed

to

ACCIDENT ON THE VERMONT CENTRAL.

Indian ilUllera.

a farm.
Now is the time to get the gentle tweedle D.
D. hung ou to the back end of your name. The
less you know and the more you are
known,
the more likely you are to get it—Chicago
Pott.
A Small boy arose at a Sunday school concert
and began quite glibly: “A certain man went

82
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BY TELEGRAPH.

terminus of the horse railroad, at two o’clock
this afternoon. It will he a matter of interest
to the devotees of national game hereabouts.

building committee and gave liberally to the
funds, and labored zealously in the work of

stable

ion of a beach wagon, with a canopy top, and
will accommodate twenty persons. With his
four elegant and powerful bays attached it is a

few years ago, will play a friendly match with
the Resolutes on the grounds in Deering, at the

earnest

Wed-

Bobinson, the well known livery
keeper on Green street, has just turned
out an elegant new carriage for the accommodation of pleasure parties. It is after the fash-

recov-

his attendant physicians attributed his condition to a return of paralysis or neuralgia, which
affected the stomach and internal organs. Saturday night he passed very comfortably, and
those who watched with him were encouraged
by signs of improvement But about 2 o’clock

and

Saturday.—Margaret

Dr. Robinson had so far

ered from the severe and implacable disease
that had confined him, as to be able to ride out
frequently, and engage a little in office practice.
About a week ago, after returning from a ride,
he appeared to have taken a severe cold, but

^Municipal Court.
Fined $5 with costs.

on

friend and an humble, devoted
Christian has been suddenly called away. We
say suddenly, for those who remember his sufferings for a whole year and who sympathized
with him in his affliction, had hoped, in these
last two months, that he was fast recovering
his health and would soon be able again to rea warm

Bask Ball.—The old “Eon nine” so justly
famous among the senior clubs of the State a

Boston,

afternoon was a complete ovation, more
people
attending than at any time during the festival.
All the popular elements,
including the anvil

chorus were on the programme and carried
out to the letter and spirit.
Gilmore’s own
baud of fifty pieces, did wonders in the Stradello overture. Three other selections were demanded and received their share of applause.
Peschka, Leutuer and Rudersdorff% sung. Arbuckle gave a cornet solo. The foreign bands
were, as usual, encored. Gilmore was presented with a floral harp, and Mr. Baldwin, the
Superintendent ^of the orchestra, with a fine
watch, by the members from other cities. Forty
members of the South Press Association were
present and were complimented with Dixie by
Gilmore’s band.
The Jubilee is likely to continue until Satur-

MINOR TELE6RA1IU.
One hundred in the shade in New York Suu-

day.
Mr.
week.

Greeley

will

visit

Boston

early

Specie to the amount of $283,000 was
from New York Saturday.

this

shipped

Major John A. Jarvis of Atlanta, Ga., anannounces himself as a candidate for Governor.

Mr. Quarterbum and daughter were burned
to death in their house at Pine Bluff, Ark.,

day.

jLiwwrii

on

Friday night.

iriaiien.

Over 600,000 barrels of petroleum changed
June 30.—The Young Men’s Chrishands at Titusville, Pa., causing $2,000,000 to
tian Association continues to hold out-<loor Sunchange hands.
day evening meetings in several different loThe New Orleans
calities, which attract quite respectable attenPicayune comes ont for the
nomination of William Cullen Bryant by the
dances.
Baltimore
Convention.
The State constables on Saturday afternoon
seized liquors in several places.
The Irish National Band en route to Boston,
lu a drunken row about one o’clock this
numbering forty reed and string pieces, arrivmorning, on the corner of Dutton and Market ed in New York Saturday afternoon.
streets, a yong man named John Flemming reSpanish authorities have issued orders for
ceived a dangerous knife stab in the right
the release of Dr. Houard.
breast, entering the lung. On the arrival of
The number of deaths in New York increasthe police the crowd run, and it was not ascered one hundred the past week.
tained who gave the stab. Two men who had
The French and German authorities signed
been knocked down were taken to the station.
a treaty Saturday providing for the
early evacCasualties.
uation of French territory.
Springfield, June 30.—Wm. Cooley, a wood
The President and family have returned to
carver, 36 years old, was drowned this afterLong Branch.
noon while bathing in the Connecticut river.
Wm. W. Cummings, a comrade, while
The Spanish Cortes has been dissolved and a
trying new
to resuscitate the former, was sunstruck 'ana
election ordered Aug. 24th.
j
his recovery is very doubtful.
car loads of
Seventy-five
people arrived at
John Coffee, a Boston and Albany railroad
Long Branch, Saturday, terribly crowding all
brakeman, was accidently run over and killed the hotels.
by a train at Smitlifield to-day, his head being :
completely severed from bis body.

Lowell,

FOREIGN.

NEW YORK.
Cabinet Crisis in France.
New York, June 29.—A Paris despatch
THE GENEVA TRIBUNAL.
states that a cabinet crisis is expected shortly.
The members of the Bight in the Assembly
having resolved to actively oppose the government.
Marshal McMahon is proposed as the
Official Declaration.
successor of Thiers in case he resigns.
The unNew York, June 29.—A Washington dessettled state of the government affairs causes
patch gives the following as the official declara- sme apprehension in monetary circles.
tion made to tha Geneva Boa rd of Arbitration
Cuban Offlcinla.
by Bancroft Davis. Mr. Davis said:—The decMadrid, June 29.—The resignation of Capt.
laration made by the Tribunal on the 19th
inst.,
Gen. Valmasada has been accepted by the govindividually and collectively respecting the ernment
but his successor has not yet been apclaims presented by the United States for the
Gen. Cebalos will temporarily act
pointed.
award by the Tribunal on, first, the loss in the
as Capt. Gen., but it is understood the
transfer of the Amercan commercial marine to
post will
he kept open for the present Minister of War,
the British liag; second, the eulianced rates of
a
whose
Gen, Cadoba,
radical,
appointment is
insurance; and third, the prolongation of the
not yet made for the reason that the question
war aud the addition of a
large sum to the cost of who
is to succeed him in the War
ot the war and the suppession of the
rebellion, ment is is under serious consideration. Departis accepted l»y the President of
the United'
The
States as determinate of their judgment
Capt. Gen. of Porto Rico has also been
upon
recalled and Gen. Latorre, an advanced liberal,
the important question of public law involved.
is named in his place.
The agent of the United States is authorized to
The government announces its intention to
say that consequently the above mentioned
introduce important measures for the relief of
claims will not be further insisted
upon before
the Spanish Bank in Havana.
It also decrees
the Tribunal by the United
States, and may be
excluded from all consideration In ftuj analTl 1 f that the notes of that bank shall 1“ future be
for
Hie
Wal
as
tender
that may br tnntlp to tbh> Clomnniont.
accepted
payment of
K>.rd Teuterden’. Statement.
^government duries.
At the session of the Tribunal yesterday Lord
Wenther Report, Jane 38, 13 P. M.
Teuterden again stated that he was authorized
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Dito say that Her Majesty’s Government found
visions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of
nothing in the declaration of the arbitrators to Commerce,
which they could not assent consistently with
S
their view of the interpretation and effect of
a
9
the treaty of Washington, assuming that the
s
„
arbitrators would on the statement made
Place
S
S
5
by the
o
B
agent of the United States declare the indirect
o
5
Of
claims are and from henceforth to be excluded
%
2
2.
from their consideration, and lie wa s instructed
observation,
3
a
■?
i
on that being done to withdraw the
application
S
I :
I
for an adjournment made by him on the loth
©
©
inst., and to present the British argument. The
Tribunal therefore formally made the declaraBeaton. 29.92 81
W
Clear
tion desired by Lord Teuterden, and the
Calm
Lt Rain
appli- Charleston,S.C..30.14 77
cation for adjournment was at once withdrawn
W
Cheyenne.W. T.29.80 59
Fair
and the British argument presented.
S
Clear
Chicago.29.96 77
Cincinnati.29.70 8.1
W
It is understood at the State Department that
Cle9r
Cleveland.30.02
79
SE
Clear
while Charles Francis Adams, in discussion
E
Key West, Fla..30.16 82
Fair
with his colleagues, fairly presented the views
Calm
Clear
Nashville, Tenn.30.17 80
of the American Government, he finally
New London... 29.95 77
Calm
acquiClear
esced in the opinion of Mr. Cockbum, the BritNew Orleans ..30.15 78
E
Clear
ish arbitrator, and in so doing carried with him
New York.29.98 82
Calm
Clear
the other arbitrators.
Norfolk.30.05 82
NW
Cleor
Omaha.29.65 78
S
Clear
The Seizure of the James Bliss.
Portland.29.90 15
SW
Fair
Calm
cEar
Washington.30.03 31
A Quebec despatch states that the schooner
SW
Wilmington.. .30.12 81
Clear
James Bliss, of Gloucester, Mass., seized by the
Barometer
corrected
for
and
elevation*
Canadian authorities, arrived there
temperature
vesterday.
The James Bliss when captured was about a
mile from the shore, between tiie east end of
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Aaticosli Island and Cormorant point, with five
trawls set. She had 2000 pounds of halibut on
board and a crew of twelve men.
Foreign Exporta.
The owner of the seized schooner Euola
C,
PICTOU NS.
Harriet Amelia—14 mowing
having paid the fine that vessel lias been re- machines, 75 pkgs Brig
rakes, 22 mowers.
IpjikoiI.
HAMBURGH
CB.
Brig D W Hennessey—124
The Eight Hoar Hatter.
mowers, 3 reapers, 4 rakes.
Four of tlie strikers who assaulted the workForeign Imports*
men who wouldn’t strike were sentenced to
ten
ST JOHN NB. Sch NJ Miller—3048 cedar sleepers
days in prison. There is nothing new iu refer- to John D Lord.
ence to strikes.
The eight hour league has disMAITLAND NS. Sch Planet—83 tons plaster to
tributed about #2000 relief money. A number
master.
of cabinet makers are expected to
go back to
the 10 hour system next week.
Receipts by Railroads and Ateam • ts.
The Employers’ Central Committee is workGrand Trunk Railway—84 cars lumber, 5 do
ing to devise some plan wliieh will prove agree- laths, 1 do hoops, 1 do bark, 1 do wood, 1 do starch. 1
do
live stock, 1 do hay, 5 do flour, 1 do corn, 1 do bran
able to both parties and lead to peaceful settle1 do boues, 3 do sundries, 132 cans milk. Shipments
ment of the strikes.
They expect to be able to East—700
bbls flour, 2 cars sundries.
issue their first tract to the
workingmen toSteamer Montreal from Boston,—400 boxes
morrow.
The employers assert they have no
tin, 35 do opium, 24 bbls apples, 7 do oil, 5 bags rice, 1
enmity toward their workmen and that the dis- boat,
130 casks nails, 25 bdls tarred i>aper, 8 qtls fish.
pute is merely a question of profit. They 40 boxes oranges,
10 do salmon, 1 copper boiler, 10
would at once accede to the demand of the ineii
cases shoes, 7 bags sumac, 5 do logwood, 25 boxes of
if after doing so they still had even a moderraisins, 2 casks paint, 3 bags coffee, 1 piano, 10 crates
ate profit. Another mass meeting of bosses is
boxes, 11 boxes soap, 2 casks skins, 120 bbls flour, 5
bdls moulding, 19 bbls vegetables, 5 horses, 1 wagon,
mentioned as probable for next week, when it
100
pkgs to order. For Canada and up country—36
is exacted that some decided steps will he
doors, 30 bales wool, 21 bbls hardware, 5 pianos, 8
taken.
casks oil, 5 stoves, 6 bbls flour, 562 hidcB, 109 rolls of
Et Cetera.
leathar, 100 pkgs to order.
Unfounded rumors of the resignations of
Boston Stock foist.
.Judges McCunn and Barnard are current to(Sales at the Broker’s Board, June 29.]
A. Jones has been appointed
Deputy Bangor City Sixes, 1874. 90J
Naval Officer, in the place of Haggerty
resign- Eastern Railroad.107
ed.
[Sales at auction]
The subscriptions for a monument to Gen.
Boston Sc Maine Railroad. 137J@138
now reach

§

| I

_

Thomas,

$4,264.

The annual police reports show an
apparent
falling off in the number of crimes of all sorts
committed in 1871 from previous years.
German emigrants arc no longer to be swindled by bogus brokers.
Kev. Hugh Stowell Brown, one of the most
popular Baptist preachers of England, visits
this country about the 20th of
August.
Samuel Heeves has been arrested, having in
his posession a large
quantity of bank checks,
certificates of deposit and business cards of a
\\ all street firm, which be had
got fraudently.
Jersey Justice.
Three noted scoundrels in Newark got a taste
of Jersey justice yesterday, to the extent of
teu years in the State Prison. These were
Michael Carr, ex-prize fighter, James
Finnegan
and Michael Farley. The trio who
brutally
beat and robbed a Newark
jewelry storekeeper
named Benister, some four or five months
ago.
John I. Corcoran one of the free holders of
the Passaic Company, New Jersey, has been
sentenced to six months in the State Prison for
for fraud.
Oil Train Burned.
Albany, June 29.—Seven loaded oil cars t
caughtffire from a passing engine this morning
near Palmyra, and were
entirely consumed.—
Both tracks of the road for some distance were
i
destroyed. The loss is heavy.
Fire.
«LrrAiiu,

u mu;

uu.—ure

min

evening in
the pork and provision establishment of Jacob
i >oM. Nos. 13H and 140 Market street, completely gutted the entire concern. Loss $75,000. Partly insured. One policy for $25,000 is
said to have expired at noon to-day. One hundred and fifty hogs were roasted alive.
Extrusive Indian Depredations Threatened.

St. Louis, June 29.—Letters from Southern
Colorado and New Mexico s!atc that extensive
combined depredations are seriously apprehended in the sparsely settled parts of those.territoThe Kiowas, Arrapalioes, Cheyennes,
ries.
Comanches, Navajoes and Apaches held frequent councils during (he winter, at which it
was
endeavored to dissipate all trivial prejudices and effect a combination for a general Indian war. The recent murders and robberies in
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and other places
are referred to as evidence of the intentions of
the Indians, but whether a complete combination has been effected is not known. A letter
from Fort Sill of June 12th, says the warriors
of the Apaches, Cheyennes and Arrapalioes are
organizing ostensibly for au attack on the Utes
of Colorado, but it is believed that a raid an
the frontier is really their object. The government authorities are doing all they can to break
up the movement.
Heaiilitiex—Ten Hen Killed.
Galveston, Texas June 29.—A letter dated
Fredericksburg, Texas, June 19th, has been received, stating that Gen. McKenzie, Lt. Smith
and eight men were surprised by sixty Indians
and killed between Fort llelknap aud Jacksboro. Of thirteen in Mcl£eUzio*s party only
three escaped.
S-'
Indian

rZJrf.

■

|

Pepperell Manufacturing Co.747J 750
Bates Manufacturing Company, ex-div.109

York Manufacturing Company.1800
Eastern Railroad..107
Portland, Saco Sc Portsmouth R R.?.. .1294
Portland City Sixes, 1887. 95
Eastern Railroad 6’s 1874, Gold. 97

New York Slock and Money Market.
York, June 29—Morning.—Gold at 113#.—
Money 4 ]>er cent. Sterling Exchange 1U9| @ 110J.
Stocks firm. State bonds steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of GovNew

ernments

United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United
United

:

States 5’s, new.1134
States coupon 6’s, 1881.120i

States 5-20’s 1862.1141
States 5-20’s 1864.1141
States 5-20’s 1865, old. 1154
States 5-20’s 1865, new.
1171
States 5-20’s 1867.1183
States 5-20’s 1868.1184
States 10-40’s., coupon.
112J
Currency 6’s.
.115
The following are the forenoon quotations of Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 75
Pacific Mail. 73
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_974
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
sep 974
...

a Shade easier;
receipt* 290,603 buah
sales 172 000 bash at 63 @ 64c for steamer
Weston
64 @ sac for sail do, closing al
*%’>
O*'* active and a shade easier; receipt.
k
681WI bush; sales at 444 ® 45c for
Western in stort
and afloat 44 @ 47c for
Ohio, and 46c for No 2 Milwaukee afloat. Coal quiet and
unchauged at 4 00 ® 5 25
for anthracite F ton
cargo. Hav quiet ancf uu8
shipping; 1 40 ft 1 fin for reK1 15 ® 20 for nnebanged
for 1671: quoted
c
a,.‘d
a*

I5-?,85®! l870

Erie preferred. 78

“Wool

pulleJ

Sugar
®."I

i“7*J»r

ffllViSTl6*
H

?9 f,jr

meat

!'ng* f1 i2i° (br

g*"j JSSr

shoulder^

Vurc?": Stic-;

mmle.

r°it 9,9'™'

at?oSwshun'f1

5° f

steFamfM74t®J7H'
POOl<1Uiet
June

aD<I 8teady: Graln’1>6r

Chicago,
29.—Flour dull and weak; Spring
® l25-*. W1Auat irregular aud in fair speculative demand;
No 2 Spring dosed at 1 22
cash, 1 22

seller

July

and
Corn unchauged;
“d
41i 4240 ta8,l*n'1 43J« seller
Au ust. arts quiet andr weak;
No 2 at
® 274c
r
Bye quiet and Arm;
I
duU and nominally unchanged.
Barley
Purk Arm at
.ft 12 60.—
® 10c‘ Hams tn 1'iekle “e
at 34,® 12c Bulk
Ararat
Meats
shoulders

Auvimt1*6^1.

iat.

steady.

Freights steady; Com to Buttalo 8c;
Receipts—4000 bbls
28,000 bush wheat, 272 000
bush com, 30,000 bush flour, 9000
oats,
hogs.
flour, *«>WH*n»sh wheat, 432,C°ni’157,090 bu8h oats. M«0 t»sb rye, 8000

nnnbll!!1’ie,lt“—bbl8

bogsbmb

wTiLrE“?,’„Jli?e■ i*3-—Flour dull

and

uuclianged.—

IWh*te1
LI3 C.S.n01
high Mixed 47 ®
ir,,dl,J aml a shade lower;
4b
0»ts dull andHc4?V.no»Fade
at
31y;i,170 2 at3SJ3c: Micliigan 32}c.
BUffaiu 3*’ Cornt° 0aMichigan 133;

M

wSbt^^kfet0
whoa',

13,000
hu^rSrt^'2000
buSsbilc’“m? lUJT^h „at‘sUr’ ““ bU“b
bU6b

1 65
«

Tuesday, July

Amber do

ANNUAL EXCURSION
ON TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1872.
Steamer Charles Houghton will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State St., at 8.15 a. m., and Union
Wharf at 1.30 p. m.

Returning, leave Chebeague at 5 30 p. m.
Tickets 25 cents; can be obtained of the committee
at the boat.
On account of the low price of
tickets, ice water
only will be fhrnished free.
All must carry their own refreshments or can
buy
them at the hotel on the island.
If unpleasant Tuesday, the excursion will take
place on TUESDAY, July irth.
Je29d3t

or

Palestine, Italy, Germany, 4c.,

Mr.

sjc;
g6§c: clear sides 6}@6Jc. Bacon fiwn; shoulders
51c; dear rib sides 7Jc; clear Bides 7|c. Live Hogg
in fair demand and advanced to 4 10
(a) 4 25. Whiskey in fair demand and lower at 85c.
29'“Botton duU; Middling up-

lam?sA25cE8TON’,JUDe
lands,^”AH’ dU11° 29'~JCotton 'luiet i

Middling

up-

June 29.—Cotton dull; Middling
uplands

BY

BENNETT of

Monday

»lain' iip i/ciH

hi.

Chicago & North Western.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred
Chicago & Rock Island.
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

road securities:
CentrafPactfic bonds.105
Union Pacific do. 94
Union Pacific stock. 37*
Union Pacific land grants.81}
Union Pacific iucome bonds. 86}
The following are the quotations of Southern securities :
Teunessee6’s, new. 74}
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri 6’s. 97}
North Carolina 6’s, new. 22
South Carolina 6’s, new. 29
2.30 P. M.—Markets dull and neglected aud the
street almost deserted. Erie .56}. Union Pacific 37}.
Gold rose to 113} aud receded to 113}.
Domestic Markets.

New York, June 29—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet and
unchanged at 7 75 @ 8 26 for pots. Cotton quiet and
ic easier, closing nominal; sales 589 bales at 26}c for

Middling uplands. Flour dull, heavy and 10 fa? 20c
lower; receipts 9009 bbls; sales 5100 bbls 5 30 @ 6 00
for superfine Western and State; 6 15 (§> 6 65 for common to good extra Western and State; 6 70 @ 6 80 for
good to choice do White Wheat Western extra; 6 50
@ 9 00 for common to good extra Ohio; 7 75 @ 12 75
for common to choice extra St Louis; market closing
dull; Southern flour dull and lower; sales 490 bbls

at 7 15 @ 9 35 for common to fair extra, 9 40 @ 12 75
for good to choice do. Rye Flour quiet and heavy;
sales IgO bbls. at 4 00 (o> 4 90. Corn Meal is quiet.—
Whiskey dull at 90}c bid and 91c asked; reported
sales of 50 bbls at 91c.
Grain—receipts of Wheat 28,434 bush. Wheat
and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 110,000 bush at 1 57 <m 1 58 for No 2 Milwaukee to arrive,
closing at 1 56 bid and 1 58 asked; 1 55 @ 1 56 for No 2
Chicago Spring; 1 62 @ 1 7g for Winter Red Western;
1 70 (o> 1 85 for Waite Western.
dull and nominal. Barley quiet aud unchanged. Bariey Malt active; sales 15,000 bush; 2 rowed State 1 10 @ 112.—

heavy

Rye

a a3^?5"

A

Philadelphia,

evenings

of

Tuesday, July 1st A 3d,

At 8$ o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents;

children half price.

FAIR, FAIR,

jun29td

FAIR.

Tho ladies of the Second Parish will hold a fair at
their vestry, corner of Congress and Pearl streets

Thursday, July 4th, 1872.
For the

sale of

luariteu.

London, June 29—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92* @ 921
for money and account.
American Securities—U. S. bonds firm; 5-20’s 1862,
91J; do 1865. old, 92*; 1867, 92*; U. S. 10-40s,89|.
Liverpool, June 29—11.00 A. M.—Cotton opened
quiet and easier; Middling uplands ll*d; do Orleans
11* @ llfd; sales estimated at 7000 bales.
London, June 29—2.30 P. M.—Consols and Ameri-

Strawberries,

Ice Cream,
&c.

Lemonade,

Hot Dinners from 12 till 2 o’clock.
Refreshments at all hours.
Also Fancy Articles
and Flowers.
Jyltd
Advertiser copy.

securities unchanged.
Paris, June 29.—Rentes at 53163c.

can

THEATRE.

MUSIC

HALL!

Liverpool, June 29—2.30 P. M.—Cotton unchanged; sales 6000 bales, including 1000 bales for export
and speculation. Breadstuff's quiet. Cheese 60s 6d.

Managebs,.Bidwell

COAL
THE
ing

& Wilkinson

FOURTH of JULY.

subscribers take this opportunity of informthe public that they have taken the

Office 191 Commercial St.,
Dollie Bidwell,
CORNER
CENTRE,

CONSTANTLY KEEP ON HAND

The “Two Charlies”

HARD and SOFT

BIDWELL & WILKINSON!

THE

Two

Anthracite Coals.

Performances!

Hampshire Cumberland,
forge purposes for sale

Grand Trunk

je28dlw

of large lots will receive
eral Discount.

a

Railway

C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.

K. H. WILSON,
U. S. Marshal,
District of Maine.

Deputy

Jun25d3w

at Auction.
Tuesday, July 2d, at 10 a. m., and 3.06 p. m.,
we shall sell at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
an invoice of Dress Goods in varieties,
Nainsooks,
Linens, Towels, Crash, Cambrels, Hosiery, Hdkft,

mens’^and boys’ wear,
Every lot in this stock

Woolens for

Quilts, etc.

1872

Excursions

THE

1872.

STEAMER

Charles

WHEELER & BRADLEY
AUCTIONKKRH,
4

Ns. 76 FEDERAL STREET, BOMTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales every Tuesday of
Dry Goods, Woolens, Clothing, Carpels,
Fancy Goods, Mtraw Goods A If nts.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and 6hoes,
including Now York City Ylndr Goods tor the
retail trade.
MW&8
ap£4eod3iu

Auction

Merchants,
14

EXCHANGE ST.

Fire Kxtinguislaer Co
private sale, a large stock of new and
second-hand Carriages oi all kiuds. Also Harness.
jun21dlui
J7s7 BAILEY A CO.,

Agents

for National

Commission Merchants,

Houghton,
THE

AUCTIONEEKb
Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER,
aplltf

NO.

States

(luring

at wholesale

Orders

as

os

of

HARRIS, ATWOOD

Hotel,

June

Je20tf

Surchasers
escriptlon of goods.
February

day

prices. Cash advanced on
not limited.

ll

Consignments

11.1868.

dtf

PINEAPPLE JUICE

GRAND

For Flavoring Syrups, Ice Creams, kc.

Possible.

EXCURSION.

June 13-istf

Auctioneer

APOTHECARIES !

& CO.

20, 1872.

Stand,

Promptly

Inquire

rates.

1.

and

assortment of
NGoods
Fancy Goods.
Staple and the
will be sold
in lots to suit

Season,

parties to any point desired at reasonable

Where they will
Attend to

Merchant

O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large

Excursion
Will take

Old

1

EXCHANGE NTRKET.

NO. 72

Commission

Would iuform their patrons that they

Their

Commission

and

R. K. HU^T,

EASTMAN & CUTTS

United

BAILEY & Co., Aastrs

F. O.

—AND—

FOB

AT

White Marseilles
will be sold with-

reserve.

MISSES

STILL

Woolens, Linens,

Goods,

And have at

HAVING BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED

ARE

Maine.

Ukited States of Ameuioa, I
District of Maine, hs. )
and will be sold by public
day of July, A. D., 1872, at
11 o’clock iu the forenoon, at the U7 S. Marshal’s Office. in Portland, in said District, all the right in
equity which James Bradley »f said Portland, had
on the 31st day of August,
A. D., Ib69, when the
same was attached ou the
original writ, to redeem
the following described real estate, situated In said
Portland, in said District, to wit:
A lot of land with
the buildings thereon,
and
the
aiq>ertenances thereunto
bclougiug,
situated in said Portland, on the south-easterly side
of Congress street, and bounded as
follow*beginning at the centre of the front steps of the double
briox dwelling house, the
westerly tenement of which
is now occupied by Moses Morrill, at a
poiut on the
southerly line of said Congress st; thence southerly
by a straight Hue Otrougli and by the centre of the
partition wall of said double house and the addition
thereto, and on a continuation of s.dd straight line
one hundred anil twenty feet, more or less, to a Court
now laid out; thence
easterly by said Court, thirtytwo feet, more or less, to the land formerly of Steshen W. Eaton; thence northerly by land of mild Eaton, one hundred and twenty feet, more or less, to
Congress st; thence by said Congress street northwesterly about tweuty-niue and one-tenth feet, to
the bound first mentioned; together with the
rlget of
way in common, by the Court aforesaid, and the continuation thereof to Munroe Place, so called, and by
Munroe Place to Congress street, with said Bradley's
right, title and interest in the drains, pipes, sewers
and privileges belonging to said double Drick housebeing the same described in a deed from Jabez M.
Knight, recorded in Cumberland Registry or Deeds
vol. 338, page 256.
Also all the right in equity which said James Bradley had at the same time, to wit: ou the 31st day of
August, A. D., 1869, to redeem tne following described real estate iu said Portland, to wit: A parcel of
land situated on a Court twenty feet wide, south of
Congress street, said Court running easterly from
Munroe Place, and described as
follows:—Beginning
on the
southerly side of said Court at the easterly enu
thereof, six inches from H. W. and A. Deering’s
bouse; thence on a straight line, keeping six inches
from said Deering’s house, ninety-five feet eight inches to the back line of said lot; thence westerly by
said back Hue twenty eight feet therre incites to a
stake; thence northerly to the southerly side of said
Court to a stake; thence easterly by said Court twenty-niue feet nine inches to the bounds first begun at;
Also a perpetual right and privilege in common to
the use of a passage way twenty feet wide, opened
from Munroe Place on the southerly end of the lot
retained by John Oxnard: being the same
conveyed
to said Bradley by John Oxnard by deed recorder! in
said Registry, vol. 342, j*age 405.
Both of said parcels of Real Estate being then aud
their subject to mgrtgage.
Dated at Portland this 17th day of June, A. D, 1872.

mediate stations.

A. GOODHUE & CO.
Jcl8tf

Portland,

HENRY TAYLOR A UK,

Return Tickets at single fare wiU be issued from So.
Paris and.intermediate stations, to Portland on July
Fourth, available by regular passenger trains.
A special Passenger Train will leave Portland, July
4th, at 10 P. M., precisely, for South Paris and inter-

lib-

Persons laying in their winter’s supply of Coal
or Wood will do well to call before
purchasing elsewhere.
Satisfaction guaranteed in all caae«.

N. B.

V. S. Marshal’s Sales.

HOYT,

EXCURSION.

junii.. 1

John,

St.

GEO. S. HUNT,
111 Commercial st.,

Or to

jyl-td

FOURTH of JULY

at the

Lowest Market RatesBuyers

Underwriter’s Sale.
fllO be sold for the benefit of all concerned, by pubA lie auction, at the Ballast Wharf, (so called), St.
John, N. B., on Friday, 5tli July, 1872, at noon, the
Hull of the Iron Baruue “Alumina,” 899 tons, lately
stranded in the harbor of St. John. As also all
Masts. Spars, Sails, Rigging,Chains. Anchors, Boats,
Outfits, and stores belonging to said vessel.
GEORGE BRUCE, Master.
Inventories can be sceu and all particulars learned
regarding said vessel and outfits, on application to
WM. THOMPSON a CO.,
No. 1 South Street,

out

For Summer Use.

or

laying

ON

EySee Future Announcement.
Jun29d5t

GENUINE ACADIA,
ALSO NICE

on’

dee.,

AFTERNOON at 2; EVENING at 8.

BEST

LEHIGH, WHITE AND RED ASH

For steam

ON

we shall sell the very valuable Real Estate
the east corner of Portland and Green
streets, consisting of a substantial Brick Block, well arranged
as a large
store, 33x45 feet, aud four tenements, all
a rent of $auo.
The lot is 120 feet on Green
street, and 53 feet on Portland Street; ihe building
“L"*™
«*ring a vacant lot on Poitltnd st. Is
x70 feet, and a lot on Green st. 40x50 leet ou
which Is
a good stable.
This proj*rty is situated
right in the
mce of all the travel that
passes ever Deer mg'*
Bridge, and all from leering through Portland and
Green streets, making the stand one of the t*st In
the city for business. 1 be store can
easily be converted into a lint-chum Grain more, the Unit ami Kocoml stories ou a level with the street.
This Is certainly one of the most desirable pieces of property In
this portion of the city, and will well repay
any parties examining into it carefully.
Sale positive; Terms easy anil made known at
sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auclisnun.
June 28-dtd

Dress

And Fall Dramatic Company,

WOOD,
Bark, Edgings, Slabs,

* ‘ °

Valuable Real Estate at 4uctiou.
WEDNESDAY, July 10, at three o'clock P. M

Lillie Wilkinson.

Where they will

delicate and
up by
process whereby all
flavor of the fruit is retained in ati its
PUTdelicious
the

a

freshness and purity.

-L ±1 Jii
FOR

POPULAR EXCURSIONS
1872.

JULY

5th, 1872.

JOHN C.

For the Season of 1872.

The

Portland

Light

Infantry

SALK

BY

FARNHAM,

Boston,

jmil'2tf

Mass.

TT &S

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Accompanied by the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

•

Calais

Eaatport,

SUMMER
Portland to Chicago and return, all rail, good
until Nov. 1st.$30.00
Portland to Chicago or Milwaukee, aud return,
via Sarnia steamers, good until Nov. 1st. 34.00
Portland to Detroit and return, good for 30
25.00
Portland to Niagara Falls and return, good for
30 days. 25.00
Portland to Montreal and return, good for 20

days.

And

FULL

Will

days.

Portland to Gorham aud return, good for 21

5.00
return. 12.00
Brompton
Portland to Sherbrook and return.... 11.50
Portland to Island Pond and return. 8.50
Portland to Niagara Falls and return, via Bos{fton. New York, Sound Steamers, returning
k
Toronto, Montreal, and White Mountains,
all rail.28.00
Do. do., returning by Royal Mail Steamers.33.00
Tickets via Sarnia Steamers—
Portland to Chicago or Milwaukee, first-class,
including State Room and Meals.19.00
TICKETS at lowest rates to Chicago, St. Louis, St.
Paul, Omaha, California, and all {toints West, by
either New York, Boston or Montreal.
Pullman’* Drawing Room and Sleeping
Can*

hy

run

on

all the Express trains
Trunk Railway.

on

FABE, ROUND TBIP, Sl.OO.

16.00

days.
Portland to
Falls and

are

JULY 5th, 1872.

return,
Quebec,
days. 17.00
Quebec aud retuni, good for 20

the Grand

For further information and Tickets apply at any
of the principal ticket offices in New England, at the
depot iu Portland, or at
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Jun3-tf
Bangor, Me.

<•

A splendid Grove lias been engaged for the occasion
where Dancing, Boating, Foot Ball, and all amusements can be hail. Also McDuft'ee’s Hall, one of the
finest in the State, has been secured in the centre of
the Village, for the accommodation of the Party.
Train leaves foot Myrtle st.. 8 a. m.
Tickets can be had at Hawes & rraginV, Dr. Edward Mason’s, and of the members of either Coiupany.
Committee of Arrangements.
Lieut. N. G. Fessenden,
C. R. Todd,
Priva. C. E. Littlefield,
Frank Libby,
44
J. W. Dodge.
An exi>erienced Caterer has been secured for the
occasion.
Juu24td

$6.50

of Counties and Cities in Missouri ami
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Couj>ons, drawing 10 i>er cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

FURNACE

BONDS

Having all extensive acquintance in tlie West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where thev are issued,
investigating them very earefully and buying ami
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are issued in
*100, *500
and *1000 sizes, running ten or
twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors.
They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalist,
seeking butli safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
('HARLEM n. HAWKE*,
mch22

dtf_it* Exchange

.1., Portland

NICKEL PLATING
Costs less than Silver
AND

MORE

Plating

have also

We

Harleigh

3m

large stoek of

a

COALS,
AS

and Hazelton

Johns’ and

Lehigh,

Hickory

Whle Ash,

The best coals mined.
These
•»

coals

we

will sell

«rLet rates and and

at

the

lowest

Mo.

McAllister k

Co.,

p.

m.

A. R.
is lw then

jun25

BEST

QUALITIES

LATEST
293

ap6sn eod3m

!

STYLES!

chad, ctrrn

*

eo.,

Congress St.
t,t, *s

HOOP
SKIRTS,
Bustles,
without

STUBBS, Agent

tf

os

YOU WANT TO FIT A

IF

DIFFICULT
Go to
132

FOOT,

Palmer’s,

Middle

Where you

Street,

get a wide or narrow, ftill or slim
the width and length that will be easy
.and graceful, and ex joy the rare luxury of wearing
a per feet fitting Boot.
my29eod3w
can

BOOT,Just

Caution.

Notice.
haiul and lor sale by the subscriber at Great
Falls, Gorham, Me., Merchantable Hemlock
Boards, Joist and Timber, in large or small quantities. Price at the Mills Eleven dollars per thousand
runuing measnre, or will be delivered in Portland,
and other places, as low, or lower than the same ktnd
and quality can be obtained elsewhere. Dimention
Timber for frames sawed and delivered at short notice. For sale also, about eighty tons White Oak
Ship Timber, on the premises where it lavs, or delivered wherever wanted. Also a quantity of Oak
N. A. rKAJ1 TON.
Piling for sale.
Post Ortice address Windham. Great tails. Me.
w27
1872.
Jun28dlw&w3w«
Gorham, June 27,

ON

Rowdoin ('ollfge.
either Deimrtment will be held in the
THE
Lecture Room. Adams Hall, at 9 A. M.,

in all latest

H1RM. WCLCH’0, 79 Middle at,

patterns, at
P. O.

near

Chemical

on

July IM.
J.27-T,

t*s

Light Open
Jel3eoa2w*

ONE

Friday,

“•^ShUAU^HA&IBEHLAIN,
*wkt 12
President.

60 Commercial Street.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS i

or

o’clock,

examination of Candidates for admissiou to

use

.June 4-dtf is

With

same days.
Connections made At Eastjiort for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais. Woodstock and Moulton.
Connections made at St. Jolm f r Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., i'rederlckton, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and
Summerside, P. E. I.
£if*Freight received on days of sailing unt’l 4

ease.

wish to purchase for winter
will do well to give us a call before purchasing.
who

Ramlall,

On and after MONDAY, July
1*t, the Steamers of 1nteraation
al Line will leave Railroad Wharf
foot ot State St., every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 6.00 p.
m., for East |K»rt and St John.
will
leave
St. John and East port on the
Returning

will warrant them

satisfaction in every

U Parties

All articles to which \ichel
Plaliny is applicable
plated in the best manner, under license from United
Nickel Company of New York.
IT Manufacturers are requested to avail themselves of the facilities we offer.

Jun22-TTJtS

hand for sale

SUCH

DURABLE !

AUBURN, Maine.

on

CHOICE

IS

AUBURN FOUNDRY & MF’G CO.

COAL

At the above Low Price.

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.

ARRANGEMENT

SOME

NOW OFFERING

ARE

John, Oigby

dealers are selling inferior grades of Boots
and Shoes representing them to be my manufacture. All Boots and Shoes of my make nave my
name stamped «n the lx>ttom of e°ch, also a fac simile Medal awarded at the Paris Exixisitiou 1867.
New York City, June 12.
EDWIN C. BURT.
Persons in want of Burt’* genuine Boots and Shoes
can always obtain them at
my store 132 Middle St..
Portland.
M. U. PALMER.
Jel7eod 3w

COAL

Bonds.

Municipal

$6.50

WE

tit.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !

to

ROCHESTER, N. H.

days......15.00
Portland to Montreal and
via
good for 20
Portland to

PORTLAND BAND:

give an Excursion

and

Windsor ami Halifax.

PORTLAND CADETS,

Harlem.115|
Michigan Central.1144
Lake Shore SC Michigan Southern. 964

the

on

New Ohlkans, June 29,-Cotton
dull; Middling8
uplands 244c.
jDHrvprun

ST. CURRCH,

•

reel, all the Oro-

TAKEN

Will be given for the benefit of this association. In
STATE

si

on executUm
auction, on the 31st

—IN—

gcSsl

hl fair demand and
firm, city 14 75. Lard firm aud offerings light; Bummer 8c; steam
8fc; kettle 9c. Bulk MeatB n fair demand and firm: shoulders
clear rib sides 61
4* @

GRAND EXHIBITION OF

Stereoptic Views,

Wbeat’ 41’°00

Reecipts—lOOOfbbls flour, lOOObngh wheat.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat.

*
aw

Home for Aged Women!

bush com, 6000

W,,h!tc

ChebeagueJ

The State St Society and Sunday
School will make their

extra
Mici
Michigan at
and lower at 48c. Oats in
de-

^

^Mobile,

the'Committee,

active ami lower;
vm,e1 Sr7Wheat
1
Amber

m^dat Sc

a.

bring a bowl and spoon.
Steamers Express and Magnet will leave Custom
House wharf at 8.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 5 o'clock p. m.
Tickets 25c good on any regular trip
during the day.
If not bright, clear weather on
Tuesday the excursion will be postjioned until
Friday.
Tickets may be obtained of
Hayes
Douglass, or at the Steamer.
je28td

A

Spring
““

chowder will

120}8eller|August.

No2at157^iCR
^“j?1181wJ.f ,57K\
12*574
UrfSlS'i""8*'’.
tifm ■I4°^i9emnnlatv,9 firmer;
4} ft
4®«Je Whiskey Arm am? S
at Ws“h°m. 5}
mld,,II,e8
8aleBBive Hogs unchanged and

sell at store 09

The Free street Sunday School and friends will
have their annual Excursion to
Evergreen Landing,
Peak's Island, on Tuesday, July 2d.
The New Game of La Circle,'Croquet, Foot-Ball,
Ring Tosh, Swings, &c., will be provided.
A hot chowderwill be served free to all. Ice Cream
and other RefreHhinents will be for sale at reasonable
prices, and ice water in good supplyi All desiring

Eittle

and

"tore- 'ogether with
theWrtl?r£“nCy
Vm‘**’i'"
in part of2Show Caaes.Plat‘'"‘"Isfi'ig
Balance
Scales, Meat
BhwkC«n?ln “T l“Prtn*

Sunday School and Society,

^l2l^s
iii

Store Fixtures at
Auction.
MONDAY. July!,,, at 21 o'clock P. M wo
ONshall

FREE STREET

fwlifi,.

» ?d,°27®.27,*:
buyers’favor;

Groceries

-OF THE-

*t

lOlftSOc; 1869 at 10 @15c; 1868
Beather Arm; Hemlock sole aud Rio
Urande light middle and heavy
weights at 27 ® 29c;
°rluoco »t 26® 27c.
dull and in
Lambs
at
97c, superflne do 65ta'75e; Texas at 524 quoted
a 54c; fall
® 25c- Bottee dull and nominal.
dull and heavy; fair to
good relining nuoted
sale“ lf» hie is Cuba at
® 9c.
dull and unchanged. Rice lirm at849 ® 9«c.
Petroleum Arm at
124c for crude and 22} ® 224c for refined
Provisions—Pork dull and without decided change
pnces_; saUs 160 bbls at 12 20 ft 13 25 for mess; 10 50
®
Prime mess; also 250 bbls mess, July, at
13 20 250 d9 at 13
25; 1000 do, Sept, at 13 00. Beef
,<W bb** at 7 *9@ 9 50 for
plain mess; 10 00
do. Beef bams dull ami
heavy at
23 ifti 26c. Tierce Beef nominal at
14 ® 17c for nrime
mess; 17 @ 19 for India do. Cut
ham8> 5i ft 5jc for
ml
middles steady; sales 400 boxes
at 71 ® 8c for short
clear and 74c for long clear. Lard
heavy aud a shade
809
Nn 1 t0 prime steam at 84
®
rendered at
alBo 1000 tierces July
a.
Sutler quiet and a shade
easier at 10 fe 16c for Western.
Cheese dull at 9 ®
184e for common to prime. Naval Stores—Snirits
at
ib*1" dull and nominal
®U®’
® ^ ^ hot stramed. fallow steady at
8} @
9 5-tGo

AUCTION SALES.

Annual Excursion

tin"]1?:

...

Erie. 56}

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Jy

For Sale.
Box Wagon,

For Sale at

a

at No. 7 Canco St
A. CHASE.

Bargain.

PROVISION .tore—one of the best location. In
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold cn account of leaving the State. Must t« sold within ten

A

£

particulars enquire at Jones’ Market.370 ConDANIEL JONES.
Jel-tfi*
gress ut.

Belts,
Fancy Leather
HII.DIIKX,
F.r

ITADIEH and •

vHjt^of .tjlj..ndirto..5v.^h.

the

To

A Millionaire in Sackcloth and
Ashes.—A Saratoga correspondent of the
Albany Times says:
is a
Among the recent arrivals at Saratoga is a
of great fortune who
gentleman
young
lias inregular summer visitor here, and who

season
variably made a great display. This
lie proposes to do the place on a quieter scale,
death.
ou account ot his mother’s recent
has a suit
This is how he goes about it: He
under his suof rooms at the Congress, that
as to
pervision, have been so arranged tor outpreof
sent a rather sombre appearance,
have
respect to his mother’s memory, they
border
been putin mourning. A deep black
wall paruns around the ceilings, while the
the furniture which
per is of a gloomy color;
arrived to-day, is Irom Egypt, and is exceed-

ingly grotesque in appearance and mysterious in style; nothing like it has ever before
appeared in Saratoga. The gentleman an-

nounces that he will not enter the ball room
this summer, but will entertain his friends in
his rooms—in an elegant and costly manner,
of course—no levity. He is to drive a four-inbe athand, his groom and coachman are to
tired in mourning; and mourning lap rooes,
the
like funeral palls, are to be spread over
Beats of his carriages, which will be painted
For
in keeping with the habiliments of woe.
these emblems of sackcloth and ashes he pays
this
$5<X) per week. Shoddy society calls
“filial devotion” and speaks of him as such a
while
good son,” “but so odd and eccentric;
to
common sense people are unkind enough
and one of the most outre
call him a

snob,

kind,

_

An English reporter has interviewed General Tom Thumb, Mrs. Thumb, Commodore
Nutt, and Miss Warren. The only thing the
little people seem to object to in British audiences is the tendency to treat them as
babies. The distinguished party sail for New
Tork on the twelfth of June, never to return
“I have retired once or twice,”
to Europe.
the General said, “but ennui always forced
me back on the stage; but this time I am going to settle down for good, and look after my
laud and a house I am having built for me in
Connecticut.”
During bis thirty years of
public life, the General has amassed a tortune of many millions of dollars.

miscellaneous.

Honorable Charles

of the Juttlirei of the lupn me Jndiiial Court of the Staff* of Hlaine.
rilHE undersigned, Nathan Webb, Attorney of the
United Staten of America, for the District of
X
Maine, being thereto authorized, by the Honorable
Attorney General of said United Staten, respectfully
represents that the said United States are desirous of
purchasing, for Uie erection of a battery and fort, a
certain tract of land situated iu the town of Cape
Elizabeth, within the limits of the State of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, viz: Beginning at
a )*oint on the southerly side of the road leading to
the Portland Head Light House, eleven hundred feet
from the county road known as the shore road,thence
southerly at right angles with said Light House road,
seven hundred and thirty feet to a stoue wall, being
the southerly boundary of land of Benjamin B. Dyer,
thence easterly four hundred feet by said wall to the
sea-shore;thence northeasterly by thdsea-shore to land
now owned by the United States and occupied by the
Portland Head Light House: thence west seven hundred and forty feet to the point begun at, containing
nine

less, together

acres more or

way thereto.

Ayer’s

Vigor,

respectfully

purchase.

And this
further plays that at the time
specified in said notice, a jury may be empunnelled,
in the manner now provided by law, to assess the
value of said lands at their .fair market value, and
all damages sustained by the owner of the lands so
and
appropriated, by reason of such
that such other and further proceedings may be had,
in pursuance of the provisions of an act of the State
of Maine entitled “an act for the
to
“the United States in certain cases of titles to lands
“for sites of Light Stations on the coast and waters of
“the State.” Approved February 18,1871. Amended
an act entitled,“an act to amend chapter six
“hundred and forty-nine of the private laws of one
“thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, relating
“to light houses.” Appioved February 20, 1872, as
may be requisite to convey to said United States, a
good and absolute title to the aforesaid tract of land,
and the right of way thereto against all persons whatsoever, and as in duty bound will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the county of Cumberland
and State of Maine, this tiiteenih day of June, A. D.,
1872.
NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States for the District of

ADVANCING years,
sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all
turn the hair gray;

either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
and unpleasDr.
ant to behold.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men. His HAIR

!unsightly

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray beads,’that we now sec, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old.
austere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elogant dressing lor beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,

ugly,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world,

ileod&eowd-weow-ly

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
For Di urn sen of the Throat and Langa,

Cough*, Cold*,Whooping Cough,
Hronchitia, A*thiua and Conaumption.
an

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the conflof mankind and
become household words
r,
Among not only one but
f many nations, muBt have
virtues. Perk extraordinary
e haps no one ever secured so
*wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long conliuned series of

Ideuce
|

marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
eir fatal effects, which is well founded, if the rembe
edy taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, ami the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and by ts

Seat

timely

use.

relinquishment

by

OF MAINE.

FIRE

OARDIVE 1

EXTINGUISHER !

Patented Feb. 14 &

Doc. 26, 1871; March 12, 1872.

Entirely

The Last,

fevent

Best, Cheapest

and

Most

and

Diffrom,

Superior

make the same, and that the matters of fact therein
set forth are true and that the said application contains an accurate description of the lauds proposed
to be be purchased, together with the names of all
known or sum>osed owners of said lands, it is,
Ordered, That notice of said application be given
to all persons interested in the landB therein describtherein
ed, and especially to Benjamin B.
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court in Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, on Thursday, the seventeenth day of October, A. D., 1872, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, and tile their objections, if any they
shall have to the proiK>sed purchase by said 'United
States of said lands, by publication of a true and attested copy of the same application and of this order
thereon, once in each week, for the space of four
months, in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland, nearest to where the
land lies, the last publication to be on Monday, the
fourteenth day of October next.
Dated at Portland, in the county of Cumberland,
the seventeen thday of June, A. D., 1872.
C. W. WALTON,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of application and order of Justice of

Dyer,

Supreme Judicial Court thereon.
Attest.

other

Extinguishers.

Walton.one
of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court of the Pltate of Maine.
riUIE undersigned, Nathan Webb, Attorney of the
JL
United States of America, for the District of
Maine, being thereto duly authorized by the Honorable Attorney
General of said United States,
respectfully represents that the said United
States are desirous of purchasing for the erection of a
fort and battery a certain tract of land, situated in

the town of Cape Elizabeth, within the limits of the
State of Maine, bounded ana described as follows:—
Beginning at the sea shore on the division line between the land belonging to
C. Thompson,
and the land
bought by the United States of
America, of Asa T. Webster, thence by said division
line West fifty-two rods and five links; thence North
twenty-eiglit and a half degrees West ten rods, (these
lines being the last two written in said George C.
Thompson’s deed, a* recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Boook 216, page 465); thence North
eleven degrees East five hundred and thirty feet;
thence North sixty-eight degrees, East, three hundred and thirty feet to low water line in
Ship Cove,
this course being one hundred feet Southward from
the i>oiut where the Northerly boundary ol said
Thompson's line intersects the high water line;
thence by the sea shore easterly and southerly to the

I>oint begun at,containing thirteen
together with right of way thereto.

in

always ready for instant use, perfectly simoi>eration and prompt and efficient in its ac

tion.

daily

It is in

by steamships, manufacturers,
Railroads and Fire Departments throughout the country, and has saved millions of Dollars worth of
property.
The Government has adopted it for use on Naval
vessels and at Army posts.
Send for

use

descriptive circular

C. M. & H. T.
7

*

UNION

to

PLUMMER,
STREET,
PORTLAND,

junll(13m

M«*.
2taw

Tu&F

F.

A.

acres more or

Thompson,

George

v-.w.v

iuin

IEAYITT,

manufacturer of

Yacht & Boat Sails,

Awnings, Verandahs,
TENTS AND FLAGS.

ir- Canvas Signs, Flag#and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

the

of the

name

supposed

owner, and

require all jiersons interested In said lands to
forward on a day to be specified in said notice,
and file their objections, if any they shall have, to the
proposed purchase.
And this applicant further prays, that at the time
specified iu said notice, a lury may be empannelled
in the manner now provided by law, to assess the
value of said lands at their fair value market value,
and all damages sustained by the owner of the lands
so appropriated by reason of such
appropriation; and
that such other and further proceedings may be had
in
of the
of
an act of the State
pursuance
provisions

of Maine entitled “An act for the relinquishment to
the United States in certain cases, of title to lands for
sites of light stations on the coast and waters of the
State,
February 18, 1871, amended by an
act, entitled “An Act to amend Chapter six hundred
and forty-niue of the private laws of oue thousand
eight hundred seventy-one, relating to light houses,”
approved
20, 1872, as may be requisite to
convey to said United States a good and absolute title
to the aforesaid tract of laud, and the right of wav
thereto, against all persons*whatsoever, and so will
ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland
and State of Maine, this fifteenth day of June, a. d.,
1872.
NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States, for the District of

approved

Maine.

STATE OF MAINE.

made to appear to me, that the said applicant is
a duly authorized agent of said United States to make
the same, and that the matters of fact therein set
forth are true, and that the said
contains
an accurate description of the lanas
proposed to be
purchased, together with the name or all known or
supposed owners of said lands, it is
Ordered, That notice of said
be given
to all jiersons interested in the lands therein described, and esj>ecially to George C. Thompson,
therein named, as supposed owner
requiring them to
come forward iu the Supreme Judicial
Court, in
Portland,in the county of Cumber land,on Friday, the
eighteenth day of October,A. D. 1872,at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and file tlicir objections if any tliev shall
have to the projiosed purchase by said United States
of said lands, by publication of a true and attested
copy oft lie same application and of tills order thereon, once in each week, for the space of four months
in the Portland Daily .Press, a
newspaper published
in Portland, nearest to where the lanii lies, the last
publication to be on Monduy, the fourteent h day of
October next.
Dated at Portland in the County of
Cumberland,
the seventeenth day of Juue, A. D., 1872.
C. W. WALTON.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true
copy of application and order of Justice of

application

Judicial Court thereon,
Supreme
Attest.
law

D, W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

Tu

4mo

these
by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
!tar.Hi!1? fact ,hat a majority of those suffering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Dyspepsia, Constipation,

Exchange Street,

4

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative liowers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy fbr all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinueuce of Urine, ChronIrCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

(Jrlno-Genital Organs.
For sale by all
Druggists and Dealers in Medicin

everywhere.
no28

NOTICE

eodly
is

Large
Specialties

hereby given,

that the subscriber lias
been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the
trustof Administrator of the estate
of

treatment till ft was cured, and that 4» of
every 30 could not be cured without local applications of the prnjier remedies direct to the
organs, as
medicines by the stomach alone
proved worse
than useless.
This discovery, with a gifted intuition
to
detect the fatal and latent complications affecting Ids patients, is the reason of his
curing so many wboAad tried the advertised medicines and most, eminent
physicians in this country
and Enrol*:.In his MEDICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, published In 1834, these subjects are
treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician or author.
Dr. HEATH,
by request and permission of
ms iiatients, can present the evideuce of those
who
had suffered from a few months to ISO
en
years;
treated by as many as 40 professors and physicians;
fiaying from 8100 to 86,000, and pronounced incurable,who haye enjoyed the best of health from one
to 43 years, since ilia treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not seen one-tenth of our iiatients.
Dr. A. H. HEATH lias resided at No. 116 East
Twenty-fifth street, New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1830, and receives patients
till 4 P. M. daily, and in the
evening.

apr20-eod&eow
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the

U. S.

fully prepared

to

Most

Reasonable
are

prepared

Strnni, high
direct

or

OK
or

Dollar.

luuwtlw

Grant!

Greeley!

WILSON ! BROWN !
Arulthe leading men of all parties.
Over 40 Nice I
PortriuIs Just the l>ook wanted
by the masses
everywhere. Agents meet with wonderful success

SpriV^K.

&

MctUEDY-

Street,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

my21-dtf

variably cured.

ATand

cars

steam

has 10rooms, all the modern ap-

cars;

pliances, stable, &c., and is tirst class in all respects.
Apply to Chas. E. Morrill, near premises, or W. H.
Jerris, Cahoon Block.
mylltf
To Let.
NICE rent of six rooms, in a brick house
Hampshire street; gas and Sehago.
A.new bouse, nine rooms, on Federal st.

A

Bitters

Six rooms on Neal st.
Five rooms 29 Waterville street.
W. H. JERRIS, Real
jc29dlw*

To

B1UCK Store,

No. 149

Estate Agent.

Let!
Commercial st., recently oc-

cupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & LO.,
146 Commercial treet.
jaulGtf

For Rent.
Commercial st., corner of Union
St., occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apEDWARD FOX.
ply to
mch27
No. 157

STORE

To Let,
HE West Gorham House, occupied for the last
seven years by Jedediah
Graftam, Esq. All, or
part of the Fumiturn ot the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.

11

Kbenmntism. Swelled Joints and all Scrofula
or greatly relieved
by this inval-

Afflictions removed
uable medicine.

Let,
let, containing? rooms, Sebago

to
TENEMENT
For particulars
water.

ST._

aug23

call at 31
ti

LINCOLN

To be Let,
whole
part ol the block ol
THEPortland
Pier.
the

Brick Store.

or

Apply

or

Merchants National Bank.

at

iy!8tt_

forming

three water compartments.
By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
theuce again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

to

Let,

1TH or without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

jun30tf

REAL ESTATE.

Geo. S, pystyis & Co.’s
BULLETIN.

$20,000

to

Loan!!!

We are prepared to loan money lu sum*
from $100 to any amouut desired, on tin*!
clna«

mortgage* in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook. or Deering. Parties desirous ol building can also be accommodated with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS A

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come iu contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the uppercompartment.
We would esjiecially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while
running this
boiierwith coal or wood the sparks arc neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

a

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
del 8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

KING WILLIAM.
Tli« champion five year old stallion of
will make the season at Maine Hotel,
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high,
1
»
1>llwl hav with black
i>oints, and has a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised in Maine, not private record, but public as follows;
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats: Sept. 6th,
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won in
three straight heats distancing five horses in 2:40,
2:43$, 2:42;
28tb, at Portlaud he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat in 2:423 without a break; and the offer to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best public
record of the best blooded and gamest trotting stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this day, and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced his
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
that in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says in his
book he was the best stallion that had
yet k*#peared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hamblcton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have beat
2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more binding Long Island
Black Hawk stands second,fifteen of his posterityhaving beaton 2:30. As King Wiliam is agreat grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom. Patchen a
grand-sou of Henry Clay, I think intelligent
reeders will not need a slate and pencil to cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
Aug. 1st, $40 to warrant, at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
leasure in showing him to any gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf-W18

freat

CO.,

offered to the

grea‘

nt

P.

excepted.
je3dtf

Once,

_____

For Sales

junl2#4w

BLOOD,

Commissioner of MassachuState St., Boston.
Josiah A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue’s Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Goldthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
preparation, containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and may be used
as directed by iiersons requiring a medicine of this

3

Sears

Depot

June 20,1872.

on

daily

Jun21d&w3w-w26

For Sale.
two and one-half story house, No. 47, corner
of Wilmot and Lincoln Streets, csntaiuing nine
rooms besides sink rooms and closets, cellar cemented, brick cistern, furnace and gas. Tlie premises can
be examined daily (Sunday excepted) from tw o to

THE

four

p. m.
Also a lot

of land

on

Franklin

st.,

near

the Park.

_my25tf
WM. U.

JJiliHJS,

Real Estate and Loan
Elonae*, Lot*

and

J. H. Chadwick &

noltf

ABOUT

be liad.

to WM. H.
June ls-eod3w*

JERR1S,

Real

Estate Agent.

wants to go

West.
TEBBETS.

_SAMUEL I).

my25MW&Stf

Houses, No. 99 State street, anil the
TWO
the
Vernon tfcmrt, together with the
which

one

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS &
Commercial st.

on

in

lot

CO., 146 and 148

Possession given immediately,
mii2-dtt

sold,

balances credited

monthly.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.
ORDEK§ for Bonds and all iirst-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eodGnr

No.

Dr. It. J. JOITKDAIN,
PROPRIETOR

HAS

consequences and treatment of diseases of the

reproductive system,

OF

Dry and Ground in Oil,
AND GROUND ZINC', LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC1
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed l»y any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
!3?~In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lmd. None genuine without it.
we

Phillips

&

PrSceSS^I

and

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
•1 Hancock Street, Heaton,
junl4dlyr

—

of

FIRST-CLASS

Sewing

Machines
At

—•

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probabilil y of
our giving more practical assistance toward the selection of a good machine, from the fact of having used
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be derived from observing the fanciful performance of some

skillful operator.

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

AS
—AND

MAY

BE.

YET—

Ymatile in PaciliticM and A.dju**tnieuts,
EASY OF OPERATION.
—AND

YET—

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
YET

DURABLE,
(COARSE IND

MOT

Will

save

HEAVY,

you

FROM PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS AND
DELA Y.
guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUY OF US.
Such

we

MITCHELL
apll

No*

18

&

CO.,

165 middle 8l., Portland.

1,260.

popularity.
We invite
Sewing

all those that
call at

them.

Portland,

June

25, 1872.

C. J. MORRIS, Clerk.
je26*

of Stockholders’ Meeting
of the Portland Leather Co.
will he a meoting of the Stockholders of
said Company at the office of L. B. Dennett, No.
1 Exchange st., Portland, on Wednesday, July 3, A.
D. 1872, at 3 o’clock P. M., to see if the stockholders
will vote to sell the real ami personal property ot said
JAMES BAILEY.
Company.
June 26-d7t
President.

we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.
on
monthly Instalment*.
gyMachine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold

machine* Held

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “medium machine.”

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
Sole

Street,

fitted Up and Opened tlii8 store for the
sale of Trunks, Valises, Ladies’Pellisier, Bags,

HAVING

Baskets, Satchels,

Shawl

Straits, and

all

ar-

ticles to be found in a first-class Trunk Store, and
having bad fifteen years practical exiterience in the
business in New' York and Boston, I can warraut my
work to give satisfaction, anti my rent
being low and
attending to the manufacturing myself, I can aftord
to Bell cheap. I would invite my friends and the
public generally to give me a call, and examine
my goods
and prices. Trunks made to order.
Repairing done.
fclT'All goods delivered to any part or the city free
of charge.
EDWARD NIXON,
Jel8-dlmo.
229 Congress st.

VOIt SALE

Agents for Portland

and

Vicinity.

I^L ANDi

visiting Hog Island are notified that the
laws against trespassers will be rigidly enforced,
and any person trespassing in the woods, or landing
on the island with dogs or guns, or building fires in
the woods, will br prosecuted.
Associations or camping parties wanting the island
must obtain permission from the owners. The owners do not wish to prevent the innocent enjoyment of
their projierty by private parties and well disposed
persons: and expect their assistance in its protection.
2tawlw
W&S
Junl2

DISINFECTING.

This economical aud efficient disinfectant, so favorably recommended in the public prints, is manufacby the New England Chemical Manufacturing
Company, at the Old Vermont Copperas Works, and
for sale lit their office, No. 74 Water Street, Boston,
Wm. H.

FOSTER,

Trean’r.

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense inNot

A
sails, newly painted.
harbor. For further

Bonds !

AT

Here's

now

One of the safest in the
particulars inquire of Mr. JOend of Merrill's Wha f.
Jun26»lw

a

Chance for
Friends.

Gieeley’s

SALE—Ten volumes of the NEW YORKER

FOR
quarto paper of 16 pages, edited and published
H. GREELEY &
New York.

by

CO.,

They are the tirst ten volumes, extending from
1836 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Press Office
mylOdtf

A

Ivory

Peavf Toothpowder.
Dentrifice known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
is

Thursdays
urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonslield,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20, 1872.
declfr-tc
PORTLAND
wmaga

&

OGDENSBURG

For Sale.
NINE passenger concord coach, also a nine pasconcord
Stage Wagon will be sold very
senger
H.

jnn24*lw

MAXFIELD, Waterford, Me.

Wood!

the beat

HA

Wood!

.10 and SOFT ^OOD lor sale at No. 43 Lin
v

'In street.

Also

Dry Edging?

R. R.

afltr Monday, May 27th, and
9?, further
notice, iiasscuger trains

|™!T!?Sg!T!|§|untilrun
-',^.1'vill

—“-““

as

follows:

A. M.
P. M.
7.30
1.10
6.05
12.10
with trains and Steamers to and from

Leave Portland,
Leave N. Conway,

Connecting
Boston.

STAGES
Connect 1.10 P. M. daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, lCezar Falls and Porter
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brldgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, and North Lovell, aud with
7.30 A. M. at East Baldwin for Sebago, So. Brldgton.
anil Brldgton.
Ticket Office at the M. C. R. R. De|mt.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Freight trains leave Portland daily at 6.30 A. M.

Conway at 11.30
Portland! May 25, 1872.

A. M.

Fine Passenger accominocatious.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$15.00.
hoe 48 hours; to Baltimore $18, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

3.1Central Wharf Boston.
Junegtf_
Waldoboro aud Damariscotta !

Fir.st

Trip April
The

-,-i tmA
II Ir^CTW

LUSTE

Har.

Boston.

Boston Boats at Portland, and with the
Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads, arriving in

Portland in season for passenger* to take the aftertrain for Bouton.
Through tickets sold at the office* of the Boston A
Maine and Eastern Railroads, and on board Boston
Boats. Freight and passengers taken as low as by
any othsr rovte. Inquireoi
noun

HARRIS, ATWOOD A CO.,

For

Passengers

The

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Bostou or New York, $34 CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JANIE* ALEXANDER, Agent.

jn2dly

Every Friday,

at 6 P.
for Halifax, direct.

—tlemaa
ud Bnlm In

PEnFCMERYT'^'^

my25tf

The
has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
proi*ertios contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunious, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts ami Nippies,
Ringworms, Chaflng, ami Skin Diseases of an inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
mv29t4w
Portland, Me.

proprietor,

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three joints
1st; constant and

ot excellence which I claim,

are:

thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd; dryness,
dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
of odors; purity and active air, the
intermingling
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manuiactured ami for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnimm
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.

Books at Half Priee

je4dtf
or

Less.

opening sale of lOOO kinds of books at.
GREAT
wholesale cost at COLBY’S, 11!) Exchange st.,
for
month
only ending July 12,
junl4ditwlm*w25

one

1872.

Caution.

notes payable to me or bearer or order have
been lost, also 1 wo notes
by .JameM J.
SkllllnsofCaiie Elizabeth payable to Samuel & Wm.
Warrenof Scarboro and Indorsed by said Warren.
All persons are forbid purchasing or negotiatinifthe
same as payment lias been stopped.

ALL

signed

JOHN SWEETSIR.

WM. HUSK.

Scarboro, June 7,1872.

Jn8-d3w

flf.,

Steamship

Co

NEW ARRANOE.1EHT.

8EMI-WEKKLY LINK
Steamers Dirlgo and Franconia
will, until further notice, rnn a*
follows:
Leave Galt'i Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDA Y. at 3 P. M
The Dirlgo and Franconia are fitted
up with tine
acc.mmodatintufor passenger*, nmking this the moat
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be-

tween New York and Maine.
Pannage In State Room $5. Meal* extra.
Good* forwanled to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all part* of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the
ns
early a* 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

AGENTS WANTED FOR

“J R H « 8.”

Steam!)-*

jrr

May

issuedrTof^rcuErBdSrew^fryTuB^rr?!1^
CliHnnaHTCHcagoTFSF1T5u!s^l™Blraly?W!^—"

V

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

9-dtf

NOW LANDING AND TO ARRIVE,
Eight Hundred Cases

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing over 450 tine
Scripture Illustrations to anv Book Agent, free ot
charge. Address National Publishing (Jo., Phila.. Pa

L. DURET'S JUSTLY

J.

CELEBRATED

SALAD OIL

myl8t4w

PRINCE R COTTON, Importers and Agents,
52 Chatham street, Boston, Matt.
junl4d3m

ELIAS HOWL

Sewing Machines
ANDBUTTER1CK'8

Patterns of Garments
plommeb'*
Is a iwwerfnl Tonic, specially adapted for use in
Spring, when the Languid and Debilitated svstera
ncinls strength and vitality; it will give vigor to the
feeble, strength to the weak, animation to the dejected, activity to the sluggish, rest to the weary, quiet
to the nervous, and health to the infirm.
It ia a South American plant, which,
according to
the medical and scientific periodicals of London and
Paris, possesses the Most Powerful Tonic proi>-

erties known to Materia Medica, and ia well
known in its native country as having wonderful curative qualities, and has been loug used ns a specific
in all cases of Impurities of the Blood, Deranqement
of the Liver and
Tumors,
Poverty
of the. Blood, Debility, Weakness of the.

Spleen,

Uterine

Urinary Organs.

or

Dropsy.
Intestines,

*Jtlt*_173
iMiss .A.da 33.

Middle

Having
NO.

Is strengthening and nourishing. Like
nutritious food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
aud health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produces
healthy ami
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN y. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the Uuited States.
Price One Dollar j»er Bottle. Send for Circular.

junl7

HIGH

'VVrorth.

rooms

at

MTRKBT,

would
a. ni. to 6 p.
respectfully
m., and see the late style jiattemsshe has just received.
Will also sell patterns to those who mav wish to
purchase of her.
myl^n

fTs

h er m e n.

TWINES AND NETTING,
MASUFAlTTREE

BY

Wl, E. HOOPER & SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore. Mil.
n

juc 15-Gui

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

14w

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
For

4§

taken

wildeb

8t„ Up Stairs.

ol cutting and fitting dresses,
Forthej»urpose
invite ladfes to call from 9

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrubeba

Coughs,

Colds and

Hoarseness.

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT ami LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
arc constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

THESE

Caution.
be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells's Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

and after Monday May 6th, Stage will leave
South Paris every afternoon .Sundays excepted)
at 3:30, or on the arrival nt the 1:10 train' from Portland for Waterford and So. Waterford,
Tuesday
Thursday ami Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
Lovell. Through tickets for sa. at Q. T.
Depot In
Portland, at B. & M. anti Eastern Depots in Boston.
The morning stage will be disconti med after this

ON

H.MAXFIELD.
date._2m»
IN BOND OR DUTY PAID,
A full

line of choice

Don’t

Junl7f4w

Portland,

BOOK

Me.

AGENTS

at work, or Rooking for some new book, will
miss it if they do not at once write for circulars of the
l>est selling book published. Extraordinary inducements ottered.
Profits more than double money.
Outfit frue. Address F. M. Reed, i39 Eight st., New

TEAS!
Samples

of

which will be furnished

application.

on

PRINCE & COTTON,

now

York._Jnn28t4w

IMPORTERS A OBIM.EBS

CITIZEN WANTS IT.
CAMPAIGN GOODS. Addrom
Also,
(loodaprcd’a Empire PublUhing Hoax'.
107 Liberty street, New York.
Jun28tlw
EVERY

PURE SPICES, <to.
52 Chatham

IN/ A ‘n^JNESS
C>XABRH.

For cure $1, (or test
samyde 25 cents), by
K. F. HIATT. 216 Grand
New York,

st.,

Nt., Boston,

Mass.

Southern rine.
169 Pieces IxN—JIO and 32 It. long.
K.

for

DoIsfcUlUi
WILL CUKE

OP

Jiml4d3iu

For GOODSPEED’S
Presidential Campaign Book

1{.

CAB

STUFF1.

FOB SALE'UY

HYAN
J une

A

KELSEY,

161 ('•■iMi-rrlsI Ml.

26-4tf

mail, Dr.
Jun2Stl\v

Let Me Speak Once More !

SPECIAL NOTICE!
T« Owarn of l.sia

1m Knr|ma (>Hr.
tery.
Commissioners have fixed u[ion the very low
price of One Dollar a lot, for keeping the same

thanking the g<**l people of Portland, THE
WHILE
for their kind patronage through the last
In first ralecondtUon tliroitgq the season.
and ad who
to have
sea-

1 would Invite a*jr»

are

any
Mirnni, Gna or lVnier Pipits* done, to call and
see If I will not give them the best satisfaction lioth
as to price style and promptness of work. 1 hare also
excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
on hand a
reasonable rate; old onesako neatly renal red. *.
k. McDonald, goo Fore st.,
Foot of Plutu st.
unOdtf

Payment to be made to the City Treasurer in advance, and It In hojied that all lemons having an Iatercst will avail themselves of thir privilege.

OUR DIGESTION; mr,

Agents Wanted for
Prof. Fowler’s Great Work

son,

no

leave

I w RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 9 P. M., on-arrival of train from p. E. Island and stations on Nova Scotia Railway.
Cabin passage, including berth
$7 00
State Rooms and meals extra.
For freight and further information apply to L.
B1LLINGS, Atlantic Wharf, 01
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
_Juneltf

Maine

to

ex-

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward’s Island: also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey A Co.’s
Stages for Cape Breten.

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headaehe, Dvsliepsia, &c. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

'\lMU*»e*Mi>le

huilt
will

pressly for the route,
Atlantic Wharf

Cure

ha»» the delicate mid reirc«hl*g
°r teoHtae Farina
Water, and la

%

side-wheel Steamship

new

FALMOUTH,

Return Tickets on favorable terms
Cunard Wharf, Jersey

*

tf

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

enbark at

+

Commercial st.

DIRECT!

Passage Money including tare from Boston toN York,
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

Gold, additional.

145

4t

Portland, April 16,1872.

29jABYSINNIA.

City.

A.

Round
touching Boothbay
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damariscotta,
touching at Boothbay and Hodgsdon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
at fi A. M., and Itamarlscotta
every Monday at 9 A.
M.. touching nt intermediate
landings, connectin''
with the
Pond.

$100 Gold, According’ to
Steerage, $30

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM HEW YORK.
CHINA. Wed., June 26. IRUSSIA, Wed, July 3.
Sat. July 6
CALABRIA, Sat. June

X

Wcdnes-lay, at 6 o’clock
^^^■^^^^every
'or Waldoboro,
at
and

Accommodation.

Currency

iiO.

Steamer

CHARLES
HOUGHTON, Alex Famhuiu
Jr., Master, will leave Atlantic
liarf. fisit of India St., Portland

fNX--

appointed to sail

m

Georgia-, and over the Seaboard and Roapoints in North and South Carolina
Ohio B. B. to Washington and
by
B'cst.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
noke R. R. to all
the Ball. A

Hoeton.

Queenstown, Cork

—

“George Appold," Cant. Winslow Loretand.
"Rlaclcstune," Cant. Geo. H. Hailett.
WiUifSm Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
"McClellan,"Capt.. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington Iiv
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg an d
Richmond, by river nr rail: and by the Pa. A Tens
Air Line to all
points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and

Agents Wanted

KENNEDY^ HEMLOCK OINTMENT.

CO 33 Court St.,
dec”-d&wtc

SIOO. For Sale.
PLEASURE Boat in perfect order, with

low.

It

At Buxton Centre for West Buxtos, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
ParNewfleld,
sonsticld and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
and Sat-

MENTS, aud a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of

a

Thurston’s

Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with traius from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, aud at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisli, and No.

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year, iu the ears of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS,GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRU-

SEPH SMITH,

16tf

and affer M°nday, May 20th.
passenger trains leave Portland
"ii-lfor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
making
direct eounection at Rochester with trains for
Boston,
over Boston & Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee

struments that produce sounds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tke
large stock, so that it may

J. C. HAYNES &
[Opposite the Court House.)

William

Superintendent.

rison,

tured

by

General

Steamer “Sebago,” for Naples. Brldgton and Harconnects with 1.10 P. M. train from Portland.

COPPERAS
FOR

J. M. LUNT,
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.

Limington, daily.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

Next to City Hid!.

Pic Nic

a

"Where

aplO

the rate oi

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
PALMYRA,Tues June 25 SAMARIA, Tues. July23.
OLYMPUS, Tues. July 2 PALMYRA, Tues July 30
SIBERA, Tues. July#
OLYMPUS, Tues Aug 6.
HKClA, Tues. July 18
SIBERA, Aug. Aug 13.
WPassengers embark at tlie Cunard Whari, East

Cabin, $80 &

Steamships:—
Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hailett.

Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m.
Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold tn Portland for Honlton.
Calais and St. John, for *8.00; aud to Halifax for

and North

Depot,

No. 229 Congress

about purchasing

331 CONGRESS STREET,

June 13-dlm

NIXON’S

New Trunk

are

& Sat’d’y.

Long Wharf,

at
Steamers

for NOR

n. tt.

w

for

Spring Arrangement.

2,000!

Machine to

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf. Boston,

Semi-Weekly, 2.30

William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.

IXG FOR LIVERPOOL,

Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m„ Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readliehl
3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there
connecting with
the Knox ami Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta.
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
y. in., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
IVo. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick
7:45, Bath
7:10 aud Augusta 8:15 p. m.
IVo. lO. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
I train connects with 3 p.m. train from Boston.

Portland 6:45 p. in.
Na. 7. Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Watervile9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p. in..
(remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. in*
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare 85.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. in.
Cunnectingat Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland 85.00: to

Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7
Norfolk ami Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

••

a. m.
one half

CTJ]S” ARD

No. 9.

Train* Dae at Portland.
IV*. 1. Leaves Augustnat 5:45a. m.. Bath G:15,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Loaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:43, Augusta 11:45!
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, lieadtield 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. ». Leaves Augusta at 3 p. ro., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, I/ewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at

eral Agent.

WHITNEY Ac AAMPSON, Agent*,
70

iieruiit,) touching at Rockland,

►FOLK and BALTIMORE.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. It. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEy DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
ju23-ly

will

_-

WedVy

Insurance

I1

WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICH

The

on

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Whari, Phila-

19,^!g!Sj»!^

!

R

O

end

applying

From Pine Street

Arrangement of Trains,,,__

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

report Indicates how well the Singer Sewmachine maintains it early and well earned

ing

11.90

delphia, at 10

after Monday, June 24th,

ifox.
No. lO. Loaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland, *c.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.

OTHERS

ALL

m.

kit ITEAISKBI

Pascsnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
«, (night express via Augusta.) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, WatervUle 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

Stages

181,260.
OF

l 30 and 3 p.

an

Leave eaeh port every

ARRANGEMENT.

Feb.

HOUSE

Steamship Line.

RAILROAD^

O

TRIPN PER

Boston 86.50.

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year
1871 were

THOSE

m.,

OF TRAINS.

CENTRAL

CUSTOM

PHIL. A DELPHIA

A. M. for
Passenger
Montreal, and tho west. Stopping at
all stations to South Paris and atlslaud Pond, Bethel, Gorham, Northumberland and North Stratford
onlv.
Mall train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mall train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.40 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.30 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
an I South Paris at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M.
Accommodation Rom So. Pane at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Express and Mail Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
•liange of cars at Island Pond.

2f K !

land at 5 o'clock P. M.
For further particulars inquire of Rons & Sturdivant, 17# Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, G» u-

—AND—

OR AN I) TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

N

A

THREE

_Juii29tf
B O S TON

t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.
IFast Express.
1 y*Thc Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30, P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the rontes Rom Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F CHASE,
J'-ltf__Supt. P. S. & P. Division.

Cht anil

leave

Returning will leave Evergreen Landing at
in., touching at June*’ Landing at 5 20 p. m.

morning.

SUMMER

B

tin-as the ice

Fare down and hack 25 cents.
Private parties accommodated by
board.

Portland at t7.30
A. M., 18.40 A. M, 112.30 P. M
t3.15P. M., Jti.00 P.
M. *8.00 P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, 110.40
A. M., t2.48 P. M., to.55 P.M., 1 8.00 P
M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A.
returning at 5.20 P. M.
-Pullman sleeping ear express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

Ii I

STEAMER MAGNET!

a.

leave Portland daiand Boston, (SunJluSelltufilty’ays Portsmouth
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
'59-,UA M ’t3-3UP M t4 ,5P-

ALTERATION

INSIDE

Camden, Llncolnville. Belfast, Seanqiort, Sandy
Point, Bin ksgsirt. Wlnterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Motuluv,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock, touch
ing at the above named landings, arriving at Poll

1879.

Train* From Portland.

Operator**.
Work supplied whereby to pay for the
Machine when desired.

SIMPLE

94th,

mylStf

THE

Will

June

Agent.

General
\ l«72.

\

MONO, Cant. C. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,
every Monday, Wednesday ami
Friday Evenings, at 10 o'ckxk,
commencing Monday, 22nd Inst., for Bangor, (or os

trains
1—Passenger
for

165 ^Middle Street.

PARTIES

SPECIAL fMEETING of the Stockholders of
the Cumberland Bone Co., will be held at the
office of the Treasurer, 2J Union Wharf, on Wednesday, July 3d, at 3 o’clock p. m, to fill any vacancies
which may occur in the board of officers, and act on
sny other business that may properly come before

Commencing JTIondny,

CAPT. DEERJNG,
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
Friday evenings, at ten o'clock, for Rockland
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Hartjor (Mt.
Desert,) Mlllhrldgc, .Jone*n<>rt and Machiasport.
Returning wUl leave Machiasport every Monday
and
Thursday mornings, at 5 o’clock, touching art the
above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor from .June
25ih to Sept. 19th, in addition to her usual landings,
during which time she will leave MachlasiN>rt at 4..‘to
instead of 5 a. m.
For farther particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial street, or
ClBlrt NTI KUI V.41VT,

—to—

WHARF, daily, Sunday* excepted, for Evergreen Landing, touching at June*' Landing, at 8 30 and
l
10
a.

ICWIBTOJM

will
and

..

Boston.

ARRANGEMENT.

jj?j|j?fjjjjjfjy;ommeiicing

—

NOTICE.

A

SUMMER

The favorite Steamer

Portland, Maj

MERRITT, Superintendent,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, k
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

______

—

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

Special Meeting.

•Accommodation,
Express.
+Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

t Fast

MAINE

commence

Israve Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl st., for
Peak’s auil Cushing’s Islands at 9 anil 101 A. M. ami
2 and 3J P. M.
Returning, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at
91 A. M„ and 21 P. M.
I stave Cushing's Island, toucblng at Peak’s Island
II. 15 A. M. and 5,15 P. M.
Tickets down and back 25c. Children half price.
Private |>arties can he accommodated hv
applying
to the Captain on board.
jel3tr

al) unless notice is given, and paid for at tlic rate ot
one
passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYbGES, Managing Director.
H. BA I LEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

—

GAZELLE,

will

Arrauvemt>nt.

1j

MONDAY, JUNE ink.
Running as follows, until further notice:

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding (50 in value (and that iiersou-

Free Exhibition

Co., HOG

Ex-

yThese Belts are all prepared under MeBDRNEVS PATENT STRETCHING
will
be found superior to any in the market.
CHAS. McBUItNEV. Presf
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, l'reas.
aplM3m

marriage,

on

causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be :
ing the most comprehensive icork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

DRY

Rubber Belling,
Rubber Hsu,
Rubber Pneking, At.
Rail wny Belle for Cotton
Mills,
Kurile.* Belle, of any requirod dimensions.
act length guaranteed.
Perrectlg Spliced.

with remarks

the various

5

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
34 Exchange 01.
ap25tf

9!i DcronMhirr Wired.

MANUFACTURERS

OF THE

STEAMRR

Suiuuier

Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands,

as follows:
J!5:;f??!??i!??|Traiii8 will runtrain
at 7.30

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes,

The

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
333 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872.
jun21tf

3Iachias.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Islands.

the

Capt. C. F. Sands,
her tripe to

NUTL. The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
an l baggage checked.
| IfFreight trains between Portland and Boston

w——_—n

This

Pure White Lead !

INDIA RUBBER GOODS. Town of Deering
Office,

N. B;—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief
Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch26d3m
aliy or by mail.

of

BOSTON

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
and

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F.
Hallock, who lias

had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
arc described in this work than
perhaps ever fell *o
Hie lot of mortal man.
It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative
Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.

EXCEEDING

$5 0 00

Building, Boston.

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

IMPROVED

Co., Ag’ts,

manufacturers

SMITH,

Co~

w6m-w25

lamp.

“THE SINGER”

THERE

TEBBETS HOUSE,

R. I.

THE

Notice

FOR SALE!

owner

jn!5d3m_Port

Office 22, 24 4 26 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

Agent.

Only $100 Per Acre,
25 acres land, one mile from horse cars,
at Morrill’s Comer, 3J miles from
city. One acre
will make four good house lots. A g3od
bargain can
Apply

;

Farm* for Sale.

Portland, Nov 1.1870.

Proprietors,

BY

[IKCOBI-OBATED IS 1829.]

W. F.

He would refer parties abroad to tli© following
named gentlemen ol this city: Hon. Geo. F. Sliepley, Hon.A.W H. Clapp, ifon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. Jobn Lynch,

Co.,

BOSTON LEAD CO., SEWING MACHINE.

Farm for Sale.
One of the best farms in Cumberland County, known as the Enoch
Morse Place, with fifty acres added
theretoo, making 160 acres. Said
farm is near the Grand Trunk
hi North Yarmouth, ami is too well known in this
County to need any putts. Any one w ishing to make
a good bargain, is invited to call and view tlie prem
ises.
EZRA TOBIE

&

For

1879.

*4,

M.,t6.<K.P.MM
Leave Boston for Portmouth and

Dealer, iu

nnd

Sold at wholesale by
Pbillipa Sc Co and J. W. Perkina Sc Co.,

J. W. PERKINS Sc CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
wl6
ap!7d eod &w6m

_

rear, on

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at
sight.
interest

Very Respectfully,

S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

SALE.

1000,000

Dhi(«uia

S. Flint

the deranged

or

condition of the Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof. Hayes’ report
to Col. Brodhead, State

[SOLD

Feet of Land, *itunlc«l in the
9 town of Dceriug, oppoaitc land of J.
B. Brown near Libby’* Corner. Thi* lot
ha* a front on two of the main avenue*
leading into the City, of more than 800 ft.
It will be *old in lota-to *uit purchanern on
ea*y term* of payment, or will be exchanged a part, or the whole for City Property.
Enquire at CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STORE,
No 306 Congress Store.
my24 tf

all

PROVIDENCE,

LIVER and
the
Cleanse

Blood of all Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole system.
They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE,
RELIEVE HEADACHE,COSINDIGESTIVENESS,
TION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an
IMPURE STATE of the

kind.

House and several desirable house lots.
Enquire of Geo. Rackliff. on the premises,
at Woodford’s Comer.

FOR

H.

No. 20

M, Monday ami Saturday forenoons
MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle st.

MOne

Dr.

THE TORPID

setts.

Cheap,
Sold

with
from the best
Barks
and
Herbs,
They invigorate the

STOMACH, STIMULATE

story

if not

ever

care

Seeds.

Said house is one of the best locations on
K• • on the street; fine neighborhood. Consists or
framed House and ell, containing ten
JaMlLtwo
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Soring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on tlie premises.
June 19.
dtf

!• Let

•

public.
y are prepared

Roots,

House Vo. 24 Emery St., liead ol
Cnsliman Street.

And

BITTERS

BOWELS,

Buildings

Hill &

HERR

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

FOR SALE !

For Sale

years.

Pree Instruction given to Inexperienced

GOODHUB’S

The best Spring & Summer Medicine

forty-six

NG, Gorham, Me.

BANKERS,
No.

AND
THE

O-H. ABBOTT.

Richardson,

PEOPLE’S MEDICINE.

OLD DOCTOR

ROOT

11

declining

Medicine..

/J—-v^yl871,

Real Estate A IVlorlgage Brokers.
saic.

bf

Bonds.

ernment

s*p24tt

jr or

stand in need of in their

It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

THE

HE CANADIAN HOUSE, No. 49 Fore street.—
Three stories, brick, slated roof, ami an L. It
contains tweutv-four (24) rooms with the tore and
office in front; lot
(46) ft. on tlie street, running back one hundred and four (104) feet. Gas, with
a plenty of hard and soft water.
This house is well
calculated for boarders, and has been recently put in
good shape and thoroughly renovated.
For terms and further information apply to
OLIVER GERRISH, 86 Middle st.
jnn22d&wtf

they

ticle

power.

Sept.

Furnished Boom
*

an

June

Trains leave P. S. Jt P. It. H. Sta__„
Portland, lor Boston, *0.15, •9.10
M., 3.3Ut, 4.15*, 6.00J (express) P.M.
Returning *7.39, fH.30 A. M., *42.15,
*3.00,0.OOt (express) P. M
Por Rochester, Alton
Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H„ via 0. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.16* A. M, 4.15* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15* a.io* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M.
3.30t, 4.15* P. M.

W.

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
ami Chest almost invariable cured by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
All Difficult Female Derangements, (almost invariably caused by a violation of the organic laws,)
so prevalent to the American ladies
yiela readily to
this invaluable medicine—the Quaker Bitters.
Impuritfea of the Blood and diseases incident to the same
always cured bv the Quaker Bitters,
if taken according to the directions.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the ar-

engraving of a Steam Boiler confeet of heating ’surface, built upon a
new principle, uamely.iAaf of
stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and

Possession given immediately,
aplltfS. R. CLEMENT.
To

bottle will convince the

remedy.
DifflcnlticM, Neuralgia, &e., si»eed-

a sure

Nervous
ily relieved.

compartment.

on

inmost

Worm* expelled from the system without the
least difficulty. Patients
suffering from this prevalent disease will see a marked change for the better
in their condition after
taking one bottle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than is generally supposed in the young, and they will find the Quaker

THE

176 Commercial st.

One

Arraugriurnt,

~

once.

skeptical.

above is
taining 1200

To Let*
Morrill’s Corner, Deering—A genteel brick
dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse

following complaints

Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Derangement

ar-

TAYLOR,

the

wjs<^

st.,
A ranged for two families, and plenty of Sebago.
L.

cure

cured at

To Let
on

bly

Bruptlona. Pimpies, Blotches, and all impurities of the blood, burstiuc through the skin or othercured readily by following the directions on the

STORE

lot; will be sold at a bargain; within three minutes walk of the Depot, Stores and Churches. Inrmire of A. F. GERRISH, Portland, or R. G. HAUD-

either

OF

To Let*

PLEASANT Double House on Franklin

Extracts of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria-

Dyopepaia, Heart Bum, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of Apatite cured by taking a few bottles.
Low Spirits and sinking Sensation

No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
Two Rooms, 2d floor, Stuart block, Congress St.
Key at store of H. W. Simonton A Co., underneath.
Water will be put in.
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.
jc3-jf

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

low pressure,

I

applied for immediately will be let low.
MRS. H. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange st.
jeSdlm

FOR
tine

PRIVATE),

BOSTON k MAINE RAILROAD.

If

Rent $200 each; for key call

Street.

C ^Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
all
wI5
is4t
ap6d&w
times._

LET.

WALK IN GORIIAHI—The desirable
residence of the late Capt. John Farnliam. with

Prices.

PAPER Bought and
Corj lath »» Loans negotiated.

AGENTS WANTED-for the Lives of

.—

OFFICE

BLOCK,

W. ■>. LITTLE & CO.

Bummer

TO

Desert and

311.

CAPTAIN A. 8. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf
daily for
Evergreen landing, touching at Joueii’ Lam
ling, on
,Jane 25th, 872,at 8.45 and 10-15 A. M and
“i'J
I. 45 and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.(0 A. M,
and 5 P. M, and Jones’
Lauding at 9.00 and 11.15 A.
M.. ami 2.00 and 5.15P. M.
On anil after
1st, will run a Morning anil
July
Evening trip in pleasant weather, leaving Custom
House Wharf at 7.15 A. M, and 7.15 P. M. and Jones’
lauding at 7.30 A. M. and 0.00 p. M.
Pare down and back 25 cents, children half
price.
Sjiecial arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
Je22dtf

Nurth-

.""w" went, may
through Tickets
by the best and most reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange

LINK

■ XHIDK

li X P U E 8 S,

CALIFORNIA
and

L

STEAMERS.

Peak*. Island Mt.auib.aiCompany.
MTKAMEB

Ticket Agenty!

Travelers for

--

Inquire of

As the

indirect rndintiou.

my28codlm

i”>ViU'?ir

—

THE

Mouth
PyrlffWRSfJand the West,
obtain

University!

mills school is open to all persons of all denomina_L ttions, and the next term will begin Sept. 26.
A Catalogue, giving information in regard to admission and pecuniary aid, will be sent on
application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.
Young.
ray4d2m

commodious stores

THOMPSON
TO

_janSl

Eimecial attention paid to
Piping Houses for GaB,
Plumbing in all its branches.
W. H. PENNELL,

t,r nervous troubles
lne'Ji!chlc
of all other
ailment* \ tB
nonivs NERVINE, amt
Iuvteorator.
8S'S"‘- #rice

source

St.

SPRINGVALE.

and

jne29t4w

80 Middle

Co’s, WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

to contract for

Kinds of

all

(PUBLIC
With

health
,,

Into

do all kinds of

W. B.

(tbe

water

THE—

—AT

Heating

six inch, is used bytheGoveruraent in the Patent Office,
Washington, I). C. Its simplicity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever Invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
K. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

r

we are

We

A

putting

WATER PIPINQ

JOHN DUNPHY, Adm’r.
jel7, 24, jyl

throughout

Law,

LET.

large and

of those

THE

No. 38 & 40 Union St.

4. 1872.

WARMS'

about

Pennell &,

w. H.

perHonri^Inf

a

IN

PIPING;

WATER
We would invite parties
their houses, to call at

JOHN McHALE, late of
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased mid iriven
bonds as the law directs. All
demands upon the estate of said
decease*!, are required
to exhibit the same; aud all persons indebted to
said
estate are called upon to make
payment to

Portland, June

Practice

Piles,Rheumatism, Catarrh, Consumption, diseases
ol the Skin, Blood.Heart,
Liver, Kidneys, Bladder,
ate., were caused by Seminal Weakness, and resisted ail

PORTLAND.
All ordorR by mall promptly attended to,
ap20d MW&F eod 3m_

CARLETON,

Passenger

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

Ho. 47-49 Middle St.
more

For Peaks’ Island.

OLD

Language.

PROF.

Harvard

Store and Basement
One

PROCURE TICKETS
AT

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient bouse in the city, are
prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febID
oc4dly

application

Posters, Transparencies, &c.g
49 1-2

TO

5

Cumberland, ss.
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney of the United States ot America, it having
been

in

let.

S. L.
at

Attorney

STEAMERS.

Morazaiu,

Teacher of the French

Con-

a. m.

A

ni. to

Dwelling
Inquire of
Jel3tf

corner

No. 34Emery St. Terms very easy; may
HOUSE
be examined between 10 and 12
and between 3 and

Covers, Canvass Advertising

tsr r.

Lawrence, next to

No.
HOUSE
gress st. Rent $200.
Houses and Stores to rent.

your

jul8

tjUWagon, Box and Boat

To Let.

]>rayg

Honor, to order notice of this application to i>e
published in some newspaper in Portland, nearest
to where said tract of land lies, ouce in each week for
the space of four months, which notice shall contain an accurate description of the said tract of land

Let.

A

SO St.

RAILROADS.

FROM PARIS,

GOOD Rent within two minutes' walk of the
Preble House. Rent may be paid by the board
of a gentleman and his wife.
Apply to WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.
June 27-tf

States.
..

Jules Ch. L.

in

A

To

MEDICAL.

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

For Rent*

less,

That the owner of said tract of laud is supposed
and believed to be one George C.
a resident of said Ca]>e Elizabeth, and capable of
conveying the same tract to the said United States.
That the said
C. Thompson, owner as aforesaid of said tract of land from disagreement in regard to price or from some other cause to this applicant and to the said United States
unknown, hath
refused and still does refuse to convey sai<l tract of
land and the righr of w ay thereto to said United

a
or

DESIRABLE tenement for a small family, at
15 Alder st. Enquire on the premises, or of L.
N. Kimball, No. 16 Alder st.
junHtf

George

recently

An Absolute Protection from Fire.
It is

Fessenden, Clerk.

February

to

EFFECTIVE.

ple

D. W.

to

five rooms,

or

family without children;
house; partly furnished; rent taken
jun2S*lw
Apply 27 WilmotSt.

board.

To the Houorable Charles W.

shall

deel8-d&wevery3dwly
THE

duly authorized agent of said United State* to

come

sold by druggists all round the world.

And

Cumberland, 88.:
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney of the United State* of America, it having
becu made to appear to me, that the said applicant is

together with

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

SMALL tenement of four

A small respectable
the whole

applicant

appropriation;

a

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

•tuch

of

Maine.

FOB RESTORING GRAY HAIR

decs

right

with the

That the sole owner of said tract of land is sui>posed and believed to be, one Benjamin B. Dyer, a
resident of said Cape Elizabeth, and cai»ablc of conveving the same tract to the said United States. That
the said Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaid of
said tract of land, from disagreement in regard to
price or from some other cause to this applicant and
to the said United States unknown, hath refubed and
still does refuse to convey said tract of land and the
right of way thereto to said United States; wherefore
this applicant
prays your Honor to
order notice of this application to be published in
nearest to where said
in
some
Portland,
newspaper
tract of land lies, once in each week for the space of
four months, w hich notice shall contain an accurate
description of the said tract of land, together with
the name of the supposed owner, and shall require
all persons interested in said lands to come forward
on a day to be sjiecifled in said notice, and tile their
objections, if any they should have to the proposed

EDUCATIONAL.

To Let!

Walton

W.

one

STATE

Hair

TO LEI.

MISCELLANEOU S.

the peess.

Wot

myleodJw

Ml JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

JAMES BAILEY
J. S. PALMEF
C. E. JOSE.

fn

tu.

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations ; Love, Its Laws. Power, etc.
Send for a|ieelnien pages and circulars, with terms.
Address. National Publishing Co. Phlla. Pa. Jul7‘tw
On

DIO I.EWIM’

l.nst and Uirslnl Work.

This invaluable com moil-sense Book should be read
by every man and woman in the country. Threefourth’s of all tho’sickiiess in our midst may be avoided by a knowledge and practice of our
Frieud’s
Secret.” The most eminent authorities in the land,
heartily recommend it for its great commou-sense,
racy-humor, shrewd glimpses of mankind and its vivid and pithy style of expression. AGENTS WANTED to make money fast. Write for illustrated circulars, terms, Ac., free, address, GEO. MAC LEA Xt
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
Jni'b-lw

“Jofiy

A

For Sale.
FRUIT ami Confectionery stand, doing good
business; good reasons (or selling. Inquire at

this office.

my 30dtf

made rapidly with Stencil aud Kay Cheek
Outfits. Catalogues, samples and full partieulars flee. M. S. Spencer, Urettlebsr* Vt, mylSMw

MONEY

^

